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ABSTRACT

LINEAR PLANNING LOGIC AND LINEAR LOGIC
GRAPH PLANNER: DOMAIN INDEPENDENT TASK

PLANNERS BASED ON LINEAR LOGIC

Sıtar Kortik

Ph.D. in Computer Engineering

Advisor: Varol Akman

Co-Advisor: Uluç Saranlı

September, 2017

Linear Logic is a non-monotonic logic, with semantics that enforce single-use

assumptions thereby allowing native and efficient encoding of domains with dy-

namic state. Robotic task planning is an important example for such domains,

wherein both physical and informational components of a robot’s state exhibit

non-monotonic properties. We introduce two novel and efficient theorem provers

for automated construction of proofs for an exponential multiplicative fragment

of linear logic to encode deterministic STRIPS planning problems in general.

The first planner we introduce is Linear Planning Logic (LPL), which is based on

the backchaining principle commonly used for constructing logic programming

languages such as Prolog and Lolli, with a novel extension for LPL to handle

program formulae with non-atomic conclusions. We demonstrate an experimen-

tal application of LPL in the context of a robotic task planner, implementing

visually guided autonomous navigation for the RHex hexapod robot. The sec-

ond planner we introduce is the Linear Logic Graph Planner (LinGraph), an

automated planner for deterministic, concurrent domains, formulated as a graph-

based theorem prover for a propositional fragment of intuitionistic linear logic.

The new graph-based theorem prover we introduce in this context substantially

improves planning performance by reducing proof permutations that are irrele-

vant to planning problems particularly in the presence of large numbers of objects

and agents with identical properties (e.g. robots within a swarm, or parts in a

large factory). We illustrate LinGraph’s application for planning the actions of

robots within a concurrent manufacturing domain and provide comparisons with

four existing automated planners, BlackBox, Symba-2, Metis and the Tempo-

ral Fast Downward (TFD), covering a wide range of state-of-the-art automated

planning techniques and implementations that are well-known in the literature for

their performance on various of problem types and domains. We show that even
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though LinGraph does not rely on any heuristics, it still outperforms these sys-

tems for concurrent domains with large numbers of identical objects and agents,

finding feasible plans that they cannot identify. These gains persist even when

existing methods on symmetry reduction and numerical fluents are used, with

LinGraph capable of handling problems with thousands of objects. Following

these results, we also formally show that plan construction with LinGraph is

equivalent to multiset rewriting systems, establishing a formal relation between

LinGraph and intuitionistic linear logic.

Keywords: Automated planning, Linear logic, Multiset rewriting, Automated

theorem prover.



ÖZET

DOĞRUSAL PLANLAMA MANTIĞI VE DOĞRUSAL
MANTIK GRAFİK PLANLAYICI: DOĞRUSAL
MANTIK TABANLI ALAN BAĞIMSIZ GÖREV

PLANLAYICILAR

Sıtar Kortik

Bilgisayar Mühendisliği, Doktora

Tez Danışmanı: Varol Akman

İkinci Tez Danışmanı: Uluç Saranlı

Eylül, 2017

Doğrusal mantık, tek kullanımlık varsayımları kullanmaya zorlayan tekdüze ol-

mayan bir mantık olduğu için, dinamik durumlu alanları etkili olarak göstermeye

olanak sağlıyor. İçinde, bir robotun durumunda fiziksel ve bilgisel bileşenlerin bir-

likte tekdüze olmayan özellikler sergilendiği robotik görev planlaması, bu tür alan-

lar için önemli bir örnektir. STRIPS planlama problemleri için, doğrusal mantıkta

ispatları otomatik ortaya çıkaracak iki adet yeni ve etkili teorem ispatlayıcı or-

taya koyuyoruz. Ortaya koyduğumuz ilk planlayıcı olan Doğrusal Planlama

Mantığı, Prolog ve Lolli gibi programlama dillerinde sıkça kullanılan geriye zincir-

leme prensibiyle çalışmaktadır ve atomik olmayan sonuçları da ele alacak şekilde

genişletilmiştir. Bu yeni planlayıcının deneysel bir uygulaması olan RHex robotu

için görsel yönlendirmeyle otomatik gezinme, robotik görev planlayıcı kapsamında

gösterilmiştir. Ortaya koyduğumuz ikinci planlayıcı olan Doğrusal Mantık Grafik

Planlayıcısı, doğrusal mantık için grafik tabanlı teorem ispaylayıcı olarak formüle

edilmis, rastgele olmayan ve eş zamanlı alanlar icin otomatik bir planlayıcıdır.

Bu yeni grafik tabanlı teori ispatlayıcı, çoklu sayıdaki özdeş nesnelerin olduğu

zamanlarda (sürü icindeki robotlar, büyük fabrikadaki parçalar), özellikler plan-

lama problemleriyle alakası olmayan ispat permütasyonlarını azaltarak planlama

performansını arttırıyor. İkinci planlayıcının, eş zamanlı üretim alanında eylem

planlaması icin uygulamasını örnek üzerinde gösteriyoruz ve literatürde farklı

problem tiplerinde ve alanlarında performanslarıyla bilinen, dört farklı otomatik

planlayıcı olan BlackBox, Symba-2, Metis ve Temporal Fast Downward (TFD)

ile karsılaştırmasını sağlıyoruz. Yeni planlayıcımızın herhangi bir buluşsala bağlı

olmamasına rağmen, diğer sistemleri çoklu özdeş nesnelerin varlığında eş zamanlı

alanlarda yendiğini gösteriyoruz. Simetri azaltma ve sayısal akışkanlar ile ilgili
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mevcut metodlar kullanılsa bile, yukarıdaki kazanımlar sürüyor ve yeni plan-

layıcımız binlerce nesneli problemleri çözebiliyor. Bu çıkarımlara ek olarak, bu

yeni planlayıcı ile plan oluşturmanın, çoklu küme yeniden yazım sistemlerine eşit

olduğunu gösteriyoruz.

Anahtar sözcükler : Otomatik planlama, Doğrusal mantık, Çoklu küme yeniden

yazımı, Otomatik teorem ispatlayıcı.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Scope

In 1996, Pathfinder successfully landed to the surface of Mars. After landing

to the surface, the rover traveled about 100 meters during its 90 day lifetime,

more than half of which was spent doing nothing due to plan failure caused by

unpredictabilities of resources and other environmental factors while the execu-

tion of a given plan [1, 2]. It was not easy to intervene the rover in the existence

of a plan failure because of the communication delay between Earth and Mars.

Remotely controlling the rover was also very difficult with the same reason. In-

stead of teleoperation, for each day operators were sending an one-day plan at

once such that moving from one location to another or analyzing the surface of

Mars. Subsequently, the rover would run the plan sent previous day [3]. A typ-

ical one-day plan included approximately 100 actions, which is very long to be

executed without any failures. Unfortunately, during the execution of a given

plan, there are many uncertainties such as the power required, the duration of

each action, the position and orientation of the rover and other environmental

factors like dust on solar panels, etc [4]. A rover capable of fully autonomous de-

cision making could have overcome most of these issues. The last rover on Mars,

Curiosity [5], has an autonomous navigation mode. However, even this dexterous

1



rover depends on operators on Earth. We can hence say that autonomy for mo-

bile robotic platforms is a difficult, but important challenge. In the near future,

it will be possible to see fully autonomous cars on roads and robot assistants

in houses. Such autonomous platforms need planners which can effectively and

accurately represent the problem domain and make efficient decisions to achieve

given real world goals. One of our motivations is the need for such automated

and domain-independent planners.

In this context, we focus on task planning (a.k.a. action planning) [6–8]. Task

planning is the problem of selecting an ordered list of actions, starting with a

set of possible initial states, to achieve a particular goal state. Physical behavior

of a particular system associated with an action is summarized through a list of

preconditions and a list of effects for the action, providing a discrete abstraction of

system behavior. To be able to use an action, all preconditions must be satisfied.

When an action is used, the environment is modified to satisfy the effects of the

action. This conceptual framework assumes a discretized view of time. Task

planning seeks a plan through these abstract behaviors, manipulating the system

from its initial state to the desired final state. The final plan is either a partial

or total order of selected actions [9].

Automatic task planning has been among important problems in Artificial In-

telligence, with numerous applications in robotics, scheduling, resource planning

and even automated programming. Different approaches have been proposed

to represent and solve task planning problems. Among these methods, linear

logic [10, 11] has been proposed in the literature, capable of handling real world

planning problems [12], since linear logic allows native support for representing

dynamic state as single-use (or consumable) resources. Consumable resource rep-

resentation in linear logic stands in contrast to fact representation in classical

logic that can be used multiple times or not at all. Together with consumable

resources, linear logic can also represent persistent resources that can be used

infinitely many times whenever they are needed. Resource representation of lin-

ear logic is capable of effectively addressing the well-known frame problem that

often occurs in embeddings of planning problems within logical formalisms such

as situation calculus [13–16]. Briefly, the frame problem is the need and challenge
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of representing possibly irrelevant non-effects of an action in addition to its more

relevant effects.

Our main motivation in this thesis is the exploration of logical approaches

with theorem proving for task planning. Unfortunately, using logical reasoning

methods and theorem provers in task planning generally runs into complexity

issues because of the multitude of valid proofs (all corresponding to the same plan)

for the same problem. This fact causes nondeterminism beyond what is inherent

in the problem domain itself, and makes the search problem much more difficult

[17]. Addressing this issue and introducing an expressive and efficient task planner

is challenging. Most research efforts either simplify the representational language,

hence sacrificing expressivity, or impose a particular structure on proof search that

might impair soundness and completeness of the logic [18].

In this thesis, we propose two different languages and associated theorem

provers for task planning using linear logic. The first language that we intro-

duce is Linear Planning Logic (LPL), which extends on Linear Hereditary Har-

rop formulas (LHHF) that underlie linear logic programming languages such as

Lolli [19]. LPL provides increased expressivity compared to Lolli, while manag-

ing to similarly keep out-of-domain nondeterminism to a minimum. Expressivity

is increased by allowing negative occurrences of conjunction, which as necessary

to represent multiple simultaneous preconditions for an action. Adding negative

occurrences of conjunction while still preserving a backchaining method for proof

search is problematic for linear logic. The proof theory that we propose for this

language preserves the deterministic back-chaining structure of provers designed

for LHHF. To show expressivity and feasibility of our planning formalism, we

illustrate an experimental application for a hexapod robot RHex [20], navigating

in an environment populated with visual landmarks.

Our second proposed language for automated generation of plans for STRIPS-

based [21] planning problems is Linear Logic Graph Planner (LinGraph), which

is a graph-based theorem prover for a multiplicative exponential fragment of

propositional linear logic. LinGraph reduces nondeterminism particularly in the
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presence of large numbers of functionally identical resources and agents. We intro-

duce a number of different planning domains such as manufacturing to illustrate

the application of LinGraph for planning the actions of agents. We also compare

LinGraph to four modern planners, four existing automated planners, BlackBox,

Symba-2, Metis and the Temporal Fast Downward (TFD), covering a wide range

of state-of-the-art automated planning techniques and implementations that are

well-known in the literature for their performance on various of problem types

and domains.. We show that for specific domains where there are large numbers

of identical objects and agents, LinGraph can outperform these systems, finding

feasible plans that they cannot identify.
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1.2 Contributions

In this section, we summarize main contributions of the thesis in two categories.

For each category, we itemize and summarize individual contributions.

1.2.1 Linear Planning Logic (LPL)

• Introducing a novel logic language and theorem prover:

One of the main contributions of this thesis is introducing a novel logic

language and an associated theorem prover for task planning. We call our

new language Linear Planning Logic (LPL), consisting of a fragment of

linear logic well suited for representing dynamic states and constructing

automatic plans efficiently.

• Extending the expressivity of Linear Hereditary Harrop Formulas (LHHF):

LPL extends on the expressivity of Linear Hereditary Harrop Formulas

(LHHF) by adding negative occurrences of conjunction, allowing actions to

create multiple resources.

• Implementing LPL in SWI-Prolog:

In order to show performance of LPL, we implemented it in SWI-Prolog.

• Introducing a new robotic planning domain example:

To test the implementation and show the expressivity of LPL, we intro-

duced a new robotic planning domain example and encoded a number of

example planning problems in LPL. We have shown both the correctness

and performance of our LPL theorem prover for this domain.

• Using LPL to construct plans for the hexapod platform RHex

After showing the expressivity of LPL on simple planning domains, we used

the hexapod platform RHex for an experimental demonstration of its use.
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1.2.2 Linear Logic Graph Planner (LinGraph)

• Introducing a graph-based theorem prover for task planning:

The second main contribution of this thesis is introducing a graph based

theorem prover for task planning, within a propositional fragment of linear

logic. We call this framework Linear Logic Graph Planner (LinGraph).

• Implementing LinGraph in SML:

We implemented a prototype of LinGraph in SML to compare its perfor-

mance with other planners.

• Introducing additional new planning domain examples:

To show expressivity of LinGraph, we introduced additional planning do-

main examples and encoded these domains in our implementation.

• Comparing the performance of LinGraph with other planners:

Another contribution of this thesis is comparing the performance of Lin-

Graph with other modern planners, including BlackBox, Symba-2, Metis

and the Temporal Fast Downward (TFD) and showing that LinGraph out-

performs other planners for certain planning domains in the presence of

large numbers of identical objects and agents.

• Establishing a formal relation between LinGraph and linear logic:

We also formally show that plan construction with LinGraph is equivalent to

multiset rewriting systems, establishing a formal relation between LinGraph

and intuitionistic linear logic.
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1.3 Organization of the Thesis

We will begin by reviewing related literature in Chapter 2, followed by a defini-

tion of the fragment of Linear Logic we use for encoding planning problems in

Chapter 3. We then present soundness proof of LPL in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5,

we introduce LinGraph and an assembly planning domain to present a detailed

description of our method, followed by conclusion and future work in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Task (Action) Planning

Task, or action planning is finding an ordered sequence of actions (also called

a plan), which will take an agent from a set of possible initial states to a par-

ticular goal state. Automation of finding such plans has been among important

problems in Artificial Intelligence and can be used for numerous applications in

robotics, scheduling, resource planning and even automated programming. Many

successful automated planners are based on a discretized view of task planning,

which are based on composing continues, low-level behavioral primitives through

their high-level abstractions. This structure has been as a basis for numerous

languages and methods. Among these, the STRIPS language [21] is one of the

most basic but fundamentally useful modeling languages. More capable alterna-

tives to STRIPS such as ADL [22, 23] and the more recent PDDL [24] eliminate

these limitations and recover substantial expressivity. However, the majority of

real-world implementations of automated planners still rely on internal transla-

tions to a STRIPS representation, that are exponential in complexity and hence

do not eliminate nondeterministic components inherent in the planning problem

itself.
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We can categorize automated task planning systems according to the configura-

bility of the planner to work in different planning domains [25]. As such, we can

talk about domain-specific, domain-independent and domain-configurable plan-

ners. Among these, domain independent planners are those that are capable of

working in any problem domain. Domain-independent planners [26] have mainly

two varieties, state-space and plan-space planners. However, this categorization

may not be enough to cover and denote all relevant properties of a planning

system. Another categorization could be according to the step-optimality of a

planner. Within this classification, our research focuses on domain-independent

and step-optimal planning.

Among existing planners, partial-order planning (POP) implements plan-space

search rather than state-space search, and eliminates unnecessary nondetermin-

ism in the search for plan search originating from irrelevant total orderings of ac-

tion sequences [27]. The Universal Conditional Partial Order Planner (UCPOP)

method [28] is an important variation of POP and achieves greater expressivity by

allowing actions that have variables, conditional effects, disjunctive preconditions

and universal quantification. One of more recent optimal planners for STRIPS

problems is GraphPlan. Even though GraphPlan has reduced expressivity, it

is a practical alternative to UCPOP with better performance [29]. A number

of recent extensions and improvements for GraphPlan were been introduced in

the literature. In [30], the authors try to combine the expressivity of UCPOP

with the efficiency of GraphPlan by transforming domains in UCPOP to their

equivalent in GraphPlan. In [31], GraphPlan is extended to contingent planning

problems incorporating uncertainty and sensing actions. In [32], the authors ex-

plore the use of GraphPlan for probabilistic planning, with a known world but

probabilistic actions. A number of introduced planners support nondeterministic

actions using GraphPlan’s features. One of such planners is the Fast, Iterative

Planner (FIP), illustrated for a simple omelette problem [33]. It has been ca-

pable of outperforming other planners, including the model-based MBP system

[34] for nondeterministic domains in certain cases. In [35], the authors extend

the classic GraphPlan algorithm to support dynamic creation and destruction of

objects through new operators specifically introduced for this purpose. Another
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method formulates planning problems as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP)

instances [36], claiming that this structure subsumes the representation induced

by GraphPlan and leads to a more efficient planner. This also relies on imposing

a bound on the length of the plan, reducing search complexity to NP.

Among most successful recent modern optimal task planners, Blackbox [37, 38]

and SatPlan implementations [38–41] convert problems specified in STRIPS nota-

tion into satisfiability problems. Formulating planning as a satisfiability problem

has been introduced by [42], where the central idea is to translate the planning

problem into a finite collection of axioms, whose satisfaction corresponds to the

solution.

Even though these planners are among the most successful optimal task plan-

ners, their plan search complexity is NP-hard [43]. Modern planners based on

heuristic search planning (HSP) address this issue of complexity by using a re-

laxed problem, which ignores negative effects of actions and resulting mutexes,

to compute the heuristic [44–46]. However, these planners based on HSP sacri-

fice optimality for efficiency. One of the well-known planners based on this idea

is Fast-Forward (FF) planner [47]. A more recent state of the art non-optimal

planner is Madagascar [48, 49], capable of quickly finding feasible plans. Another

alternative approach for non-optimal planning is using a hierarchical structure

for plan search. Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning [50, 51] is based

on this approach. Initially a high-level task network consists of initial and final

states, with high-level abstract tasks, which are then iteratively decomposed until

primitive actions are reached.

Another, preceding these modern planners, earlier approaches to task planning

used deductive reasoning and theorem proving. However these methods lost their

popularity in recent decades, since nondeterministic choices introduced by logi-

cal encodings of problem domains often increase the computational complexity

of plan search as exemplified by classical logic encodings. Representing dynamic

states is also problematic in classical logic. For example, situation calculus at-

tempts to represent dynamic states within a planning problem [52] but it suffers

from the frame problem, resulting in substantially increased complexity [53].
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In this context, linear Logic [10, 11] is an effective solution to the frame prob-

lem, allowing native modeling of dynamic states as single-use (consumable) re-

sources within the language itself. Hereby, linear logic eliminates the complexity

cost associated with complex solutions to the frame problem [15, 16, 54]. Linear

logic’s non-monotonic reasoning in solving the frame problem was also used in

other planners, using logic programming and answer sets [14, 55–57]. When using

linear logic to encode and solve planning problems, we can compose states using

the simultaneous conjunction operator, represent actions with the linear implica-

tion connective and model nondeterministic effects with the additive disjunction

connective [12, 17, 58, 59]. Linear logic can also model concurrency as explored in

[60, 61]. Even though linear logic has these appealing properties, construction of

efficient linear logic theorem provers having these properties has been challeng-

ing. One of the main issues arises from the logical nondeterminism, introduced

by explicit encodings of planning problems through the use of logical connectives.

A number of theorem provers such as Lolli restrict the expressivity of the logical

language to increase efficiency [19].

Petri Nets can successfully represent concurrent processes and have semantic

connections to linear logic [62–65]. The PetriPlan system uses this connection

and transforms the planning problem into a reachability query in an acyclic Petri

Net, and then uses Integer Programming to find a valid solution.

Another technique for task planning is to use model-based reasoning [34]. In

this method, plan construction to solve planning problems is transferred into

the problem of searching through a logical semantic structure, without being

connected to an explicit proof theory. One of the popular applications of this idea

is the use of temporal logic [18]. This method abstractly represents continuous

behaviors as atomic propositions and models temporal components through the

evaluation of a finite state machine. However, some properties of this method

such as its dependence on temporal logic, model checking and abstraction of the

physical world decrease expressivity and do not allow deductive reasoning.
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We can use a working domain-independent planner to solve the planning prob-

lem in different environments and domains such as manipulation planning, assem-

bly line planning and mobile robot planning. The manipulation planning problem

usually includes a manipulator robot which interacts with an object, grasping and

moving the object to another location in the environment. Among most efficient

control architectures for robot manipulators, behavior-based methods stand out

for practical applications. However behavior-based methods either require infea-

sible computation time or do not ensure completeness. To solve these problems,

in [66] the authors present an algorithm for manipulation planning. This algo-

rithm plans paths in configuration spaces with multiple constraints such as torque

limits, constraints on the pose of an object held by a robot, and constraints for fol-

lowing workspace surfaces. Another manipulation planning method is presented

in [67], where the authors introduce a formal tool which they call the motion

grammar, for task decomposition and hybrid control. This work is interesting in

issue of a context free grammar for manipulation planning. They test this formal

tool on a chess game with a manipulator robot.

Another application area of robotic planning is assembly line planning. In

[68], the author addresses the problem of designing a distributed, hybrid factory

given a description of an assembly process and a palette of controllers for basic

assembly operations. Another important point of this work is incorporating petri

nets into the planning system.

Finally, we briefly mention an existing drawback of efficiency issues in plan-

ning, loop, non terminating proof search while constructing a plan. To prevent

loops, we need a loop detection and a loop preventing mechanism. In [69], the

authors provide a loop detection mechanism for propositional affine logic adapt-

ing the history techniques used for intuitionistic logic. This work is good for

understanding the loop detection mechanism and how it is used in linear logic.

Although loops in proof search may cause efficiency issues, in some cases loops

can be necessary in planning. In [70] and [71], a different approach for planning

is introduced, where they use loops in planning to deal with an unknown and

unbounded planning parameter.
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2.2 Intuitionistic Linear Logic: Language and

Proof Theory

In this section, we present the basic ideas and principles underlying intuition-

istic linear logic and show its expressivity on a well-known planning example,

the blocks world. Linear logic was first introduced by Girard [10] as a reasoning

language that rejects the contraction and weakening rules. Linear logic can be

considered both in intuitionistic and classical formulations. In this thesis, we

focus on intuitionistic linear logic, since proofs in intuitionistic languages corre-

spond to executable programs as formalized by the Curry-Howard isomorphism

[72]. This makes it possible to use a proof generated by an automatic theorem

prover as a solution to a particular planning problem, assuming that a suitable,

adequate encoding of the domain, including its initial state, goal state and ac-

tions, is provided. However, we must note that the more expressive a logical

language is, the less efficient associated theorem provers become, since the num-

ber of alternatives to consider increase with each step of the proof construction.

Fortunately, linear logic promises to support efficient proof search, together with

sufficient expressivity to be used as an automatic tool to solve planning problems.

The expressivity of linear logic can handle real world planning problems, being

able to model dynamic state components as consumable resources. Its considera-

tion of assumptions as single-use resources allows a natural encoding of planning

problem domains and states.

2.2.1 The Grammar and Connectives of Linear Logic

In this section, we present the grammar for the full language of intuitionistic

linear logic and then describe all of its connectives. We can formally describe

with the following grammar:

A := a | 1 | A ⊗ A | T | 0 | A& A | A ( A | A ⊃ A | ∀x.A | A ⊕ A | !A | ∃x.A ,

where a denotes atomic formulae defined according to the specifics of a particular

application domain through an associated term grammar in the usual way.
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Below, we briefly introduce all connections of linear logic, explaining the mean-

ing of each in the context of task planning problems.

• Simultaneous Conjunction (⊗):

We can pronounce A ⊗ B as A and B or A tensor B, meaning that both

A and B are simultaneously available. In the task planning domain, this

connective is used for composing resources that exist simultaneously in a

state, either as resources or as goals. For instance, if we a coffee and a

chocolate at the same time, we can represent this state with simultaneous

conjunction as (coffee ⊗ chocolate).

• Unit (1):

Unit is the trivial resource which can be produced from nothing, without

using any resources. Unit is the identity of simultaneous conjunction where

1 ⊗ A ≡ A. In planning problems, we can use 1 for the empty resource,

meaning that we can delete 1 whenever we see it in resources.

• Alternative Conjunction (&):

The connective & is pronounced as additive conjunction, with or internal

choice. If we have A&B, we can conclude A or B with the same resources,

but not both simultaneously. For example, if we have 1 Dollar and the price

of a tea or a chocolate is 1 Dollar, we can say tea & chocolate, meaning that

we can buy a tea or a chocolate, but not both at the same time.

• Top (>):

We can also call > as truth. Regardless of available resources, we can always

achieve Top. If there are a number of resources, Top consumes all of them.

Top is the identity of alternative conjunction such that >&A ≡ A.

• Linear Implication (():

A ( B is pronounced as A linearly implies B or A lolli B, meaning that

we can achieve B by using A exactly once (no more, no less). In the

task planning domain, linear implication connective is used for relating

preconditions to effects for individual actions.
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• Disjunction (⊕):

⊕ is also called external choice. If existing resources can make either A

or B true, then we can present as A ⊕ B. Considering an example in

planning problem, if we can have a pie or a tart in a restaurant according

to availability, we encode this as pie ⊕ tart.

• Impossibility (0):

Impossibility corresponds to impossible resource. We can conclude any

goals with 0. Note that, it is the identity of disjunction, 0 ⊕ A ≡ A. In

planning problems, we do not need 0.

• Bang (!):

We can also call the ! operator as Of Course Modality, creating unrestricted

resources when placed in front of hypotheses. For example, if we have

unlimited coffee, we can show this expression with the unary operator as

!coffee.

• Unrestricted Implication (⊃):

We pronounce A ⊃ B as A implies B, correspond to (!A) ( B, meaning

that we can achieve B by using A as many times as we want.

2.2.2 Sequent Calculus for Linear Logic

We formalize proof construction within linear logic using sequent calculus, which

was originally developed by Gentzen as a tool for studying natural deduction

[73]. Below, we present a general sequent definition for linear logic, encoding the

provability of a goal by using a set of ephemeral resources and a set of persistent

resources.

Γ; ∆⇒ G , (2.1)

where Γ is a multiset used to denote persistent resources (unrestricted assump-

tions) that can be used either or multiple times or none at all, while ∆ is a

multiset containing resources that must be consumed (linear assumptions). We

can prove the goal formula G using the resources in Γ and ∆.
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For each connective in sequent calculus formulations, there should be left and

right inference rules. Right rules in sequent calculus (corresponding to introduc-

tion rules in natural deduction) decompose a particular goal G, while left rules in

sequent calculus (corresponding to elimination rules in natural deduction) decom-

pose resources. Below, we present all left and right rules for linear logic sequent

calculus.

We group related rules together such that multiplicative connectives, additive

connectives, quantifiers, exponentials and structural rules. We present the first

group, multiplicative connectives, in Figure 2.1, including (, ⊗ and 1. The ( R

rule proves the conclusion by adding the resource A into available resources. The

( L rule first proves the goal A, then proves the conclusion while splitting avail-

able resources as necessary. The ⊗R rule shows how to achieve a conjunctive goal

by decomposing available resources, while the ⊗L rule defines how a conjunctive

assumption can be decomposed. The 1R rule says that the trivial resource unit

can be produced from nothing. Using the 1L rule, we can delete 1 whenever we

see it in resources.

Γ; ∆, A =⇒ B
Γ; ∆ =⇒ A( B ( R

Γ; ∆1 =⇒ A Γ; ∆2, B =⇒ G
Γ; ∆1,∆2, A( B =⇒ G ( L

Γ; ∆1 =⇒ A Γ; ∆2 =⇒ B
Γ; ∆1,∆2 =⇒ A⊗B ⊗R

Γ; ∆, A,B =⇒ G
Γ; ∆, A⊗B =⇒ G ⊗L

Γ; · =⇒ 1 1R
Γ; ∆ =⇒ G

Γ; ∆, 1 =⇒ G 1L

Figure 2.1: Proof rules for multiplicative connectives.

Additive connectives are presented in Figure 2.2, including &, T,⊕ and 0. The

&R rule decomposes the goal and proves both subgoals G1 and G2 using the same

resources. We need two left rules for the & connective, &L1 and & L2, selecting

one of the sub-resources, A or B respectively, to prove the goal G. The >R rule

consumes all resources. There is not a left rule for T. The ⊕ connective has two
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right rules. The ⊕R1 rule selects the first sub-goal A to prove, while the ⊕R2

rule selects the second sub-goal B to prove. The ⊕L rule decomposes the A⊕B
resource and then tries to prove the goal G in two different ways, one is adding

A and the other one is adding B to resources. There is not a left rule for 0, while

we can conclude any goals using the 0L rule.

Γ; ∆ =⇒ G1 Γ; ∆ =⇒ G2

Γ; ∆ =⇒ G1&G2
&R

Γ; ∆, A =⇒ G

Γ; ∆, A&B =⇒ G &L1

Γ; ∆, B =⇒ G

Γ; ∆, A&B =⇒ G &L2

Γ; ∆ =⇒ T TR
No T left rule

Γ; ∆ =⇒ A
Γ; ∆ =⇒ A⊕B ⊕R1

Γ; ∆ =⇒ B
Γ; ∆ =⇒ A⊕B ⊕R2

Γ; ∆, A =⇒ G Γ; ∆, B =⇒ G

Γ; ∆, A⊕B =⇒ G ⊕L

No 0 right rule Γ; ∆,0 =⇒ G 0L

Figure 2.2: Proof rules for additive connectives

We present proof rules for quantifiers in Figure 2.3. The ∀Ra rule and the ∃La

rule postpone instantiating the variable x, replacing x with a parameter a. The

new parameter a is a fresh variable and can not exist before. In the ∀L rule and

the ∃R rule, a term t is supplied and substituted for the variable x.

In Figure 2.4, proof rules for exponentials are presented. The ⊃ R rule adds

A to unrestricted resources and proves the goal G. In the ⊃ L rule, we first need

to prove A using only unrestricted resources, and then we prove the goal G using

the resource B.

Finally, we present hypotheses, the init rule and the copy rule in Figure 2.5.

The init rule connects atomic assumptions to atomic goals. This rule occurs
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Γ; ∆ =⇒ [a/x]G

Γ; ∆ =⇒ ∀x.G ∀Ra
Γ; ∆, [t/x]A =⇒ G

Γ; ∆,∀x.A =⇒ G ∀L

Γ; ∆ =⇒ [t/x]G

Γ; ∆ =⇒ ∃x.G ∃R
Γ; ∆, [a/x]A =⇒ G

Γ; ∆,∃x.A =⇒ G ∃La

Figure 2.3: Proof rules for quantifiers

(Γ, A); ∆ =⇒ G

Γ; ∆ =⇒ A ⊃ G ⊃ R
Γ; · =⇒ A Γ; ∆, B =⇒ G

Γ; ∆, A ⊃ B =⇒ G ⊃ L

Γ; · =⇒ A

Γ; · =⇒!A !R
(Γ, A); ∆ =⇒ G

Γ; (∆, !A) =⇒ G !L

Figure 2.4: Proof rules for exponentials

at the top leaves of the proof tree whose nodes are instantiations of left and

right sequent rules. The copy rule copies a persistent resource into the list of

consumption resources.

Γ;A =⇒ A init
(Γ, A); (∆, A) =⇒ G

(Γ, A); ∆ =⇒ G
copy

Figure 2.5: Hypotheses
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2.2.3 Proof Search in Linear Logic

In this section, we review the literature and methods for proof search in linear logic

in the context of a planning example. To this end, we start with reviewing a well-

known planning domain example, the Blocks World [74]. This domain features a

number of blocks that are stacked on a table and a robotic arm capable of picking

up blocks and placing them on top of other blocks or on the table. The goal is to

order blocks vertically in a given order. We present all necessary predicates and

actions for blocks world domain in Figure 2.6.

Predicates:
empty : The robot arm is empty
table : Each block can be on the table
on(X, Y ) : The block X is on the block Y
clear(X) : Top of the block X is clear
holds(X) : The robot arm holds the block X

Actions:
pickOn(X,Y) : The robot arm picks the block X standing on Y.
putOn(X,Y) : The robot arm puts the block X on Y (a block or table).

Figure 2.6: Predicates and actions for the blocks world planning domain.

Subsequently, we associate these predicates and actions with linear logic ex-

pressions to formally represent their preconditions and effects. Encodings of two

actions, pickOn(X,Y) and putOn(X,Y), are given in Figure 2.7. Here, X and Y

correspond to particular objects in the domain. When using the pickOn(X,Y)

action, if the robot’s hand is empty, the X block is on the Y block and top of the

X is clear, the robot holds X. Using the other action putOn(X,Y), if the robot is

holding the X block, the robot places X onto Y , where Y can be either a block

or the table.

pickOn(X,Y) : empty ⊗ on(X, Y )⊗ clear(X) ( holds(X)⊗ clear(Y )
putOn(X,Y) : holds(X)⊗ clear(Y ) ( empty ⊗ on(X, Y )⊗ clear(X)

Figure 2.7: Encodings of blocks world planning domain actions in linear logic.

Now that we have given formal descriptions of actions for the blocks world
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planning domain, we can illustrate the use of linear logic for task planning with

a simple scenario. Assume that there are initially three blocks a, b and c such

that a is on b while b and c are on the table. The robot’s hand is initially empty.

Formally, we can encode the initial state of this scenario by the resource

∆ = on(a, b)⊗ clear(a)⊗ on(b, table)⊗ on(c, table)⊗ clear(c)⊗ empty .

If we want to achieve the final desired state of the blocks as b is on the table and

a is on c while c is on the table, we can encode the final state as

G = on(b, table)⊗ clear(b)⊗ on(a, c)⊗ clear(a)⊗ on(c, table)⊗ empty .

To achieve the subgoal on(a, c), the robot must hold a and then put it on c

to conclude the plan. The final plan for this example is the sequence of actions

[pickOn(a,b), putOn(a,c)].

We should note that, using classical logic for encoding and solving of planning

problems may cause inconsistency. For an example, if we would try to encode the

pickOn(X,Y) action in classical logic for the given blocks world domain example,

the new action encoding would be

∀x.∀y.(empty ∧ on(X, Y ) ∧ clear(X) ⊃ holds(X) ∧ clear(Y )) .

When we use the pickOn(X,Y) action as the given encoding, we could derive

contradictory propositions such that (empty ∧ holds(X)), where they can not be

true at the same time.

Even though the introduced example has a small domain size, unfortunately

usual real world problems have much larger domain sizes. At this point, searching

proofs efficiently plays an important role. To this end, we need to prune the proof

search tree as much as possible, eliminating unnecessary nondeterminism. We

categorize proof search techniques two main groups, according to decomposing

order of the given theorem. The first proof search category is backward proof

search, first decomposing the goal and then trying to prove all subgoals. The

second proof search category is forward proof search, first creating all possible

variations of resources and then trying to reach the goal from list of created

resources.
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2.2.3.1 Backward (or Bottom-Up) Proof Search

In backward proof search, we decompose the given goal to subgoals and then

prove all subgoals using resources. This approach is goal-oriented, since we start

proof search with a given goal sequent, refining the goal using inference rules in

backward direction until having only axioms (atomic propositions) in the goal

and resources. If we apply inference rules arbitrary, a number of nondeterminism

may arise due to wrong choices of inference rules.

Focusing method [75] reduces nondeterminism of disjunctive choices in proof

search, categorizing connectives according to inversion and determining an order

for applying inference rules. Main idea of focusing depends on inversion of infer-

ence rules. We already know that we can conclude the conclusion from premises

in natural deduction and sequent calculus (top-down). An inference rule of a

connective is invertible, if we can also conclude premises from the conclusion

(bottom-up). In focusing method, we first apply invertible rules (no matter right

or left invertible rules), decomposing the formula to sub-formulas until the goal is

no longer invertible and resources are non-invertible propositions. Then we focus

on a non-invertible proposition in resources (left) or the goal (right). Subse-

quently, we decompose the focused proposition until reaching either an invertible

connective or an atomic proposition.

We can also call invertible connectives asynchronous and non-invertible con-

nectives synchronous, as Andreoli called in [75]. We can separate all connectives

into two main groups, negative and positive. If the right inference rule of a con-

nective is invertible, then it is a negative connective. If the left inference rule of

a connective is invertible, then it is a positive connective. Below we present all

negative and positive connectives.

NegativeConnectives : A( B, A&B, T ,

PositiveConnectives : A⊗B, 1, !A, A⊕B, 0 .

We should note that we can’t incorporate atomic formulas here, since they do

not have any left or right rules.
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In linear logic proof search, we should also consider resource management

while splitting resources among parallel goals to eliminate a significant amount

of non-determinism. The need for resource management specially arises for non-

deterministic choices to split resources while applying the right rule of ⊗ and

the left rule of (. In the worst case, all possible alternatives during splitting

resources must be exhaustively searched which is 2n. Fortunately, using Input /

Output model (lazy splitting) can solve these nondeterministic decisions [19]. In

this model, each sub sequent partially consumes resources stored in their input

context and returns left over resources in their output context. However, if the

truth constant > is in the goal, then an additional nondeterminism may arise.

The presence of T in the goal allows consumption of an arbitrary number of input

resources. In the worst, there are 2n possible alternatives. In [76], this problem

is solved by introducing an additional flag, considering the presence of such a

flexible resource splitting in the later stages of proof search. We use a similar

approach in our LPL system.

2.2.3.2 Forward (Top-Down) Proof Search

In contrast to backward proof search methods like tableaux method or uniform

proofs [77], first decomposing the goal into subgoals and then proving subgoals,

forward proof search methods like resolution or inverse method are top-down ap-

proaches [78], using initial assumptions and rules to produce new assumptions

and then checking if the given goal can be reached from the created set of re-

sources. In forwards proof search, due to the nature of top-down approach, we

don’t need resource management anymore as in backward proof search for mul-

tiplicative conjunction (⊗) or linear implication (().

Among the forward proof search methods, focused inverse method introduced in

[79] is a practical forward reasoning method. Focused inverse method successfully

composes focusing [75] and inverse method, while presenting that the focused

inverse method is notably faster than the non-focused version of inverse method.

We must note that, the way of proof construction in forward reasoning is
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corresponding to Graphplan planner [29], searching plans through initial level

to last level. Since our novel theorem prover and planner, LinGraph, searches

proofs in the same direction with Graphplan, we can conclude that LinGraph

is a forward proof search method. On the other hand, our other novel theorem

prover and planner, LPL, searches proofs in a backward reasoning style, since

proof search is goal-directed.
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Chapter 3

Linear Planning Logic: An

Efficient Language and Theorem

Prover for Robotic Task Planning

In this chapter, we introduce one of our main contributions in the thesis, Lin-

ear Planning Logic (LPL). LPL is a novel logic language and theorem prover

for robotic task planning. It is a fragment of intuitionistic linear logic, whose

resource-conscious semantics are well suited for reasoning with dynamic state,

while its structure admits efficient theorem provers for automatic plan construc-

tion. We can see LPL as an extension of Linear Hereditary Harrop Formulas

(LHHF), increasing expressivity while keeping nondeterminism in proof search to

a minimum by using a backward proof search strategy and backchaining [19, 76].

At the end of this chapter, we present the main ideas behind LPL and our asso-

ciated theorem prover on an example problem domain of behavioral planning for

the hexapod robot RHex, navigating in an environment populated with visual

landmarks.
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3.1 An Overview of a Resolution System

for Linear Hereditary Harrop Formulas

(LHHF)

In this section, we present a multiplicative fragment of Linear Hereditary Harrop

Formulas (LHHF) and the efficient backchaining resolution system described in

[76], which also inspired our resolution system for LPL. The grammar for LHHF

is given as

Program formulas: D ::= a | G ( D | G ⊃ D | ∀x. D ,

Goal formulas: G ::= a | G1 ⊗G2 | D ( G | D ⊃ G

| ∀x. G | a1
.
= a2 | !G | ∃x. G ,

where a denotes atomic formulas. We should note that, LHHF does not include

simultaneous conjunction (⊗) in program formulas, reducing expressivity in order

to eliminate nondeterminism caused by this connective. Consequently, the multi-

plicative unit 1 is also not needed in program formulas. In the following sections,

we describe important features of theorem provers constructed for LHHF.

3.1.1 Resource Management

Even though consumable resources in linear logic increase the expressivity of the

logical language, they also result one of the main sources of non-determinism.

This issue is called the resource management problem, arising from the need to

decide on a correct splitting of the resource context while processing multiplicative

goals. We can illustrate this problem on an example for proving G1⊗G2 by using

consumable resources in the context where ∆ = {∆1,∆2}. The example is given

as
Γ; ∆1 =⇒ G1 Γ; ∆2 =⇒ G2

Γ; ∆ =⇒ G1 ⊗G2
⊗R .

In this example, while proceeding with the bottom-up proof search, we do not

initially know how to split ∆ into the two desired sub-contexts, ∆1 and ∆2, unless
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we try all possible partitionings. If we assume that there are n formulas in the

linear context, in the worst case, finding a correct split of the initial context ∆

will require trying all 2n possibilities.

In [19], Hodas and Miller introduced a deterministic solution for the resource

management problem, which is known as the Input/Output model or the I/O

model. This model allows lazy splitting of resources between each conjuncted

goal, eliminating the kind of non-determinism caused by the resource management

problem. The main idea behind their approach is proving the first subgoal using

necessary resources from the initial resources, subsequently proving the other

subgoal using the rest of the initial resources. The new sequent judgment of the

resolution system with the I/O model takes the form

Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ G ,

where ∆I is the multiset of linear resources that is given as input in order to

prove the goal G. Part of the input context ∆I is used to prove G and the rest of

resources that are not used is returned as the output context ∆O. In [76], they

call this deductive system as resource management system instead of I/O model,

and represent as RM1.

To illustrate the I/O model, we present the incorporation of the input and

output contexts into the ⊗ rule,

Γ; ∆I \∆M =⇒ G1 Γ; ∆M \∆O =⇒ G2

Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ G1 ⊗G2
⊗R ,

where ∆I has the initial resources to prove the goal G1 ⊗ G2. According to the

I/O model, all resources are available to prove the subgoal G1. After proving

G1 using the resources (∆I − ∆M), the remaining resources in ∆M are used to

prove G2. The output context ∆O includes unused resources. This mechanism

deterministically identifies the proper splitting of the input context ∆I into the

two subproofs.
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3.1.2 Backchaining and Residuation in LHHF

In the resolution system for LHHF proposed in [76], the authors first apply right

rules to decompose and reduce non-atomic goal formulas. When the goal formula

is finally atomic (a), a program formula (D) is selected from either the intuition-

istic context or from the linear context. Resolution rules for selecting from the

linear context and from the intuitionistic context are given in Figure 3.1.

D � a \G Γ, D; ∆I \∆O =⇒ G

Γ, D; ∆I \∆O =⇒ a res-atm int

D � a \G Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ G

Γ; ∆I , D \∆O =⇒ a res-atm lin

Figure 3.1: Resolution rules for the linear context and the intuitionistic context.

In both cases, the program formula and the atomic goal are passed to a resid-

uation judgment in order to produce a residual subgoal G to be subsequently

proven. We should note that, if the program formula D is selected from the lin-

ear context, then D is removed from the linear context to prevent reusing it. The

residuation judgment takes the form

D � a \G ,

which stands to mean that the atomic goal a can be proven from the program D,

assuming that a proof for the subgoal G can later be generated.

For example, the residuation rule for atomic resources is given as

a′ � a \ a′ .= a
dec-atm ,

where a and a′ are atomic formulas and we can have a solution if a and a′ are

equal.

The residuation rule for linear implication is given as

D � a \G′

G ( D � a \G′ ⊗G dec-( ,
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where if we have the program formula G ( D, then we prove the atomic goal

a from the program formula D, while we add new subgoals G′ and G to the goal

context to prove all goals later.

3.2 The LPL Grammar and Sequent Definitions

In this section, we first introduce the LPL grammar, which is a similar version of

the LHHF grammar. Afterwards, we introduce sequent definitions for LPL. We

call this new resolution system BL.

3.2.1 The LPL Grammar

LPL is an extension of LHHF, with the addition of negative occurrences of simul-

taneous conjunction (⊗). On the other hand, we exclude alternative conjunction

(&), Top (>) and 1 from the LPL language, since we can still represent STRIPS

style planning problems without these connectives. We implement these changes

by first defining LPL through the grammar

Program formulas: D ::= a | D1 ⊗D2 | G ( D | ∀x. D
Goal formulas: G ::= a | G1 ⊗G2 | D ( G | D ⊃ G

| ∀x. G | a1
.
= a2 | !G | ∃x. G ,

where a denotes atomic formulas. The most important difference between the

LHHF grammar and the LPL grammar is that we incorporate simultaneous con-

junction (⊗) into program formulas. This addition lets us encode actions within

task planning domain with formulas that can have multiple resources in their ef-

fects for planning problems. In this grammar, we also exclude program formulas

of the form G ⊃ D, since we can model this type of form through (!G) ( D.

However, we need formulas of the form D ⊃ G in goal formulas since we do not

allow negative occurrences of exponentials, !D.
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3.2.2 Sequent Definitions of LPL

In order to present our backchaining resolution system for LPL, we now describe

an associated sequent calculus formulation. Our sequent takes the form

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒ G , (3.1)

which enhances the system described in [76] with a number of improvements. This

sequent definition captures the statement that the goal G can be proven using

unrestricted resources from the multiset Γ and consumable resources from the

multiset ∆I , leaving resources in the output multiset ∆O unused. The forbidden

set, F , above the sequent arrow keeps a set of assumption labels from ∆I such

that no subproof of this sequent is allowed to use them in any way.

All program formulas in Γ and ∆ are assumed to be of the form (u : LD),

where u is an unique label assigned for each resource D. The presence of D in Γ

or ∆ depends on a set of previously decomposed resources, with the superscript

set L storing labels of these resources. We keep track of such dependencies to

control boundaries beyond which partially decomposed resources in ∆O should

not travel.

We now define our second judgment, residuation, motivated by [76] with a

number of important improvements as

u : LD � a \∆G .∆O , (3.2)

where D is the program formula that we focus on (with dependency labels L),

and a is an atomic goal. ∆G is a multiset of subgoal formulas, filled in by negative

occurrences of implication rules. Each resource in ∆G is the form of (ug : GF ),

where ug is a unique subgoal label, G is the subgoal formula, and F is a list of

resource labels that should not be used in the proof of this subgoal. ∆O is a

multiset of sub-formulas of D that are left unused, filled in through simultaneous

conjunction within D.

Using the sequent definitions of (3.1) and (3.2), we can prove a goal formula
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G in LPL if we can prove the sequent

·; · \ · ∅
=⇒ G .

These enhancements of the language make it possible to incorporate negative

occurrences of simultaneous conjunction (⊗), increasing the expressivity of LPL

while preserving the complexity of the language compared to efficient languages

such as LHHF. We should also note that unlike LHHF provers like Lolli, we are

not particularly concerned with the uniformity of LPL proofs, since our goal is

not the specification of a logic programming language. Instead of the uniformity,

we are much more interested in the efficiency of proof search.

3.3 Proof Theory of LPL

In this section, we present a novel sequent calculus to perform proof search for

BL , using the I/O model for resource management. This calculus, much like the

resolution calculus for LHHF (RM2), begins proof search by eagerly decomposing

the goal formula in the given sequent, using appropriate right rules (also called

reduction rules). We categorize right sequent rules to two groups, multiplicative

right rules in Section 3.3.1 and right rules for exponentials and quantifiers in

Section 3.3.2. Once the goal formula is an atomic goal a, proof search continues

by decomposing a program formula from either the unrestricted or the linear

context, given in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Multiplicative Right Rules

We already mentioned the meaning of each linear logic connective in Section 2.2.2.

While describing proof rules for BL, we mostly focus on differences of BL com-

paring to RM2. We start with multiplicative right rules presented in Figure 3.2.

If the goal formula is composed with a simultaneous conjunction (⊗) or a linear

implication (( ), we can apply multiplicative right rules.
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Γ; ∆I \∆M
F

=⇒ G1 Γ; ∆M \∆O
F

=⇒ G2

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒ G1 ⊗G2

bl-⊗

Γ; ∆I , (u : [u]D) \∆O
F

=⇒ G if (v : LDk) ∈ ∆O and v 6∈ ∆I , then u 6∈ L

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒ D ( G
bl-(

Figure 3.2: Multiplicative right sequent rules for the BL proof theory.

In the bl-⊗ rule, we decompose the goal and then achieve the first goal using

the input context ∆I , storing the leftover resources in ∆M . Subsequently, we

achieve the second goal using the leftover resources in ∆M .

Among multiplicative right rules for BL, the most interesting is perhaps the

right rule for linear implication, bl-( . Much like the standard right rule for this

connective, we attempt to prove the subgoal G with the addition of new assump-

tion D into the linear context. The primary difference is in the requirement that

none of the output resources in ∆O are allowed to depend on the newly intro-

duced resource D. This is necessary since, as we will see shortly, ∆O is no longer

a strict subset of the input context. Consequently, not only it is possible that the

newly introduced resource ends up in the output context, but other resources that

are derived from it by delayed application of left rules may also be left unused.

Allowing those resources to cross this linear implication boundary would result

in an unsound proof theory. The set of dependence labels, L, for resources in

the output context will be maintained by resolution rules as we describe in the

following sections.

3.3.2 Right Rules for Exponentials and Quantifiers

In this section, we present four right rules for exponentials and quantifiers, given

in Figure 3.3.

When proving D ⊃ G using the bl-⊃ rule, we add D to unrestricted resources
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and then prove the goal G. We should note that, similar to the bl-( rule, none

of the output resources in ∆O are allowed to depend on the newly introduced

resource D.

Using the bl-! rule, we can prove a given goal using only unrestricted resources

from Γ. The bl-∀ rule postpones instantiating the variable x, replacing x with

a parameter c. The new parameter a is a fresh variable and can not exist before.

In the bl-∃ rule, a term t is supplied and substituted for the variable x.

Γ, (u : [u]D); ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒ G if (v : LDk) ∈ ∆O, then u 6∈ L

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒ D ⊃ G
bl-⊃

Γ; · \∆O
∅

=⇒ G

Γ; ∆I \∆I
F

=⇒!G
bl-!

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒ [c/x]G

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒ ∀x. G
bl-∀

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒ [t/x]G

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒ ∃x. G
bl-∃

Figure 3.3: Exponential and quantifier right sequent rules for the BL proof theory.

3.3.3 Resolution in LPL

Once all the applicable right rules are exhausted, the right hand side of the sequent

will contain an atomic goal a. Much like backchaining systems for LHHF, when

the right hand side of a sequent has this form, our system selects a program

formula from either the unrestricted or the linear context and decomposes it to

determine whether it can be used to achieve the atomic goal, recording necessary

subgoals through the residuation judgement. In our system, this resolution step is

where all the structural nondeterminism is aggregated, both in selecting program

formulas to be decomposed, as well as the nondeterminism in the residuation

judgement that results from negative occurrences of simultaneous conjunction.

Resolution rules for our system are given in Figure 3.4.
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Resolution

u : LD � a \ (g1 : GF1
1 , ..., gn : GFn

n ) .∆O,0 ... Γ; ∆I,k \∆O,k
Fk∪F=⇒ Gk ...

Γ; ∆I , (u : LD) \AddLb(L,∆O,n, F )
F

=⇒ a
bl-lin

v : L∪{v}D � a \ (g1 : GF1
1 , ..., gn : GFn

n ) .∆O,0 ... Γ; ∆I,k \∆O,k
Fk∪F=⇒ Gk ...

Γ, (u : LD); ∆I \AddLb(L,∆O,n, F )
F

=⇒ a
bl-int

Notes:

• u 6∈ F and k = 1, .., n,

• ∆I,1 = ∆I ,∆O,0.

Figure 3.4: Resolution rules for atomic goals within the LPL backchaining proof
theory

Below, we use the linear resolution rule to describe a number of important

issues. The linear resolution rule for our system takes the form

u : LD � a \ (g1 : GF1
1 , ..., gn : GFnn ) .∆O,0 ... Γ; ∆I,k \∆O,k

Fk∪F=⇒ Gk ...

Γ; ∆I , (u : LD) \AddLb(L,∆O,n, F )
F

=⇒ a
bl-lin .

A number of side conditions accompany this rule:

• u 6∈ F , ensuring that forbidden resources are never focused on and hence

consumed,

• k = 1, ..., n ,

• ∆I,1 = ∆I ,∆O,0 providing the input context to the first subgoal,

• ∆I,k+1 = ∆O,k, transferring output resources from one subgoal to the next,

• AddLb(L,∆O,n, F ) in the final output context makes sure that dependence

lists of all forbidden input resources (i.e. resources whose labels are in F )

are augmented with the dependence list of the resource being focused on.

Note that if a resource has its label in F , that means that somehow, its presence

depends on the success of this proof. Consequently, context elements used in this
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proof and their dependencies must in turn be added as new dependencies to these

forbidden resources to ensure sound reasoning. The necessity of the AddLb()

function in the resolution rule is illustrated by the following goal formula

G = (c ( a⊗ b) ( (c ( b)⊗ a

which should not be provable in a sound system. However, if we let the leftover

resource a from the first resource spill over beyond the place where the resource

to prove the associated subgoal c (from c ( b), then it might end up being used

to prove the overall goal a. The use of the AddLb() function prevents this from

happening. More formally, the AddLb() function is defined as

AddLb(L,∆, F ) :=

{
(ui : L̄iDi) | (ui : LiDi) ∈ ∆, and L̄i =

{
Li ∪ L if ui ∈ F
Li otherwise

}
,

The resolution rule for the unrestricted context (bl-int) is very similar to the

linear resolution rule (bl-lin) and shown in Figure 3.4.

3.3.4 Backchaining and Residuation in LPL

Both of these resolution rules appeal to the residuation judgement, presented

in Figure 3.5. Much like efficient backchaining proof theories for LHHF, this

judgement extracts subgoals necessary to achieve a given atomic goal using a

particular program formula. The key difference in our system, however, is in the

way simultaneous conjunction on the left is handled (which is altogether missing

from LHHF) since in proving an atomic conclusion, one of the conjuncts must be

left unused. Consequently, the associated residuation rule in Figure 3.5 records

the unused resource on the output section of the sequent, leaving it to be used by

later parts of the proof search. The challenge, and the primary contribution of our

work is in making sure that proper boundaries are established for where and when

these subformula outputs can be used within the proof without compromising

soundness.
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Residuation

unify(a′, a)

u : L(a′)� a \ · . ·
dlpl-atm

v : L∪{v}D � a \∆G .∆O

u : L(G1 ( D)� a \ (j : G
Lb(∆O)
1 ),∆G .∆O

dlpl-(

v1 : L∪{v1}D1 � a \∆G .∆O

u : L(D1 ⊗D2)� a \∆G .∆O, (v2 : L∪{v2}D2)
dlpl-⊗1L

v1 : L∪{v1}D2 � a \∆G .∆O

u : L(D1 ⊗D2)� a \∆G .∆O, (v2 : L∪{v2}D1)
dlpl-⊗1R

v : L∪{v}([t/x]D)� a \∆G .∆O

u : L(∀x. D)� a \∆G .∆O
dlpl-∀

Figure 3.5: Residuation rules for atomic goals within the LPL backchaining proof
theory

The dlpl-atm rule unifies the atomic resource (a′) with the atomic goal (a).

The dlpl-( rule tries to prove the atomic goal a using the resource D, and also

adds the goal G1 to the goal context to prove them later. We should note that,

all labels coming from the output context are added to the forbidden list of the

goal G1, since we can not use these resources to prove this goal. There are two

rules for simultaneous conjunction, dlpl-⊗1L and dlpl-⊗1R. The former one is

using the first resource D1 to prove the atomic goal a and putting the second

resource D2 into the output context. The latter rule is doing reverse of the first

rule, using the second resource to prove the goal while putting the first resource

to the output context. In the last rule dlpl-∀, a term t is supplied and substituted

for the variable x in the given resource D to prove the atomic goal.

The need of forbidden set of assumptions is exemplified by the sequent

·; a( (a⊗ b) \ · F
=⇒ b.

This sequent should not be provable. The proof of the subgoal a cannot use the

leftover resource from the succedent of the implication (a ⊗ b). However, if the
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forbidden set of assumptions F was not used, this sequent could be proven in a

wrong way. An important note about this judgment is that ∆O ⊆ ∆I property

does not hold anymore, since the output context ∆O may contain sub-formulas

of certain resources in ∆I . This is a direct result of allowing negative occurrences

of simultaneous conjunction.

3.4 Incorporating Alternative Conjunction

In this section, we briefly describe how to inject the alternative conjunction con-

nective into the current proof system. If we would have the alternative conjunc-

tion connective (&) in our proof system, we could describe the related rules as in

Figure 3.6.

Γ; ∆I \∆0
O1,∆

1
O1

F
=⇒ G1 Γ; ∆I \∆0

O2,∆
1
O2

F
=⇒ G2

∆0
O1 ⊆ (∆0

O2,∆
1
O2) and

∆0
O2 ⊆ (∆0

O1,∆
1
O1)

Γ; ∆I \merge(∆0
O1,∆

1
O1,∆

0
O2,∆

1
O2)

F
=⇒ G1&G2

bl-&

v : L∪{v}D1 � a \∆G .∆O

u : L(D1&D2)� a \∆G .∆O
d-&1

v : L∪{v}D2 � a \∆G .∆O

u : L(D1&D2)� a \∆G .∆O
d-&2

Figure 3.6: The alternative conjunction (&) rules for the BL proof theory.

The bl-& rule needs care in matching up leftover resources on the outputs of

its two premises. Subproofs leading to the generation of partial leftovers must be

identical in order to ensure that they can be merged later during proof transfor-

mation. We can describe the merge function used in the bl-& rule as

merge(∆0
O1,∆

1
O1,∆

0
O2,∆

1
O2) := (∆0

O1 ∪∆0
O2) ∪ (∆1

O1 ∩∆1
O2),

where the union and intersection operations are normal set operations since re-

source labels are unique. This definition basically retrieves resources common to
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both output contexts, making the slack indicator zero if it is zero in one of the

premises.

3.4.1 Eliminating Nondeterminism Caused by Additive

Conjunction (&)

Even though the I/O model handles an important type of nondeterminism, we

still need to eliminate a number of other sources of non-determinism in the proof

system. One issue is caused by the additive conjunction (&). Hodas and Miller

introduced the right rule for this connective in [19], taking the form

Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ G1 Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ G2

Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ G1&G2
&R ,

where we first prove the goal G1, returning an output context ∆O. And then we

prove G2, returning another output context which has to be exactly the same as

∆O. We need to prove both premises and then compare the returned outputs. If

the outputs are not same, we need to backtrack and then search other possibilities.

In [76], they propose a better solution, which eliminates the need to backtrack.

The new rule takes the form

Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ G1 Γ; ∆I −∆O \ · =⇒ G2

Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ G1&G2
&R .

In this rule, instead of checking the output contexts of two premises, the second

premise uses the exact resources it needed, coming from the difference of the input

context and the output context for the first premise computed while proving the

subgoal G1.
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3.5 A Task Planning Example With The RHex

Hexapod

In this section, we introduce a task planning example domain to present concepts

and algorithms for Linear Planning Logic. In this domain, a mobile robot, the

RHex hexapod [20] navigates in an environment populated with uniquely identi-

fiable colored landmarks. Each path between a pair of landmarks has a different

surface property, such as being mud, rough or smooth, allowing no movement,

walking or running respectively. The robot also has the capability of tagging land-

marks, corresponding to a particular action carried out at that location. Each

landmark has a state of tagged or untagged. In our introduced example domain,

we have four actions, the Walk(X) action is used for walking on rough ground

towards the landmark X, the Tag(X) action is used for tagging the landmark X,

the Run(X) action is used for running on firmer ground towards the landmark

X and the Seek(X) action is used for visually searching for the landmark X.

We summarize predicate and action definitions to represent the robotic planning

domain in Figure 3.7.

Predicates:
at(X) : Robot is at the landmark X.
tagged(X) : Landmark X is tagged by the robot.
untagged(X) : Landmark X is not tagged by the robot.
see(X) : Robot can see the landmark X.
surface(X, Y, Z) : Path between X and Y has type Z.

Actions:
Walk(X) : Robot walks to the landmark X.
Tag(X) : Robot tags the landmark X.
Run(X) : Robot runs to the landmark X.
Seek(X) : Robot searches for the landmark X.

Figure 3.7: Predicates and actions for the robotic planning domain.

The next step is to associate these actions with LPL expressions to formally

represent their preconditions and effects. In Figure 3.8, we present encodings for

all actions, defined parametrically on the landmark identifier X. If the robot

sees an arbitrary landmark Y , using the Seek(X) action the robot searches for a
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specific landmark X by continually turning in place while visually scanning the

environment. Using the Tag(X) action, the robot can tag an untagged landmark

X while remaining in the same position. If the robot can see the landmark X

and the path surface is rough, then using the Walk(X) action the robot can walk

from the landmark Y to the landmark X. If the robot can see the landmark X

and the path surface is smooth, then using the Run(X) action the robot can run

from the landmark Y to the landmark X.

Seek(X) : see(Y ) ( see(X)
Tag(X) : at(X)⊗ untagged(X) ( at(X)⊗ tagged(X)
Walk(X) : at(Y )⊗ see(X)⊗ surface(Y,X, rough) (

at(X)⊗ see(X)⊗ surface(Y,X, rough))
Run(X) : at(Y )⊗ see(X)⊗ surface(Y,X, smooth) (

at(X)⊗ see(X)⊗ surface(Y,X, smooth)

Figure 3.8: Encodings of walking and tagging actions within LPL.

Figure 3.9: A snapshot from the experimental setup in its initial state. Six
colored landmarks are scattered throughout the environment, observable through
a camera mounted on the RHex robot.

An example planning problem in this domain would be navigating through

landmarks and tagging a desired set of landmarks while leaving others untagged,

using the given set of actions in Figure 3.8. We now set up a real planning
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scenario shown in Figure 3.9, with six uniquely colored landmarks and a RHex

robot. Initially, the robot is at the Start location and the landmark b0 is visible.

The initial state of the example such as tagged information of landmarks and

properties of path surfaces is encoded as

Di = at(Start)⊗ untagged(b3)⊗ untagged(b5)

⊗ surface(Start, b1, rough)⊗ surface(b1, b0, rough)

⊗ surface(b0, b3, rough)⊗ surface(b3, b4, smooth)

⊗ surface(b4, b2, smooth)⊗ surface(b2, b5, smooth)

⊗ see(b0) .

The final state of the example is encoded as

G = at(b5)⊗ tagged(b3)⊗ tagged(b5)⊗> ,

where the robot is expected to be at the landmark b5 while landmarks b3 and b5

are tagged. The Top symbol > at the end of the goal formula is used to indicate

that whichever resources are leftover at the end of the reasoning are not to be

considered and can be consumed.

In our example domain, we use cylindrical landmarks with a height of 1.5m and

a radius of 8cm each. Each landmark has two distinct colors among red, yellow

and blue. Relative ordering of a landmark (top vs. bottom) distinguishes it from

other landmarks. An example of such a landmark is shown on the left side of

Figure 3.10. The RHex robot navigates through landmarks using the movement

actions and searches the target landmark using the Seek(X) action. To be able

to use these actions, the robot has to find bearing and distance information for

each landmark.

The RHex robot has two on-board RTD CME137LX single-board computer

units. One of the computer unit is used for visual processing of color frames

captured by a Point Grey Flea2 camera at 5Hz. In our image processing algo-

rithm, we first apply a color filtering algorithm based on Mahalanobis distance (a

color model) in RGB space (calibrated through data collected offline) to convert

the original colored image into a labeled bitmap. Subsequently, we use the the
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Figure 3.10: Left: A red-yellow landmark as seen by the robot. Right: blobs
extracted from the image with their centers marked with a “+” sign. Computed
landmark location is the midpoint of the two blobs and is marked with a white
circle.

cvBlob library [80] to extract connected blobs in the bitmap according to domain

specific conditions such as blob size, aspect ratio and orientation. Pairs of blobs

are then associated with each other based on their relative locations constrained

by the structure of our landmark design, yielding the final landmark locations

as shown in the right side of Figure 3.10. When we determine the pair, we can

also determine the landmark location as the midpoint of two blobs. Using this

information, we can determine the distance to the landmark through the total

blob area.

We implemented the LPL theorem prover described in Section 3.3 using SWI-

Prolog. When we give an initial state, a goal state and all action encodings in in

LPL, the implemented prover will find a plan if it exists. When we apply LPL

planner to the initial state Di and the goal state G together with the encoded

action in Figure 3.8, the LPL planner extracts the plan (sequence of actions) as

[Seek(b1),Walk(b1), Seek(b0),Walk(b0), Seek(b3),

Walk(b3),Tag(b3), Seek(b4),Run(b4), Seek(b2),

Run(b2), Seek(b5),Run(b5),Tag(b5)] .
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Visual landmark distance and bearing information is communicated back to

an external workstation running a Matlab program. The LPL planner provides

this program with a sequence of actions to be executed with the same labelings

of landmarks as those identified by the visual tracker. The final plan execution

system brings these components together, tracking the robot’s progress and ini-

tiating the behaviors prescribed by the plan by communicating with the control

board on RHex. We show the generated sequence of actions (14 total, computed

in 90 seconds on a Intel Pentium Dual-Core CPU E6500 Processor 2.93GHz PC

with 2 GB of RAM with an unoptimized SWI-Prolog implementation) for the

resulting plan in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Snapshots during the execution of the behavioral plan for RHex
generated by the LPL theorem prover.

3.6 Action Types in LPL

In this section, we briefly present a number of action types that can be represented

in LPL. We can connect each unrestricted action to a goal with the unrestricted

implication connective (⊃), while we connect each resource to a goal with the

linear implication connective ((). On the other hand, we usually represent

planning problems in the LPL implementation as

Action1 ⊃ Action2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Actionn ⇒ state1 ( state2 . . . statem ( G,
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where

Action : Action formula,

state : Resource formula,

G : Goal formula to be proven.

If an action is allowed to be used many times, it is placed into the context of

unrestricted resources (Γ). Otherwise, actions that are allowed to be use exactly

one time can be placed into the context of ephemeral resources (∆). Below, we

present a number of action types that can be represented in LPL, illustrating

action types on example formulas.

• The basic action type

Action : a( b

If we have a, then we consume a and we can use b.

• The main action may create other actions

Action : a( (b( (c( d)) can be split into sub-actions as

Sub-Action1 : b( (c( d)

Sub-Action2 : c( d

If we have a resource a, then we can activate Action. If we also have a

resource b, then we can activate Sub-Action1. Finally, using the resource c,

we can activate Sub-Action2.

• Pre-actions may be needed to activate for the main action

Action : ((a( b) ( c) ( d can be split into the sub-action as

Sub-Action1 : (a( b)

To be able to activate Action, we should first activate Sub-Action1.

3.7 Expressivity and Efficiency of LPL

In this section, we discuss the expressivity power and efficiency of LPL, comparing

LPL with other efficient theorem provers such as Dialoguell and Lolli. LPL
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grammar is an extension of the LHHF grammar by incorporating left conjunction.

Although we extend the grammar in LPL and thereby increase the expressivity

of LPL, we preserve efficiency of proof search as in Lolli.

We already mentioned that Lolli language is based on the LHHF grammar.

According to the grammar used in Lolli, an action can not create multiple ef-

fects in a planning problem. This limitation comes from the absence of the left

conjunction connective in the grammar. However, some implementation tricks

can exceed this limitation and allow us to use actions with multiple effects as in

the Dialoguell [54] planning language. In Dialoguell, subgoals are first achieved

like in the forward chaining method. After all actions are applied and subgoals

are achieved, then initially given goals are achieved. This approach exponentially

increases complexity. We show a complexity issue in Dialoguell with an exam-

ple. Assuming that an action’s effects are same as preconditions of that action,

then Dialoguell may apply this action infinitely many times, since the action’s

preconditions are created with the action’s effects. To prevent loops for this type

of examples, Dialoguell applies sequenced actions until reaching a certain limit,

thereby searching a plan until to a predetermined depth.

We now compare expressivity of LPL with Lolli. We first present an action

type that both LPL and Lolli can encode such as the example below

(R1 ( (G1 ⊗ G2)) ( R2,

where G1 and G2 are subgoals that we need to prove and R1 and R2 are resources.

Afterwards, we continue with and example action type where LPL can encode

but Lolli cannot encode. Below, we give an example action for this type

((G1 ( (R1 ⊗ R2)) ( G2) ( R3,

where we first decompose the (R1⊗ R2) resource and then we place both R1 and

R2 resources into the consumable resource context (∆). However, in Lolli it is

not allowed to have the (R1 ⊗ R2) type resources.

Another additional expressivity of LPL is being able to encode an action that

makes another action available. We continue with an example to show this type
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of expressivity. In a card game, assume that we can use a joker card for any

missing card in the hand. Any players win the round when all cards follow a

sequence. We encode the dealing a joker to a user action in LPL as:

DealJoker : (myTurn ⊗ notGetACard) ( joker , (3.3)

then we can encode another action for finishing the round as:

FinishTheRound : (joker ⊗ missingOneCard) ( finish , (3.4)

where if we have a joker and also if we are missing only one card to finish, then

we can finish the round. Since we will use the FinishTheRound action once, we

can put this action into the effects of the DealJoker action. Then whenever a

player missing a card and also have a joker can finish the game. The composed

DealJoker action is as follow:

DealJoker : (myTurn ⊗ notGetACard) ( (missingOneCard( finish) ,

(3.5)

where dealing a joker to the user triggers another action for finishing the game

whenever the user is missing only one card. These two different representations for

the DealJoker action, in (3.3) and (3.5), are doing the same work. However, the

former one increases the number of actions which may also increase the complexity

of plan search.

One may think to encode this action as below

DealJoker : (myTurn ⊗ notGetACard ⊗ missingOneCard) ( finish , (3.6)

where missingOneCard resource is carried to the precondition part of the action.

Then the meaning of dealing a joker action will change. We can’t finish the game

immediately when we get a joker. We need to wait until the next round and then

check our hand if we are missing only one card.

Next, we give another example about a mail delivery robot to show expressivity

of LPL. In this example domain, a mail delivery robot in a company automatically

takes mails and then delivers them to corresponding rooms. Basically, the robot

has 3 actions, Move, GetMail and DeliverMail. We describe objects, states and
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Predicates:
at(X) : Robot is at the location X
receivedMail(X) : A mail is received belonging to the room X
hasMail(X) : Robot has the mail for the room X
deliveredMail(X) : A mail belonging to the room X is delivered

Objects:
mailRoom : The mail room where mails are collected

Actions:
Move(X, Y) : Robot moves from the room X to the room Y .
GetMail(X) : At the mail room, robot gets the mail belonging to the room X.
DeliverMail(X) : At the room X, robot delivers the mail belonging to the room X.

Figure 3.12: Objects, states and actions of the mail delivery example.

Move(X, Y) : at(X) ( at(Y ).
GetMail(X) : at(mailRoom)⊗ receivedMail(X) ( at(mailRoom)⊗ hasMail(X).
DeliverMail(X) : at(X)⊗ hasMail(X) ( at(X)⊗ deliveredMail(X).

Figure 3.13: Encodings of the mail delivery actions in LPL.

actions of the mail delivery example in Figure 3.12, while we present encodings

of the given actions in Figure 3.13.

In LPL, we can compose the GetMail action and the DeliverMail action in one

action as represented in (3.7), where the GetMail action triggers the DeliverMail

action that can be applied later. However, it is not possible to compose these

actions in Lolli with the same way.

GetMail(X) : at(mailRoom)⊗ receivedMail(X) (

((at(X) ( (at(X)⊗ deliveredMail(X)))⊗ at(mailRoom)).

(3.7)

If we try to compose the GetMail action and the DeliverMail action in another

way as represented in (3.8), we will have a contradiction where the robot is at

the mail room and at the room X at the same time.

GetMail(X) : (at(mailRoom)⊗ receivedMail(X)⊗ at(X)) (

((at(mailRoom)⊗ at(X)⊗ deliveredMail(X)).

(3.8)
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Using the alternative conjunction (&) connective in actions of planning exam-

ples, we can encode internal choices. We now introduce an example to show the

expressivity of (&). Assume that we want to make a holiday plan, visiting the

Eiffel Tower in Paris or the Statue of Liberty in New York. However, we want to

decide the exact destination later. Thereby, we should have two plans for both

destinations. We can encode the goal for this example as

(at(Paris) & at(NewY ork)) ( (visit(Eiffel Tower) & visit(StatueofLiberty)),

where the at predicate represents the location and the visit predicate represents

the visiting place. Since we can not be at the both cities, we need to use the &

operator. We also need two actions to complete this example such as:

Visit(Eiffel Tower) : at(Paris) ( visit(Eiffel Tower)

Visit(Statue of Liberty) : at(New York) ( visit(Statue of Liberty).

We will now illustrate an important source of nondeterminism in proof search

that is directly addressed by LPL. Recalling the planning domain in Section 3.5,

assume that we have the following sequent at an intermediate stage within our

example domain:

at(b2)⊗ tagged(b2)⇒ tagged(b2)⊗ at(b2) .

An automated prover will consider all applicable alternatives in proof search, cre-

ating substantial nondeterminism in the search. We might first apply the ⊗R rule

?
at(b2), tagged(b2)⇒ tagged(b2) ?

at(b2)⊗ tagged(b2)⇒ tagged(b2) ⊗L
?

· ⇒ at(b2) ?

at(b2)⊗ tagged(b2)⇒ tagged(b2)⊗ at(b2) ⊗R

Figure 3.14: Incorrect proof attempt using first the ⊗R rule, then the ⊗L rule.

to decompose the goal into its subgoals. Logic programming languages generally

follow the strategy of first decomposing goals and then following backchaining.
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We show the proof tree for this attempt in Figure 3.14. Unfortunately, this at-

tempt does not lead to a valid proof. The valid proof for this case is given in

Figure 3.15. The availability of these two alternatives, combined with the combi-

natorial complexity of splitting resources is a significant source of nondeterminism

in proof search.

at(b2)⇒ at(b2) init tagged(b2)⇒ tagged(b2) init

at(b2), tagged(b2)⇒ at(b2)⊗ tagged(b2) ⊗R

at(b2)⊗ tagged(b2)⇒ at(b2)⊗ tagged(b2) ⊗L

Figure 3.15: Correct proof using the ⊗L rule first, then the ⊗R rule.
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Chapter 4

Soundness Proof of Backchaining

System for LPL

In this chapter, we present the soundness proof of LPL. To this end, we start

with defining a reference logic system (RL), giving annotated proof terms and

inference rules for this reference linear logic which is already proved to be sound.

And then we continue by giving annotated proof terms and inference rules with

proof terms for BL which is our core language. Afterwards, we introduce a proof

rewriting structure, including an intermediate linear logic combining inference

rules of RL and BL, which will be used in proof rewriting rules. Finally, we

finish the proof with proof rewriting rules, which converts LPL proofs to linear

logic proofs.

4.1 A Reference Logic System (RL)

We prove the soundness of the System BL with respect to a sequent calculus

system for intuitionistic linear logic with resource management, limited to the

LPL fragment, which we call this reference system the System RL. We start

with giving proof annotations and then the sequent calculus proof system for RL,
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respectively.

4.1.1 Proof Annotations for RL

Clearly, the utility of the BL language is tied to the practicality of constructing an

efficient theorem prover that can automatically find a proof for a given formula.

Regardless of the details of this proof procedure, however, another necessity for

our domain is the ability to extract a solution to the original planning problem,

i.e. a plan, out of such a proof. In this section, we describe an annotation

language for RL proof terms based on a simple Natural Deduction system that

is definitionally useful but inappropriate for proof search. This language closely

follows the linear type checking and lambda calculus presentation of [81] and also

allows effective proof checking through careful resource management.

The proof term language for the reference system is defined through the gram-

mar

Introduction Terms: M ::= λ̂w.M linear function definition

|M ⊗N mult. pair constructor

| let w1 ⊗ w2 = E in M mult. pair deconstructor

| λw.M function definition

| !M unrestricted constructor

| λ∀x.M universal constructor

|M �∃ t existential constructor

| let u = E in M substitution let form

| e(E) coercion

Elimination Terms: E ::= u variables

| E M̂ linear function application

|M �∀ t universal deconstructor

|M : G coercion

Note that these proof terms are separated into introduction and elimination
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forms with explicit coercion terms. This allows the proof checker to alternate

between type checking and type synthesis, eliminating the need for redundant

type annotations within the proof term. Except the coercion from elimination

terms to introduction terms, this language captures normal proof terms.

4.1.2 Sequent Calculus Proof System for RL

Hypotheses: RL

Γ; (∆I , u : a) \∆I =⇒ e(u) : a rl-init

(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D) \∆O =⇒ M : G (v : D) 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O =⇒ (let v = u in M) : G rl-copy

(Note: The newly introduced resource is not allowed in the output since the application of this rule would be
unnecessary if the new resource was not consumed)

Multiplicative Connectives

Γ; (∆I ,∆, u : D) \∆I =⇒ M : G

Γ; ∆I ,∆ \∆I =⇒ (λ̂u.M) : D(G
rl-(R

Γ; ∆I ,∆1,∆2 \∆I ,∆2 =⇒ M : G Γ; (∆I ,∆2, w : D) \∆I =⇒ N : C

Γ; (∆I ,∆1,∆2, u : G(D) \∆I =⇒ (let w = u M̂ in N) : C rl-(L

Γ; ∆I \∆′ =⇒ M1 : G1 Γ; ∆′ \∆O =⇒ M2 : G2

Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ M1 ⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
rl-⊗R

Γ; (∆I ,∆, w1 : D1, w2 : D2) \∆I =⇒ M : G

Γ; (∆I ,∆, u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆I =⇒ (let w1 ⊗ w2 = u in M) : G rl-⊗L

(Note: New assumptions cannot appear in the output context.)

Quantifiers

Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ M : [c/x]G

Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ λ∀x.([x/c]M) : ∀x. G rl-∀R
Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ M : [t/x]G

Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ M �∃ t : ∃x. G rl-∃R

Γ; (∆I ,∆, w : [t/x]D) \∆I =⇒ M : G

Γ; (∆I ,∆, u : ∀x. D) \∆I =⇒ (let w = u �∀ t in M) : G
rl-∀L

Exponentials

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O =⇒ M : G

Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ λu.M : D⊃G rl-⊃R
Γ; · \ · =⇒ M : G

Γ; ∆I \∆I =⇒ !M :!G rl-!R

Figure 4.1: System RL: A reference sequent calculus system for the LPL fragment
of intuitionistic linear logic.

We prove the soundness of the System BL with respect to a sequent calculus
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system for intuitionistic linear logic with resource management, limited to the

LPL fragment. This reference system, which we call the System RL, is based on

the sequent definition

Γ; ∆I \∆O =⇒ M : G

which indicates that the goal formula G is provable with unrestricted assumptions

in Γ and linear resources in ∆I with resources in ∆O ⊆ ∆I left unused. Finally,

the proof term M records the proof construction as usual. Figures 4.1 illustrate

associated sequent calculus rules.

Note that both the structure and proof terms in this reference system are

chosen to be compatible with the System BL. In Section 4.3.1, we introduce

an extended “intermediate” logic, that combines rules from the System BL with

those in the reference System RL to create a system which is a superset of both,

and which will be invariant under proof transformations through pairwise changes

in rule ordering. Before we proceed with the description of this intermediate

system, we note a few features of reference system.

• The side condition associated with the copy rule rl-copy ensures that the

copied resource is always consumed to prevent unnecessary consideration of

unrestricted resources.

• All left rules require that if a new resource has been introduced to the linear

context, it must be consumed by the subgoal.

4.2 Backchaining System for LPL (BL)

We already mentioned proof theory and inference rules for LPL in Chapter 3. In

this section, we introduce annotated proof terms and inference rules with proof

terms for LPL.
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4.2.1 Proof Annotations for BL

In this section, we introduce proof annotations for the System BL, similar to the

proof terms for the reference system RL given in Section 4.1.1. We add two new

introduction terms for multiple pair deconstructor, def1 and def2, instead of the

”let w1 ⊗ w2 = E in M”.

We present the proof term language for the BL system through the grammar

Introduction Terms: M ::= λ̂w.M linear function definition

|M ⊗N mult. pair constructor

| def1 w1⊗w2 = E in M mult. pair deconstructor (1)

| def2 w1 ⊗ w2 = E in M mult. pair deconstructor (2)

| λw.M function definition

| !M unrestricted constructor

| λ∀x.M universal constructor

|M �∃ t existential constructor

| let u = E in M substitution let form

| e(E) coercion

Elimination Terms: E ::= u variables

| E M̂ linear function application

|M �∀ t universal deconstructor

|M : G coercion

4.2.2 LPL Inference Rules with Proof Terms

We already detailed LPL proof system and introduced inference rules in Sec-

tion 3.3. In addition to these, in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, we give all LPL

inference rules incorporated proof terms.
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Reduction

Γ; ∆I \∆M
F

=⇒M1 : G1 Γ; ∆M \∆O
F

=⇒M2 : G2

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒M1 ⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2

bl-⊗

Γ; ∆I , (u : [u]D) \∆O
F

=⇒M : G if (v : LDk) ∈ ∆O and v 6∈ ∆I , then u 6∈ L

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒ λ̂u.M : D ( G
bl-(

Γ, (u : [u]D); ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒M : G if (v : LDk) ∈ ∆O, then u 6∈ L

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒ λu.M : D ⊃ G
bl-⊃

Γ; · \∆O
∅

=⇒M : G

Γ; ∆I \∆I
F

=⇒ !M : !G
bl-!

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒M : [c/x]G

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒ λ∀x.([x/c]M) : ∀x. G
bl-∀

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒M : [t/x]G

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F

=⇒M �∃ t : ∃x. G
bl-∃

Figure 4.2: Reduction rules with proof annotations for the BL proof theory.

4.3 Proof Rewriting

4.3.1 An ”Intermediate” Proof System for Proof Trans-

formations

In order to support our proof term rewriting rules, this section introduces an “in-

termediate” sequent calculus system, which we call the System IL, as a superset

both the basic system of Section 4.1 and the backchaining system we proposed

in Section 4.2. This system allows us to clearly define proof rewriting transfor-

mations under which it remains invariant. Transformation of a proof within the

System BL to a proof within the System RL corresponds to the soundness of our

backchaining proof theory while the opposite direction establishes completeness.

The latter is considerably harder since arbitrary proofs in the System RL lack

the rigid structure imposed by the System BL. We illustrate this transformation

in Figure 4.4. We first start with a BL proof E0, and then eliminate resolution

rules resulting a proof E∗0 in IL. Afterwards, we continue applying appropriate

proof rewriting rules in IL and then finally reach to a RL proof Ef .
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Resolution

u : LD � a \ (g1 : GF1
1 , ..., gn : GFn

n ) .∆O,0 ... Γ; ∆I,k \∆O,k
Fk∪F=⇒ Mk : Gk ...

Γ; ∆I , (u : LD) \AddLb(L,∆O,n, F )
F

=⇒ ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] M) : a
bl-lin

v : L∪{v}D � a \ (g1 : GF1
1 , ..., gn : GFn

n ) .∆O,0 ... Γ; ∆I,k \∆O,k
Fk∪F=⇒ Mk : Gk ...

Γ, (u : LD); ∆I \AddLb(L,∆O,n, F )
F

=⇒ let v = u in ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] M) : a
bl-int

Residuation

unify(a′, a)

u : L(a′)� e(u) : a \ · . ·
dlpl-atm

v : L∪{v}D �M : a \∆G .∆O

u : L(G1 ( D)� (let v = u ĵ in M) : a \ (j : G
Lb(∆O)
1 ),∆G .∆O

dlpl-(

v1 : L∪{v1}D1 �M : a \∆G .∆O

u : L(D1 ⊗D2)� (def1 v1⊗v2 = u in M) : a \∆G .∆O, (v2 : L∪{v2}D2)
dlpl-⊗1L

v1 : L∪{v1}D2 �M : a \∆G .∆O

u : L(D1 ⊗D2)� (def2 v1 ⊗ v2 = u in M) : a \∆G .∆O, (v2 : L∪{v2}D1)
dlpl-⊗1R

v : L∪{v}([t/x]D)�M : a \∆G .∆O

u : L(∀x. D)� let v = u �∀ t in M : a \∆G .∆O
dlpl-∀

Figure 4.3: Resolution and residuation rules with proof annotations for the BL
proof theory.

Giving just rewriting rules is not sufficient, one must also provide an algorithm

to guide applications of these rules, resulting in a proof within the appropriate

subset of the System IL. In this section, we only describe the System IL and

proceed with the rewriting algorithm in Section 4.3.3.

This intermediate logic incorporates a new judgement

Γ; ∆I \∆O
E−→M : G (4.1)

similar to the one defined in (3.1) except the distinguishing single arrow, together

with the same residuation judgement from System BL

u : LD � γ \∆G .∆O .

This intermediate proof system incorporates all BL rules from Figures 4.2 and
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IL

BL RL

...

Ɛ0

Ɛ0
* Ɛ1 Ɛn

Ɛf

Figure 4.4: Proof Rewriting procedure.

4.3, adapted to the new judgement of (4.1) as well as adaptations of the left

rules and init rules from the reference system RL as detailed in Figure 4.5. We

should also note that, in the System IL we have three rules for decomposition of

the simultaneous conjunction in resources. One rule is for when all decomposed

resources are used and other two rules are for when only one of decomposed

resources (left or right) is used.

4.3.2 Proof Rewriting Rules

We adopt a standard format to present all proof rewriting rules we use within

the soundness proof. All of our rewriting rules use the following notation:

E

↓
{precondition}
rulename

D

(4.2)

meaning that the proof E can be transformed into a proof D when the optional

precondition is satisfied and the rewriting rule rulename is applied. Note, also,

that for visual simplicity and clarity, we will often omit dependency labels L

associated with resources in contexts unless they are particularly relevant. The

actual rewriting rules are presented in Section 4.3.4.
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Hypotheses: IL

u 6∈ F

Γ; (∆I , u : La) \ AddLb(L,∆I , F )
F−→ e(u) : a

il-init

(Γ, u : LD); (∆I , v : L∪{v}D) \∆O
F−→ M : G v 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : LD); ∆I \∆O
F−→ (let v = u in M) : G

il-copy

Left Rules

Γ; ∆I \∆′ F−→ M : G Γ; (∆′, iu : L∪{iu}D) \∆O
F−→ N : C (iu : D) 6∈ ∆O u 6∈ F

Γ; (∆I , u : L(G(D)) \ UpdDep(iu,∆I −∆′,∆O)
F−→ (let iu = u M̂ in N) : C

il-( L

Γ; (∆I , lu : L∪{lu}D1, ru : L∪{ru}D2) \∆O
F−→ M : G (lu : D1) 6∈ ∆O (ru : D2) 6∈ ∆O u 6∈ F

Γ; (∆I , u : L(D1 ⊗D2)) \∆O
F−→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in M) : G

il-⊗L00

Γ; (∆I , lu : L∪{lu}D1) \∆O
F−→ M : G (lu : D1) 6∈ ∆O u 6∈ F

Γ; (∆I , u : L(D1 ⊗D2)) \ (∆O, ru : L∪{ru}D2)
F−→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in M) : G

il-⊗L01

Γ; (∆I , ru : L∪{ru}D2) \∆O
F−→ M : G (ru : D2) 6∈ ∆O u 6∈ F

Γ; (∆I , u : L(D1 ⊗D2)) \ (∆O, lu : L∪{lu}D1
) F−→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in M) : G

il-⊗L10

Γ; (∆I , au : L∪{au}([t/x]D)) \∆O
F−→ M : G (au : [t/x]D) 6∈ ∆O u 6∈ F

Γ; (∆I , u : L(∀x. D)) \∆O
F−→ (let au = u �∀ t in M) : G

il-∀L

Notes:

• UpdDep(iu,∆u,∆)′ := {u : L′
D | (u : LD ∈ ∆, L′ = L if iu 6∈ L, L′ = L ∪ DepLb(∆u)) otherwise }, augments

dependency labels of partial leftover resources in ∆ that depend on iu with dependencies of resources in ∆u, denoting
resources consumed by the subgoal proof.

• DepLb(∆) :=
⋃

(u:LD)∈∆

(L) returns the union of dependency labels of all resources in ∆.

Figure 4.5: System IL: Initial and left sequent calculus rules.

4.3.3 Proof Rewriting Procedure

4.3.3.1 Elimination of Resolution and Residuation Rules (IL → IL∗)

The first step in converting a proof in the System BL to a proof in the System RL

is to eliminate all instances of the resolution rule by transforming all associated

residuation rule applications into left rule applications within the intermediate

system IL. The following theorem gets us started.

Theorem 1 (Soundness of BL wrt IL) If Γ; ∆I \ ∆O
F

=⇒ M : G is provable

within the system BL, then the sequent Γ; ∆I \∆O
F−→M : G is provable within
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the system IL.

Proof 1 Trivially true since the system IL incorporates all rules of the system

BL.

We now define a constrained proof system, the System IL∗, as the target of

our simplifying rewrite procedure.

Definition 1 The System IL∗ is defined as the proof system incorporating of all

rules within System IL except the resolution rules, bl-lin and bl-int, and the

residuation rules shown in Figure 4.3. As such, it only consists of right and left

rules for each connective together with the initial rule il-init and the copy rule

il-copy, given in Figure 4.5.

Transformation of arbitrary proofs in the System IL into proofs in the Sys-

tem IL∗ is straightforward and involves recursive application of the rewrite rules

presented in Section 4.3.4.1 to eliminate all occurences of the resolution rules as

shown by the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (Soundness of IL wrt IL∗) If the judgement Γ; ∆I \∆O
F−→ M : G

is provable within the system IL, then the same sequent Γ; ∆I \∆O
F−→M : G is

provable within the system IL∗.

Proof 2 By induction on the structure of the derivation E. All rules in the Sys-

tem IL except the resolution rule are trivially handled. When a resolution rule

(with a particular residuation rule on its left premise) is encountered, the corre-

sponding rewrite rule of Section 4.3.4.1 is applied. Combined with the inductive

hypothesis on the smaller proof ending with a smaller resolution judgement, this

rewrite yields a new proof with all resolution and residuation instances eliminated.

Before we conclude this section, we establish a few theorems that will substan-

tially facilitate the presentation of the rewrite rules in subsequent sections.
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Theorem 3 (Elimination of forbidden resources) Suppose that the judgement

Γ; ∆I \∆O
F−→M : G has a proof E of in the System IL∗. The forbidden resource

sets of all sequents appearing in E are identical and equal to F . Moreover, the

sequent Γ; ∆I − ∆′ \ ∆O − ∆′′
∅−→ M : G, where ∆′ := {u : LD ∈ ∆I | u ∈ F}

and ∆′′ := {u : LD ∈ ∆O | u ∈ F} is also provable in the System IL∗.

Proof 3 Straightforward induction on the structure of E since all rules of System

IL∗ use the same forbidden resource sets F in their premises and conclusions.

Since left rules are restricted in their choice of principal formula to not be in

F , a similar structural induction also establishes that the reduced sequent is also

provable in the System IL∗.

As a result of this theorem, we will be able to omit forbidden resource an-

notations in our presentation of rewriting rules in subsequent sections. This is

also justified by the fact that when a proof is found for goal formula G in the

System BL, it corresponds to the proof of a sequent ·; · \ · ∅
=⇒ M : G without

any forbidden resources.

4.3.3.2 Elimination of Partial Leftover Resources (IL∗ → IL∗∗)

Once all resolution rule instances are eliminated, the resulting proof is restricted

to the System IL∗, consisting only of right and left sequent rules of Figure 4.2

and Figure 4.1, respectively. The next step is to eliminate all instances of the

rules il-⊗L01 and il-⊗L10 by transforming them to instances of the rule il-⊗L00

through the commuting rewrite rules described in Section 4.3.5. Once these

transformations are completed, the resulting proof will also be a valid proof within

the System RL. We begin by defining our target proof system.

Definition 2 The System IL∗∗ is defined as the proof system incorporating of all

rules within System IL∗ except the two incomplete left residuation rules il-⊗L01

and il-⊗L10 shown in Figure 4.5.
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The System IL∗ has a number of properties that will help us establish its

soundness with respect to the reference System RL.

Theorem 4 (Subcontext for IL∗∗) If the judgement Γ; ∆I \ ∆O
∅−→ M : G is

provable within the System IL∗∗, then ∆O ⊆ ∆I .

Proof 4 Straightforward induction on the derivation for Γ; ∆I \∆O
∅−→ M : G

confined to the System IL∗∗.

The following theorem establishes that this is indeed the correct target system

since it is equivalent to the reference System RL.

Theorem 5 (Soundness of IL∗∗ wrt RL) If the judgement Γ; ∆I \∆O
∅−→M : G

is provable within the System IL∗∗, then the sequent Γ; ∆I \ ∆O =⇒ M : G is

provable within the System RL.

Proof 5 To be completed by is fairly straightforward with Theorem 4 helping with

the translation of rules in the System IL∗∗ to their counterparts in the System RL.

As a result of this theorem, once we describe an algorithm that can rewrite

proofs in the System IL∗ into proofs in the System IL∗∗, we will have all the

components necessary to establish the soundness of the System BL with respect

to the reference System RL.

The key to this transformation is to systematically eliminate all instances of

the rules il-⊗L01 and il-⊗L10. To this end, the first step is to “extract” sequences

of left rule applications starting with these rules to the root of a derivation. When

such a sequence of left rule applications occurs at the left branch of either il-⊗ or

il-(L, with the right branch consuming the partial leftover resource from the

left branch, commuting it to lie above the il-⊗L01 or il-⊗L10 instance associated

with the partial leftover will enable us to transform this rule to a il-⊗L10 instance.

The following theorem formalizes this procedure.
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Theorem 6 (Elimination of Partial Resources for IL∗) Suppose that the judge-

ment Γ; ∆I \∆O
∅−→M : G has a derivation E in the System IL∗.

(A) (Elimination) There exists a derivation E ′ for Γ; ∆I \∆O
∅−→M : G in the

System IL∗ such that the only occurences of rules il-⊗L01 or il-⊗L10 are

those that generate the partial resources in ∆O −∆I .

(B) (Extraction) If there is a partial resource output (u : LD) ∈ ∆O such that

(u : LD) 6∈ ∆I , then there exists a derivation E ′′ for Γ; ∆I \∆O
∅−→ M : G

in the System System IL∗ which ends with a connected sequence of focused

left rule applications decomposing a single resource, beginning with either

il-⊗L01 or il-⊗L10, generating the partial leftover resource (u : LD).

Proof 6 The proof proceeds by nested induction for the two clauses above on the

total number of rule applications in the derivation E. In proving (B), (A) is

first invoked on smaller derivations associated with the premises of the last rule

in E. Since the rewrite rules of Section 4.3.5 preserve the size of derivations,

the inductive hypotheses of (B) can then be invoked on these rewritten smaller

derivations. The last rule in the subderivation generating the partial leftover

resource is then commuted up above the associated sequence of left rules, yielding

the proof E ′′ for (B). Once E ′′ is obtained, its last rule is commuted up above the

generating sequence of left rules, yielding the derivation E ′ for (A).

Now that the rewriting algorithm is established, the following theorem con-

cludes the soundness proof.

Theorem 7 (Partial soundness of IL∗ wrt IL∗∗) If the judgement Γ; · \ · ∅−→M :

G is provable within the System IL∗, then the same sequent is derivable within

the System IL∗∗.

Proof 7 Using clause (A) in Theorem 6 on the derivation of Γ; · \ · ∅−→M : G,

we can obtain a derivation E ′ without any instances of il-⊗L01 or il-⊗L10 since

∆O −∆I = ·. By definition, E ′ is a derivation in the System IL∗∗.
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4.3.4 Proof Rewriting Rules for Soundness

In this section, we introduce all proof rewriting rules for soundness of our

backchaining logic BL. We should note that, we use ∆G in rules instead of

extended version (g1 : GF1
1 , ..., gn : GFn

n ).

4.3.4.1 Elimination of Residuation Judgements

Unrestricted resolution rules can be replaced by a copy rule followed by linear

resolution.

E
v : LD �M : a \∆G .∆O0 ...

Dk
Γ; ∆Ik \∆Ok

Fk∪F−→ Mk : Gk ...

Γ, (u : LD); ∆I \∆O
F−→ (let v = u in ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] M)) : a

il-int

↓ elimresint

E
v : LD �M : a \∆G .∆O0 ...

Dk
Γ; ∆Ik \∆Ok

Fk∪F−→ Mk : Gk ...

Γ, (u : LD); ∆I , (v : LD) \∆O
F−→ ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] M) : a

Γ, (u : LD); ∆I \∆O
F−→ let v = u in ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] M) : a

il-copy

il-lin

Linear resolution rules are always preceded by a residuation rule instance.

Associated rewriting rules transform each residuation rule into an associated left

rule, shifting the resolution rule one level up in the proof until it becomes il-init.

Note, that for clarity, we omit dependency labels of resources in presenting the

rewriting rules unless they are particularly relevant.

Rewriting of residuation rule dlpl-∀, named elimresforall, takes the form
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E
v : L∪{v}([t/x]D)� a \∆G .∆O

u : L(∀x. D)� let v = u �∀ t in M : a \∆G .∆O

dlpl-∀
...

Dk
Γ; ∆I,k \∆O,k

Fk∪F−→ Mk : Gk ...

Γ; ∆I , (u : L(∀x. D)) \∆O
F−→ ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] (let v = u �∀ t in M)) : a

il-lin

↓ elimresforall

E
v : L∪{v}([t/x]D)�M : a \∆G .∆O,0 ...

Dk
Γ; ∆I,k \∆O,k

Fk∪F−→ Mk : Gk ...

Γ; ∆I , (v : L∪{v}([t/x]D)) \∆O
F−→ ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] M) : a

il-lin

Γ; ∆I , (u : L(∀x. D)) \∆O
F−→ (let v = u �∀ t in ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] M)) : a

il-∀L

In contrast, rewriting rules for instances of rules dlpl-⊗1L and dlpl-⊗1R require

more care in managing resources. When the conjunct that is leftover from the

residuation judgement is also left unused by subgoal proofs (i.e. v2 : D2 appears

on the output), the rewriting rule takes the form

E
v1 : D1 � M : γ \∆G .∆O0

u : (D1 ⊗D2)� def1 v1⊗v2 = u in M : a \∆G .∆O0, (v2 : D2)
dlpl-⊗1L ...

Dk

Γ; ∆I,k \∆O,k
Fk∪F
−→ Mk : Gk ...

Γ; ∆I , (u : (D1 ⊗D2) \∆O, (v2 : D2)
F−→ ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] (def1 v1⊗v2 = u in M)) : a

il-lin

↓ elimressconj1p

E
v1 : D1 � M : a \∆G .∆O0 ...

D′
k

Γ; ∆I,k \∆O,k
Fk∪F
−→ Mk : Gk ...

Γ; ∆I , v1 : D1 \∆O
F−→ ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] M) : a

il-lin

Γ; ∆I , u : (D1 ⊗D2) \∆O, (v2 : D2)
F−→ (def1 v1⊗v2 = u in ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] M)) : a

il-⊗L01

Since this resource is unused in the subgoal proofs, we can safely remove it from

all input and output contexts within subgoal proofs Dk and their conclusions to

yield the updated proofs D′k. This is also consistent with how it ends up in the

resulting instance of the il-⊗L01 rule.

When this side condition does not hold, the transformation takes us directly

to a let form. The associated rewriting rule takes the form
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E
v1 : D1 � M : a \∆G .∆′

u : D1 ⊗D2 � (def1 v1⊗v2 = u in M) : a \∆G .∆′, ru : D2

dlpl-⊗1L
...

Dk

Γ; ∆I,k \∆O,k
Fk∪F
−→ Mk : Gk ...

Γ; ∆I , u : (D1 ⊗D2) \∆O
F−→ ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] (def1 v1⊗v2 = u in M)) : a

il-lin

↓ elimressconj1n

E
v1 : D1 � M : a \∆G .∆′ ...

Dk

Γ; ∆I,k \∆O,k
Fk∪F
−→ Mk : Gk ...

Γ; ∆I , v1 : D1, v2 : D2 \∆O
F−→ ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] M) : a

il-lin

Γ; ∆I , u : (D1 ⊗D2) \∆O
F−→ (let v1 ⊗ v2 = u in ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] M)) : a

il-⊗L00

The most critical residuation rule in this elimination process is d-( . The

rewriting rule for occurrences of this rule takes the form

E
v : D � M : a \∆G .∆O0

u : G1 ( D � (let v = u ĝ1 in M) : a \ (g1 : G
F1
1 ),∆G .∆O0

d-(
D1

Γ; ∆I1 \∆O1
F1∪F
−→ M1 : G1 ...

Γ; ∆I , (u : G1 ( D) \∆O
F−→ ([Mn/gn]...[M1/g1] (let v = u ĝ1 in M)) : a

il-lin

↓ elimreslimp

D′
1

Γ; (∆I1 −∆O0) \ (∆O1 −∆O0)
F−→ M1 : G1

E
v : D � M : a \∆G .∆O0

D2

Γ; ∆I2 \∆O2
F2∪F
−→ M2 : G2 ...

Γ; (∆O1 −∆O0), (v : D) \∆O
F−→ ([Mn/gn]...[M2/g2] M) : a

il-lin

Γ; ∆I , (u : G1 ( D) \ UpdDep(v,∆I1 −∆O1,∆O)
F−→ (let v = u M̂1 in ([Mn/gn]...[M2/g2] M)) : a

il-(L

where F1 := Lb(∆O0). Since the subgoal proof for G1 is not allowed to use any of

the outputs from the residuation judgement, ∆O0, its proof D1 can be transformed

into a proof with these leftover judgements removed from all input and output

contexts to yield an update proof D′1. This also allows removing the additional

forbidden resource labels F1 = Lb(∆O0). However, since resources used within

this subgoal will no longer be in the scope of the AddLb() function associated

with the output of resolution rule, the UpdDep() function is necessary to update

the leftover resources that depend on v. Finally, since the implication left rule is

constructed such that the subgoal is proven first, the order in which the resolution

judgement attempts the subgoals is preserved, allowing a rather straightforward

rewriting of this rule.

The remaining residuation rule forms base case of the recursive rewriting pro-

cess to eliminate resolution rules. When this is encountered, the associated rule
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can be eliminated through the following rewrite rule.

u : La� e(u) : a \ · . ·
d-atm

u 6∈ F

Γ; ∆I , (u : La) \AddLb(L,∆I , F )
F−→ e(u) : a

il-lin

↓ elimresatm

u 6∈ F

Γ; ∆I , (u : La) \AddLb(L,∆I , F )
F−→ e(u) : a

il-init

Since this rewriting rule completely eliminates the resolution rule, the resulting

init rule incorporates a call to the AddLb() function, making sure that depen-

dencies of resources whose presence depends on this proof branch are properly

updated.

Repeated application of this rewrite rule can be used to eliminate all instances

of both linear and unrestricted resolution rules and associated residuation rules.

We call the proof system that results from removing the resolution and residuation

rules from the System IL as the System IL∗, consisting only from left and right

rules for each connective as well as the initial sequents and the copy rule. All of

our rewrite rules in the remainder of the soundness proof will operate within this

restricted subsystem.

4.3.5 Commutativity of Rules within System IL∗

Our presentation of the rewriting rules below is categorized by the last rule in the

proof to be transformed. Note, also, that right rules do not commute since they

decompose a single goal. Similarly, left rules which focus on the same resource

(such as those resulting from the same residuation judgement) do not commute

either. Since the IL∗ proofs resulting from the transformations of the previous

section have left rule applications aggregated towards the leaves of the proof tree,

the rewrite rules we describe below focus on shifting them down in the proof tree.
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4.3.5.1 Proofs ending with il-∀

Possible cases are categorized by the preceding rule.

Case il-⊗L01:

E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1) \∆O −→M : [c/x]G lu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, ru : D2) −→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in M) : [c/x]G
il-⊗L01

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, ru : D2) −→ λ∀x.([x/c](def1 lu⊗ru = u in M)) : ∀x. G
il-∀

↓ sconjL01forall

E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1) \∆O −→M : [c/x]G

Γ; (∆I , lu : D1) \∆O −→ λ∀x.([x/c]M) : ∀x. G
il-∀

lu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, ru : D2) −→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in (λ∀x.([x/c]M))) : ∀x. G
il-⊗L01

Case il-⊗L10:

E
Γ; (∆I , ru : D2) \∆O −→M : [c/x]G ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, lu : D1) −→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in M) : [c/x]G
il-⊗L10

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, lu : D1) −→ λ∀x.([x/c](def2 lu⊗ ru = u in M)) : ∀x. G
il-∀

↓ sconjL10forall

E
Γ; (∆I , ru : D2) \∆O −→M : [c/x]G

Γ; (∆I , ru : D2) \∆O −→ λ∀x.([x/c]M) : ∀x. G
il-∀

ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, lu : D1) −→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in (λ∀x.([x/c]M))) : ∀x. G
il-⊗L01

Case il-⊗L00:
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E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2) \∆O −→M : [c/x]G lu 6∈ ∆O ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in M) : [c/x]G
il-⊗L00

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O −→ λ∀x.([x/c](let lu⊗ ru = u in M)) : ∀x. G
il-∀

↓ sconjL00forall

E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2) \∆O −→M : [c/x]G

Γ; (∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2) \∆O −→ λ∀x.([x/c]M) : ∀x. G
il-∀

lu 6∈ ∆O ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in (λ∀x.([x/c]M))) : ∀x. G
il-⊗L00

Case il-(L:

E
Γ; ∆I \∆′ −→M : G

D
Γ; (∆′, iu : D) \∆O −→ N : [c/x]G1 iu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : G(D) \∆O −→ (let iu = u M̂ in N) : [c/x]G1
il-(L

Γ; (∆I , u : G ( D) \∆O −→ λ∀x.([x/c](let iu = u M̂ in N)) : ∀x. G1
il-∀

↓ limpLforall

E
Γ; ∆I \∆′ −→M : G

D
Γ; (∆′, iu : D) \∆O −→ N : [c/x]G1

Γ; (∆′, iu : D) \∆O −→ λ∀x.([x/c](N)) : ∀x. G1
il-∀

iu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : G(D) \∆O − {iu} −→ (let iu = u M̂ in (λ∀x.([x/c](N)))) : ∀x. G1
il-(L

Case il-copy:

E
(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D) \∆O −→M : [c/x]G v 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O −→ (let v = u in M) : [c/x]G
il-copy

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O −→ λ∀x.([x/c](let v = u in M)) : ∀x. G
il-∀

↓ copyforall

E
(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D) \∆O −→M : [c/x]G

(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D) \∆O −→ λ∀x.([x/c]M) : ∀x. G
il-∀

v 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O −→ (let v = u in (λ∀x.([x/c]M))) : ∀x. G
il-copy

Case il-∀L:
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E
Γ; (∆I , au : ([t/x]D)) \∆O −→M : [c/x]G

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ (let au = u �∀ t in M) : [c/x]G
il-∀L

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ λ∀x.([x/c](let au = u �∀ t in M)) : ∀x. G
il-∀

↓ forallLforall

E
Γ; (∆I , au : ([t/x]D)) \∆O −→M : [c/x]G

Γ; (∆I , au : ([t/x]D) \∆O −→ λ∀x.([x/c]M) : ∀x. G
il-∀

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ (let au = u �∀ t in (λ∀x.([x/c]M))) : ∀x. G
il-∀L

4.3.5.2 Proofs ending with il-∃

Case il-⊗L01:

E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1) \∆O −→M : [t/x]G lu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, ru : D2) −→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in M) : [t/x]G
il-⊗L01

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, ru : D2) −→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in M) �∃ t : ∃x. G
il-∃

↓ sconjL01exists

E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1) \∆O −→M : [t/x]G

Γ; (∆I , lu : D1) \∆O −→M �∃ t : ∃x. G
il-∃

lu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, ru : D2) −→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in (M �∃ t)) : ∃x. G
il-⊗L01

Case il-⊗L10:

E
Γ; (∆I , ru : D2) \∆O −→M : [t/x]G ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, lu : D1) −→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in M) : [t/x]G
il-⊗L10

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, lu : D1) −→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in M) �∃ t : ∃x. G
il-∃

↓ sconjL10exists

E
Γ; (∆I , ru : D2) \∆O −→M : [t/x]G

Γ; (∆I , ru : D2) \∆O −→M �∃ t : ∃x. G
il-∃

ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, lu : D1) −→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in (M �∃ t)) : ∃x. G
il-⊗L01
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Case il-⊗L00:

E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2) \∆O −→M : [t/x]G lu 6∈ ∆O ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in M) : [t/x]G
il-⊗L00

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in M) �∃ t : ∃x. G
il-∃

↓ sconjL00exists

E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2) \∆O −→M : [t/x]G

Γ; (∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2) \∆O −→M �∃ t : ∃x. G
il-∃

lu 6∈ ∆O ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in (M �∃ t)) : ∃x. G
il-⊗L00

Case il-(L:

E
Γ; ∆I \∆′ −→M : G

D
Γ; (∆′, iu : D) \∆O −→ N : [t/x]G1 iu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : G(D) \∆′O −→ (let iu = u M̂ in N) : [t/x]G1
il-(L

Γ; (∆I , u : G ( D) \∆′O −→ (let iu = u M̂ in N) �∃ t : ∃x. G1
il-∃

↓ limpLexists

E
Γ; ∆I \∆′ −→M : G

D
Γ; (∆′, iu : D) \∆O −→ N : [t/x]G1

Γ; (∆′, iu : D) \∆′O −→ N �∃ t : ∃x. G1
il-∃

iu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : G(D) \∆′O − {iu} −→ (let iu = u M̂ in (N �∃ t)) : ∃x. G1
il-(L

Case il-copy:

E
(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D) \∆O −→M : [t/x]G v 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O −→ (let v = u in M) : [t/x]G
il-copy

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O −→ (let v = u in M) �∃ t : ∃x. G
il-∃

↓ copyexists

E
(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D) \∆O −→M : [t/x]G

(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D) \∆O −→M �∃ t : ∃x. G
il-∃

v 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O −→ (let v = u in (M �∃ t)) : ∃x. G
il-copy

Case il-∀L:
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E
Γ; (∆I , au : ([t′/x]D)) \∆O −→M : [t/x]G

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ (let au = u �∀ t′ in M) : [t/x]G
il-∀L

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ (let au = u �∀ t′ in M) �∃ t : ∃x. G
il-∃

↓ forallLexists

E
Γ; (∆I , au : ([t′/x]D)) \∆O −→M : [t/x]G

Γ; (∆I , au : ([t′/x]D) \∆O −→M �∃ t : ∃x. G
il-∃

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ (let au = u �∀ t′ in (M �∃ t)) : ∃x. G
il-∀L

4.3.5.3 Proofs ending with il-(

Case il-⊗L01:

E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1, v : D) \∆O −→M : G lu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2, v : D) \ (∆O, ru : D2) −→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in M) : G
il-⊗L01

v 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, ru : D2) −→ λ̂v.(def1 lu⊗ru = u in M) : D ( G
il-(

↓ sconjL01limpR

E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1, v : D) \∆O −→M : G v 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , lu : D1) \∆O −→ λ̂v.M : D ( G
il-(

lu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, ru : D2) −→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in (λ̂v.M)) : D ( G
il-⊗L01

Case il-⊗L10:

E
Γ; (∆I , ru : D2, v : D) \∆O −→M : G ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2, v : D) \ (∆O, lu : D1) −→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in M) : G
il-⊗L10

v 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, lu : D1) −→ λ̂v.(def2 lu⊗ ru = u in M) : D ( G
il-(

↓ sconjL10limpR

E
Γ; (∆I , ru : D2, v : D) \∆O −→M : G v 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , ru : D2) \∆O −→ λ̂v.M : D ( G
il-(

ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, lu : D1) −→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in (λ̂v.M)) : D ( G
il-⊗L10
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Case il-⊗L00:

E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2, v : D) \∆O −→M : G lu 6∈ ∆O ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2, v : D) \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in M) : G
il-⊗L00

v 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O −→ λ̂v.(let lu⊗ ru = u in M) : D ( G
il-(

↓ sconjL00limpR

E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2, v : D) \∆O −→M : G v 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2) \∆O −→ λ̂v.M : D ( G
il-(

lu 6∈ ∆O ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in (λ̂v.M)) : D ( G
il-⊗L00

Case il-(L:

E
Γ; (∆I , v : D1) \∆′ −→M : G

D
Γ; (∆′, iu : D) \∆O −→ N : G1 iu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : G(D, v : D1) \∆O −→ (let iu = u M̂ in N) : G1
il-(L

v 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : G ( D) \∆O −→ λ̂v.(let iu = u M̂ in N) : D1 ( G1

il-(

↓ limpLlimpR

E
Γ; ∆I \∆′ −→M : G

D
Γ; (∆′, iu : D, v : D1) \∆O −→ N : G1 v 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆′, iu : D) \∆O −→ λ̂v.(N) : D1 ( G1

il-(
iu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : G(D) \∆O − {iu} −→ (let iu = u M̂ in (λ̂v.(N))) : D1 ( G1

il-(L

Case il-copy:

E
(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v1 : D1, v : D) \∆O −→M : G v 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v1 : D1) \∆O −→ (let v = u in M) : G
il-copy

v1 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O −→ λ̂v1.(let v = u in M) : D1 ( G
il-(

↓ copylimpR

E
(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D, v1 : D1) \∆O −→M : G v1 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D) \∆O −→ λ̂v1.M : D1 ( G
il-(

v 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O −→ (let v = u in (λ̂v1.M)) : D1 ( G
il-copy
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Case il-∀L:

E
Γ; (∆I , au : ([t/x]D), v : D1) \∆O −→M : G

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D), v : D1) \∆O −→ (let au = u �∀ t in M) : G
il-∀L

v 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ λ̂v.(let au = u �∀ t in M) : D1 ( G
il-(

↓ forallLlimpR

E
Γ; (∆I , au : ([t/x]D), v : D1) \∆O −→M : G v 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , au : ([t/x]D) \∆O −→ λ̂v.M : D1 ( G
il-(

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ (let au = u �∀ t in (λ̂v.(M))) : D1 ( G
il-∀L

4.3.5.4 Proofs ending with il-⊃

Case il-⊗L01:

E
(Γ, v : D); (∆I , lu : D1) \∆O −→M : G lu 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, v : D); (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, ru : D2) −→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in M) : G
il-⊗L01

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, ru : D2) −→ λv.(def1 lu⊗ru = u in M) : D ⊃ G
il-⊃

↓ sconjL01impR

E
(Γ, v : D); (∆I , lu : D1) \∆O −→M : G

Γ; (∆I , lu : D1) \∆O −→ λv.M : D ⊃ G
il-⊃

lu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, ru : D2) −→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in (λv.M)) : D ⊃ G
il-⊗L01

Case il-⊗L10:
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E
(Γ, v : D); (∆I , ru : D2) \∆O −→M : G ru 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, v : D); (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, lu : D1) −→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in M) : G
il-⊗L10

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, lu : D1) −→ λv.(def2 lu⊗ ru = u in M) : D ⊃ G
il-⊃

↓ sconjL10impR

E
(Γ, v : D); (∆I , ru : D2) \∆O −→M : G

Γ; (∆I , ru : D2) \∆O −→ λv.M : D ⊃ G
il-⊃

ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \ (∆O, lu : D1) −→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in (λv.M)) : D ⊃ G
il-⊗L10

Case il-⊗L00:

E
(Γ, v : D); (∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2) \∆O −→M : G lu 6∈ ∆O ru 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, v : D); (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in M) : G
il-⊗L00

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O −→ λv.(let lu⊗ ru = u in M) : D ⊃ G
il-⊃

↓ sconjL00impR

E
(Γ, v : D); (∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2) \∆O −→M : G

Γ; (∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2) \∆O −→ λv.M : D ⊃ G
il-⊃

lu 6∈ ∆O ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in (λv.M)) : D ⊃ G
il-⊗L00

Case il-(L:

E
(Γ, v : D1); ∆I \∆′ −→M : G

D
(Γ, v : D1); (∆′, iu : D) \∆O −→ N : G1 iu 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, v : D1); (∆I , u : G(D) \∆O −→ (let iu = u M̂ in N) : G1
il-(L

Γ; (∆I , u : G ( D) \∆O −→ λv.(let iu = u M̂ in N) : D1 ⊃ G1
il-⊃

↓ limpLimpR

E
Γ; ∆I \∆′ −→M : G

D
(Γ, v : D1); (∆′, iu : D) \∆O −→ N : G1

Γ; (∆′, iu : D) \∆O −→ λv.(N) : D1 ⊃ G1
il-⊃

iu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : G(D) \∆O − {iu} −→ (let iu = u M̂ in (λv.(N))) : D1 ⊃ G1
il-(L

Case il-copy:
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E
(Γ, u : D, v1 : D1); (∆I , v : D) \∆O −→M : G v 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : D, v1 : D1); ∆I \∆O −→ (let v = u in M) : G
il-copy

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O −→ λv1.(let v = u in M) : D1 ⊃ G
il-⊃

↓ copyimpR

E
(Γ, u : D, v1 : D1); (∆I , v : D) \∆O −→M : G

(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D) \∆O −→ λv1.M : D1 ⊃ G
il-⊃

v 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O −→ (let v = u in (λv1.M)) : D1 ⊃ G
il-copy

Case il-∀L:

E
(Γ, v : D1); (∆I , au : ([t/x]D)) \∆O −→M : G

(Γ, v : D1); (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ (let au = u �∀ t in M) : G
il-∀L

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ λv.(let au = u �∀ t in M) : D1 ⊃ G
il-⊃

↓ forallLimpR

E
(Γ, v : D1); (∆I , au : ([t/x]D)) \∆O −→M : G

Γ; (∆I , au : ([t/x]D) \∆O −→ λv.M : D1 ⊃ G
il-⊃

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ (let au = u �∀ t in (λv.(M))) : D1 ⊃ G
il-∀L

4.3.5.5 Proofs ending with il-⊗

Similar to earlier examples, possible cases are categorized by the preceding rule.

Case il-⊗L01 on the left branch:

Simultaneous conjunctions on the left branches are among the most important

cases since they enable us to convert def-forms into let-forms. Depending on

whether a partial leftover resource is used by the right branch of the right rule,

we have two different rewrite rules, sconjL01sconjRA and sconjL01sconjRB.

The first rewrite rule, sconjL01sconjRA captures the case when the partial

resource is left unused by the right branch and is defined as
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E
Γ; ∆I , lu : D1 \∆′ −→ M1 : G1 lu 6∈ ∆′

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆′, ru : D2 −→ def1 lu⊗ru = u in M1 : G1

il-⊗L01
D

Γ; ∆′, ru : D2 \∆O, ru : D2 −→ M2 : G2

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆O, ru : D2 −→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in M1)⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

↓ sconjL01sconjRA

E
Γ; (∆I , lu : D1) \∆′ −→ M1 : G1

D′

Γ; ∆′ \∆O −→ M2 : G2

Γ; (∆I , lu : D1) \∆O −→ M1 ⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

lu 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O, ru : D2 −→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in (M1 ⊗M2)) : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗L01

where the derivation D′ is obtained from D by erasing the resource ru : D2 from

both input and output contexts of all sequents in it.

In contrast, when the leftover resource ru : D2 is used up in the right

branch, the def-form can be changed to a let-form as captured by the rewrite

rule sconjL01sconjRB, defined as

E
Γ; ∆I , lu : D1 \∆′ −→ M1 : G1 lu 6∈ ∆′

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆′, ru : D2 −→ def1 lu⊗ru = u in M1 : G1

il-⊗L01
D

Γ; ∆′, ru : D2 \∆O −→ M2 : G2

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆O −→ (def1 lu⊗ru = u in M1)⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

↓
{ru : D2 6∈ ∆O}
sconjL01sconjRB

E′
Γ; ∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2 \∆′, ru : D2 −→ M1 : G1

D
Γ; ∆′, ru : D2 \∆O −→ M2 : G2

Γ; ∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2 \∆O −→ M1 ⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

lu, ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in (M1 ⊗M2)) : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗L00

where the proof E ′ is obtained from E by adding the resource ru : D2 to input

and output contexts of all sequents in it.

Case il-⊗L10 on the left branch:

E
Γ; ∆I , ru : D2 \∆′ −→ M1 : G1 ru 6∈ ∆′

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆′, lu : D1 −→ def2 lu⊗ ru = u in M1 : G1

il-⊗L10
D

Γ; ∆′, lu : D1 \∆O, lu : D1 −→ M2 : G2

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆O, lu : D1 −→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in M1)⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

↓ sconjL10sconjRA

E
Γ; (∆I , ru : D2) \∆′ −→ M1 : G1

D′

Γ; ∆′ \∆O −→ M2 : G2

Γ; (∆I , ru : D2) \∆O −→ M1 ⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; (∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2) \∆O, lu : D1 −→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in (M1 ⊗M2)) : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗L01
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where the derivation D′ is obtained from D by erasing the resource lu : D1 from

both input and output contexts of all sequents in it.

In contrast, when the leftover resource lu : D1 is used up in the right branch,

the def-form can be changed to a let-form as captured by the rewrite rule

sconjL10sconjRB, defined as

E
Γ; ∆I , ru : D2 \∆′ −→ M1 : G1 ru 6∈ ∆′

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆′, lu : D1 −→ def1 lu⊗ru = u in M1 : G1

il-⊗L01
D

Γ; ∆′, lu : D1 \∆O −→ M2 : G2

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆O −→ (def2 lu⊗ ru = u in M1)⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

↓
{lu : D1 6∈ ∆O}
sconjL10sconjRB

E′
Γ; ∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2 \∆′, lu : D1 −→ M1 : G1

D
Γ; ∆′, lu : D1 \∆O −→ M2 : G2

Γ; ∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2 \∆O −→ M1 ⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

lu, ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in (M1 ⊗M2)) : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗L00

Case il-⊗L00 on the left branch:

Finally, if the rule il-⊗L00 precedes an instance of il-⊗, the associated rewrite

rule sconjL00sconjR is straightforward and is defined as

E
Γ; ∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2 \∆′ −→ M1 : G1 lu, ru 6∈ ∆′

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆′ −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in M1) : G1

il-⊗L00
D

Γ; ∆′ \∆O −→ M2 : G2

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in M1)⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

↓ sconjL00sconjR

E
Γ; ∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2 \∆′ −→ M1 : G1

D
Γ; ∆′ \∆O −→ M2 : G2

Γ; ∆I , lu : D1, ru : D2 \∆O −→ M1 ⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

lu, ru 6∈ ∆O

Γ; ∆I , u : D1 ⊗D2 \∆O −→ (let lu⊗ ru = u in (M1 ⊗M2)) : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗L00

Case il-(L on the left branch:

This is when a il-⊗ is preceded by a il-(L on its right branch. This situation

occurs frequently when the leftover resource is generated by a sequence of left

implication rules.
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E1
Γ; ∆I \∆′ −→ N : G

E2
Γ; (∆′, iu : D) \∆′

M −→ M1 : G1 iu 6∈ ∆′′

Γ; (∆I , u : G ( D) \∆M −→ (let iu = u N̂ in M1) : G1
il-(L D

Γ; ∆M \∆O −→ M2 : G2

Γ; (∆I , u : G ( D) \∆O −→ (let iu = u N̂ in M1)⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

↓ limpLsconjRA

E1
Γ; ∆I \∆′ −→ N : G

E2
Γ; (∆′, iu : D) \∆′

M −→ M1 : G1

D′

Γ; ∆′
M \∆′

O −→ M2 : G2

Γ; (∆′, iu : D) \∆O −→ (M1 ⊗M2) : G1 ⊗G2

il-⊗

Γ; (∆I , u : G ( D) \∆O −→ (let iu = u N̂ in (M1 ⊗M2)) : G1 ⊗G2
il-(L

where the derivation D′ is obtained from the derivation D by removing the ad-

ditional dependency labels placed by the side condition ∆M = UpdDep(iu,∆′ −
∆I ,∆

′
M) associated with the il-(L rule from affected resources in all of its input

and output contexts.

Case il-copy on the left branch:

E
(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D) \∆′ −→ M1 : G1 v 6∈ ∆′

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆′ −→ (let v = u in M1) : G1

il-copy D
(Γ, u : D); ∆′ \∆O −→ M2 : G2

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O −→ (let v = u in M1)⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

↓ copysconjR

E
(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D) \∆′ −→ M1 : G1

D
(Γ, u : D); ∆′ \∆O −→ M2 : G2

(Γ, u : D); (∆I , v : D) \∆O −→ M1 ⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

v 6∈ ∆O

(Γ, u : D); ∆I \∆O −→ (let v = u in (M1 ⊗M2)) : G1 ⊗G2
il-copy

Case il-∀L on the left branch:

E
Γ; (∆I , au : ([t/x]D)) \∆′ −→ M : G

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆′ −→ (let au = u �∀ t in M) : G
il-∀L D

Γ; ∆′ \∆O −→ M2 : G2

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ (let au = u �∀ t in M1)⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2

il-⊗

↓ forallLsconjR

E
Γ; (∆I , au : ([t/x]D)) \∆′ −→ M1 : G1

D
Γ; ∆′ \∆O −→ M2 : G2

Γ; (∆I , au : ([t/x]D)) \∆O −→ M1 ⊗M2 : G1 ⊗G2
il-⊗

Γ; (∆I , u : (∀x. D)) \∆O −→ (let au = u �∀ t in (M1 ⊗M2)) : G1 ⊗G2

il-∀L

Cases il-(L, il-copy, il-∀L, il-⊗L00, il-⊗L01 and il-⊗L10 on the right
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branch:

These cases are symmetric to given cases on the left branch.

4.3.5.6 Proofs ending with il-(L

Similar to earlier examples, possible cases are categorized by the preceding rule

and whether the preceding rule is in the subgoal (left) branch or the decompo-

sitional (right) branch. There are also different possibilities based on possible

different dependencies among resources. Note that we will never have to shift

right rules down in the derivation for the soundness proof, so we only consider

cases where the preceding rules are left rules.

Cases il-⊗L00, il-⊗L01 and il-⊗L10 on the subgoal branch:

The rewriting rules in Figure 4.6 illustrate cases where the subgoal branch has

either il-⊗L01 or il-⊗L00.

The first two rewriting rules correspond to two subcases for il-⊗L01 depending

on whether the partial resource generated by the decomposed resource is utilized

in the right branch of the left implication rule or not.

The subcase when the partial resource is left unused, i.e. ru2 : D2 ∈ ∆O, is

captured by the rewrite rule sconjL01limpLGA. Following the transformation,

the proof D′ is obtained from D by removing the resource ru2 : D2 from all

input and output contexts in the derivation, which is possible since ru2 : D2 also

appears in the overall output of the last sequent.

In contrast, when the partial leftover is used in the right branch of the implica-

tion with ru2 : D2 6∈ ∆O, the def-form has to be transformed into a let-form. This

is captured by the rewriting rule sconjL01limpLGA in Figure 4.6. Following the

transformation, the derivation E ′ is obtained from the derivation E by recursively

adding the resource ru2 : D2 to all of its input and output contexts, considering
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global slack counters when initializing the associated slack indicators.

Finally, last rewriting rule sconjL00limpLG in Figure 4.6 shows the subcase

where a il-⊗L00 precedes a il-(L, for which no special considerations are needed.
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Chapter 5

LinGraph: A Graph Based

Linear Logic Theorem Prover for

Task Planning

In this chapter, we propose our second main contribution, a novel framework for

automated generation of plans for STRIPS-based planning problems based on a

graph-based theorem prover for a propositional fragment of intuitionistic linear

logic [10, 11]. In doing so, we rely on the previously established connection be-

tween intuitionistic linear logic and planning problems, which allows us to reduce

the complexity of plan construction through proof search while preserving cor-

respondence to logically sound semantics for planning. LinGraph is particularly

successful for dealing with concurrent domains having large numbers of resources

and agents with identical properties (e.g. robots within a swarm, or parts in

a large factory). We first present our graph-based automated planner which

we call the Linear Logic Graph Planner (LinGraph). Subsequently we illustrate

its application for planning the actions of robots within a concurrent manufac-

turing domain and provide comparisons with four existing automated planners,

BlackBox, Symba-2, Metis and the Temporal Fast Downward (TFD), covering

a wide range of state-of-the-art automated planning techniques and implemen-

tations that are well-known in the literature for their performance on various of
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problem types and domains. We show that even though LinGraph does not rely

on any heuristics, it still outperforms these systems for concurrent domains with

large numbers of identical objects and agents, finding feasible plans that they

cannot identify. These gains persist even when existing methods on symmetry

reduction and numerical fluents are used, with LinGraph capable of handling

problems with thousands of objects. Following these results, we also formally

show that plan construction with LinGraph is equivalent to multiset rewriting

systems, establishing a formal relation between LinGraph and intuitionistic lin-

ear logic.

5.1 Linear Logic Graph Planner: The Language

There are currently no automated planner implementations that exploit the con-

nection between intuitionistic linear logic and planning problems that has previ-

ously been observed by a number of researchers [12, 54, 58, 82]. In order to present

novel contributions of LinGraph in this context, this section introduces the Linear

Graph Planning Logic (LGPL) language, the multiplicative exponential fragment

of intuitionistic propositional linear logic we use as a basis for LinGraph, mirror-

ing previous uses of linear logic for planning.

We define the LGPL language by the following grammar:

Resource formulas: FR ::= p | (p⊗FR)

Action formulas: FA ::= (FR ( FR)

Program formulas: FP ::= !FA | FR
Goal formulas: FG ::= FR | (FP ( FG)

where p denotes atomic resources, FR denotes linear formulae that represent

resources , FA denotes implicative formulae representing actions, FP denotes

program formulae that can appear as assumptions and FG denotes goal formulae.
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In the introduced grammar, we have two multiplicative linear connectives, si-

multaneous conjunction ⊗ and linear implication (, that are enough to model

dynamic components of the state. Incorporating other linear logic connectives

such as disjunction and alternative conjunction can increase expressivity. How-

ever, we don’t need those connectives to express STRIPS problems. Thereby, for

simplicity and efficiency, we focus on this small fragment of linear logic to develop

our graph based theorem prover and planner. We only have the modal use of the

bang operator, !, which is an additional component in LGPL other than the mul-

tiplicative connectives. This operator makes it possible to use action definitions

more than once, since we shouldn’t interpret actions as consumable resources or

dynamic state.

In the rest of this section, we will cover proof theoretic semantics for the LGPL

language. For this purpose, we will use a sequent calculus formulation which is

very similar to the given sequent calculus in Section 2.2.2. Below, we present the

corresponding sequent definition

Γ; ∆⇒ FG , (5.1)

where ∆ is a multiset of program formulae and Γ is a multiset of action formulae.

We can interpret this sequent as, we can prove the goal formula FG using the

single-use resources in ∆ and unrestricted propositions (actions) in Γ. We will

use this sequent definition to formalize proof construction by introducing left and

right inference rules. Based on the given sequent definition, we give right and left

sequent calculus rules for LGPL in Figure 5.26. We should note that, we follow

the conventions of [81].

The init rule appears at the leaves of the proof tree. It basically associates

atomic resources with atomic goals. In the sequent, only a single atomic resource

can be on the left hand side, forcing every such resource to be used at least once.

On the other hand, the copy rule places no restrictions on the use of propositions

in Γ, ensuring unrestricted uses for domain actions.

Using the ⊗R rule, we try to achieve a conjunctive goal by splitting the given

resources into two in the sequent. This process eliminates the possibility of reusing
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Hypotheses

Γ; p⇒ p init
(Γ,FA); (∆,FA)⇒ FG

(Γ,FA); ∆⇒ FG
copy

Simultaneous Conjunction

Γ; ∆1 ⇒ p Γ; ∆2 ⇒ FR
Γ; ∆1,∆2 ⇒ p⊗FR ⊗R

Γ; ∆, p,FR ⇒ FG
Γ; ∆, p⊗FR ⇒ FG ⊗L

Linear Implication

Γ; ∆,FP ⇒ FG
Γ; ∆⇒ FP ( FG ( R

Γ; ∆1 ⇒ FR1 Γ; ∆2,FR2 ⇒ FG
Γ; ∆1,∆2,FR1 ( FR2 ⇒ FG ( L

Unrestricted Resources

(Γ,FA); ∆⇒ FG
Γ; (∆, !FA)⇒ FP !L

Figure 5.1: Sequent calculus proof rules for LGPL.

an existing resource more than once. The ⊗L rule decomposes a conjunctive

resource and then adds each decomposed resource to the context of consumable

resources. The ( R rule achieves the conclusion FG by adding the program

formula FP into the available resources ∆. The ( L rule first achieves the

formula FR1, and then achieves the goal FG using the resource FR2 while splitting

available resources as necessary. For unrestricted resources, we introduce the !L

rule and the copy rule, recovering the possibility of using action definitions more

than once throughout the proof.

These presented inference rules ensure that all resources must be used ex-

actly once in the consumable resources context ∆. Consumable resource concept

together with an intuitionistic fragment of linear logic in LGPL provide associ-

ating each proof for goal formulae with a valid plan for the associated planning

problem. However this association is not our main contribution. Instead of this

association, the main contribution is the novel, graph-based theorem prover and

planner associated with this language and proof theory.

We use simultaneous conjunction (⊗) to group components of system state at
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a particular time instant, while we use linear implication (() to model actions

in a task planning domain. In LGPL, we also use linear implication (() within

goal formulae to define initial states and actions for a domain using currying.

Given the goal formula

FP 1 ( (...( (FP n ( FG)...), (5.2)

considering the program formulae among FP 1 through FP n, resource formulae

define the initial system state while implicative formulae define available actions.

This structure closely corresponds to the STRIPS formalism while maintaining

the logical semantics of linear logic.

Our introduced theorem prover LinGraph has a connection to Girard’s proof

nets [83]. Proof nets are geometric representations of proofs. The geometric

representation of proofs eliminates different orderings of resources and applies

rules in a derivation that only differentiates distinct proofs. Some of our ideas in

the LinGraph method are similar, for example, in our group of multiple instances

of identical objects within the same graph node.

5.2 Assembly Planning Domain Example

5.2.1 Domain Definition

In this section, we introduce a new class of planning domains, enabling us to

provide systematic comparisons of performance between LinGraph and other,

state-of-the-art planners. In this domain, there are multiple types of components

Ci, manipulators Mi and products Pi. All instances having the same type of object

have the same functionality and properties, although they are distinct physical

objects. In this context, manipulators are assumed to operate on components to

generate products as a result. We give an overview of objects in Figure 5.2.

For instance, a simple example of such a domain can include a single component

type C, a single manipulator type M and a single product type P , with an action
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Objects:
C1, ..., Cn : Components of type 1 through n
M1, ...,Mm : Manipulators of type 1 through m
P1, ..., Po : Products of type 1 through o

Figure 5.2: Objects types and notation for the robotic assembly planning domain.

MakeP transforming a component C into a product P . A more complex example

might have different types of components, manipulators and products. And each

manipulator might have multiple different actions.

In this domain, we can present a large scenario using these building blocks.

Assuming a large factory, there might be hundreds of manipulator robots consid-

ered as resources and they are capable of operating in parallel. Using this scenario

for our example domain, we can illustrate one of the distinguishing advantages

of the LinGraph planner.

5.2.2 Encoding the Assembly Planning Domain in LGPL

We described in Section 5.1 that we can encode STRIPS style domains in LGPL

by using linear resources to represent dynamic state components and implicative

formulas to represent actions [54]. We now present a particular problem in our

assembly planning domain, having a single type of manipulator, M , that takes

a component of type C and transforms it into a product of type P . We encode

this action in LGPL as below

MakeP := !(C ⊗M (M ⊗ P ) , (5.3)

where MakeP is the name of the action. Using the preconditions of the action,

a component C and a manipulator M , resulting in the production of a product

P and keeping the manipulator M available for later use. We should also note

that, in LGPL if a resource is required but is left unaffected by the action, then

we need to reintroduce the resource in the effect part of the action such as the

manipulator M resource in the example.
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We now encode the initial state of a problem example with three components

and two manipulators within LGPL, such as

FR0 := (C ⊗ C ⊗ C ⊗M ⊗M). (5.4)

In this definition, there are repeated resources such as three C and two M . We

abbreviate such repeated occurrences of resources with an exponent notation,

defined as

(FR)n := (FR ⊗ ...⊗ FR)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

. (5.5)

We can encode the given initial state using this notation as FR0 := (C3 ⊗M2).

Next, we need a final state for a complete problem specification. For example,

if we want to produce three components, we can encode the final state as

FGf := (P 3 ⊗M2) (5.6)

Finally, we combine the initial state and the final state for this simple example

to represent the planning problem in LGPL such as

FG := MakeP ( FR0 ( FGf (5.7)

= !(C ⊗M ( P ⊗M) ( (C3 ⊗M2) ( (P 3 ⊗M2) (5.8)

Every proof of this formula with the inference rules in Figure 5.26 corresponds

to a valid plan. Each plan is a partial ordering of actions, including multiple

applications of the action MakeP. We should also note that, multiple proofs

might correspond to the same plan.

We can extend the example given above such that it includes a thousand of

components and a thousand of manipulators to produce a thousand of products.

We can encode the goal formula for this example as

!(C ⊗M ( P ⊗M) ( (C1000 ⊗M1000) ( (P 1000 ⊗M1000) . (5.9)

The solution to this problem is obvious. However, it might be infeasible to find

a solution for a linear logic theorem prover, if the prover is not explicitly aware

of repeated occurrences of large numbers functionally equivalent resources. For

the LinGraph method, this problem is easy to solve by considering functionally

equivalent groups of resources as a unit while searching for a valid plan and proof.
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5.3 Linear Logic Graph Planner: Plan Con-

struction

In this section, we present the plan construction of LinGraph. Before proceeding

with the details of plan construction, we review the GraphPlan method which

motivated our LinGraph method.

5.3.1 GraphPlan

In [29], the authors introduced GraphPlan as a less expressive but much faster

alternative to Partial-Order Planners. GraphPlan is based on a STRIPS repre-

sentation of states and actions, but only using propositional states. During the

encoding of an action in GraphPlan, we encode preconditions as conjunctions of

positive propositions, while we encode effects as conjunctions of positive and neg-

ative propositions corresponding to the creation and deletion of state components,

respectively.

The GraphPlan method builds the reachability graph, having alternating levels

of propositional states and actions. The first level of the graph includes the

initial state of the planning problem. After this level, there are two different

steps graph extension and plan search, that GraphPlan alternates between them.

The first step, graph extension, increases the current graph by adding action

and state layers. This extension is basically done by matching preconditions of

given actions to nodes in the last level and then generating new nodes for effects

of related actions. In the plan search step, we try to find a solution using the

backchaining method, searching from the last level to the first level. This process

alternates between two steps until we find a solution or we reach a preset limit

of graph levels.

In a GraphPlan level, if there are conflicts between pairs of actions or pairs of

states, then we use binary mutual exclusion (mutex) relations. We now give two

conditions that are causing mutex between two actions.
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1. Interference: In the same level, an action deletes a precondition or effect of

another action.

2. Competing Needs : In the preceding propositional state layer, the precondi-

tions of an action are mutually exclusive with the preconditions of another

action.

If all created actions by two propositions are mutually excluded, then there

must be a mutual exclusion constraint between those propositions.

After each graph extension step, we check if goal propositions match the propo-

sitions at the last level of the graph. Once this condition satisfies, we perform

the backchaining search from the last level to the first level, checking if there

is a combination of actions and states which is not limited by mutual exclusion

constraints. However, if there is not an appropriate combination, this search will

fail. Subsequently, we need to expand the graph and continue the plan search.

If there is a successful plan, we know that the backchaining search yields a step

optimal partial-order plan.

We can say that LinGraph is similar to GraphPlan in its incremental con-

struction of an approximate reachability graph consisting of alternating state

and action layers. However, the main difference between these two methods is

that LinGraph encodes linear resources of the same type together with their mul-

tiplicities. This causes the need for integer inequality constraints rather than

binary mutexes to encode mutual exclusion conditions between nodes.

Another important property of LinGraph is that once we find an appropriate

combination of nodes satisfying the goal state at the last level after a forward

search, we know that we will definitely find a step optimal plan after plan ex-

traction and we don’t need to perform an additional backchaining search. On

the other hand, we can say that GraphPlan performs a combination of forward-

chaining and backward-chaining in its plan search.
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5.3.2 Planning with LinGraph

In this section, we describe the construction and plan extraction algorithm of

LinGraph. We use the example domain described in Section 5.2.2 to illustrate

all steps of the algorithm. In Figure 5.3, we present the overall structure of Lin-

Graph. The algorithm starts by decomposing the given formula into its linear

assumptions which are actually forming the initial state, unrestricted assump-

tions which are forming action definitions and the goal formula which is forming

the goal state. After initializing the first layer and the goal nodes, the goal check

performs attempting to match elements of the goal state to elements of the right-

most state layer. Once a successful match is found, LinGraph guarantees exiting

of a step optimal plan at the last level, which is a result of the design of node con-

straints. If there is not a successful match, then we extend the graph by one level

(two layers, one for applicable actions and the next for resulting state nodes).

Decompose
Formula

Initialize
First Layer

Initialize
Goal Nodes

Goal
Check

Extract Plan
and Exit

Expand
Graph

Create
Constraints

no

yes

Figure 5.3: An overview of the algorithm for plan search through incremental
construction of a LinGraph instance.

We use the components illustrated in Figure 5.4 for visualizing the construction

steps of the LinGraph. We use rounded rectangles to show nodes for state layers.

p is type of the atomic resource, n is the count that showing how many resources

of this type are available and s is a unique label for this node. The second
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Figure 5.4: Visualization of LinGraph nodes for states, actions and goals, distin-
guished by their shapes. Each node shows its corresponding LGPL formula, the
number of its instances n and its unique label.

component is a circle for nodes in action layers. FA is the implicative formula for

the action, n is the maximum number of allowable executions for this action and

a is a unique action label. The last component is an oval shape for goal nodes. p

is showing type of the goal, n is the number of goals to achieve and g is a unique

goal label.

We now define a number of notations to use in the rest of this chapter. n(si),

n(ai) and n(gi) denote the number of available instances for state, action and

goal nodes, respectively. lvl(si) and lvl(ai) denote the graph level for state and

action nodes, respectively. Finally, frm(si), frm(ai) and frm(gi) denote the

LGPL formula associated with state, action and goal nodes, respectively.

5.3.2.1 LinGraph Constraints

In LinGraph, we create constraints on the number of instances that can be used

for each state node, generalizing the mutual exclusion concept of GraphPlan.

Constraints guarantee that extracted plans from LinGraph correspond to associ-

ated LGPL proofs. We should also note that constraints take the form of integer

linear equality and inequality conditions on the number of instances consumed

from each state node, which we denote by overloading the unique labels si for

state nodes, constrained to be integers in the range 0 ≤ si ≤ n(si). We formally

define constraints in LinGraph as

Cj :=
N∑
i=0

αijsi = βj or Cj :=
N∑
i=0

αijsi ≥ γj
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where N is the total number of state nodes, αij are integer constraint coeffi-

cients and βj, γj are constants. In LinGraph, we use constraints for finding a

corresponding valid LGPL proof without violating linearity properties of the un-

derlying logic, if there is a match between the goal nodes and the last level state

nodes.

Another purpose of using LinGraph constraints is reducing the size of the

LinGraph by eliminating unnecessary creation of new actions and nodes during

graph expansion step.

To find a feasible solution for a given set of constraint equations, we use an

existing constraint solver, Minion, [84]. This constraint solver returns the number

of instances si consumed for all state nodes in LinGraph.

5.3.2.2 Decomposing the Goal Formula and Initializing LinGraph

We now give a simple planning problem to show decomposing the goal formula

and initializing LinGraph. Assuming the LGPL formula

C2 (M2 (!(C ⊗M (M ⊗ P ) ( (P 2 ⊗M2) , (5.10)

we will have linear resources ∆ = {C2,M2}, unrestricted resources Γ = {C ⊗
M ( M ⊗ P} and the goal formula FG = P 2 ⊗M2, after parsing this formula

using the LGPL grammar in Section 5.1. Subsequently, we will have the LGPL

sequent

(C ⊗M (M ⊗ P ); (C2,M2)⇒ P 2 ⊗M2 .

Afterwards, we decompose the goal formula into its atomic resources as P 2 and

M2 to create goal nodes.

After the decomposition step for the given formula, we initialize first level

initial nodes and goal nodes. We create individual state nodes si in the first level

corresponding to each unique type of initial resource, with n(si) initialized with

the total number of such resources. For the given example formula, initializing the

first level creates two nodes, for type C and for type M , as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Visualization of the LinGraph following the creation of nodes for the
initial state and the goal for the planning problem of (5.10). This figure also
illustrates initial constraints and the first goal check attempt, which fails since
no state nodes match the goal node P .

Similarly, there are two goal nodes for each type of goal resource, one for type

P and another for type M . As shown in the figure, each node has a unique

identifying label upon creation.

Finally, we complete the initialization of the LinGraph by adding an equal-

ity constraint for each initial node. These constraints guarantee that all initial

resources will be completely consumed. For the given example, we have two

constraints, s1 = 2 and s2 = 2.

5.3.2.3 Goal Check

After each expansion step for building the LinGraph, we check if all desired

goals are satisfied with the last level resources and also all constraints should be

satisfied. We can define a set of state nodes in the last level lmax of the LinGraph

for each goal node gi as

S[gi] := {sj | (lvl(sj) = lmax) ∧ (frm(sj) = frm(gi))} ,

where formulae for the goal node and the state node are matching. We define a

constraint for each goal. This constraint is in the form of

(
∑

sj∈S[gi]

sj) = n(gi) .

Finally, we use a solver to solve these constraints to find a valid solution, such

that each consumed instances of si for all state nodes are within the bounds
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0 ≤ si ≤ n(si).

Recalling the given example above, we find a match for g2 such that S[g2] =

{s2}. We can create the initial constraint for this node as s2 = n(g2) = 2. On the

other hand, we can not find any matches for g1, yielding S[g1] = {} corresponding

to an unsatisfiable constraint 0 = n(g1) = 2. Thereby, goal check fails after this

step, requiring the expansion of the LinGraph (see Section 5.3.2.4), followed by

creation of new constraints as described in Section 5.3.2.5.

5.3.2.4 LinGraph Expansion: Creating New Nodes

When the goal check step fails to find a feasible plan, we need to explore more

levels to find a plan. To this end, in the LinGraph expansion step, we create a

new level by adding new nodes that are reachable by actions consuming resources

in the last level of the existing graph. We denote the last level of the graph with

k, while we denote the level after expansion with (k + 1)st.

We copy all nodes in the level k to the level (k + 1)st, carrying complete

information to the next level. Similar to GraphPlan, we achieve this through

the use of copy actions. Each copy action has a single precondition and a single

effect. with the maximum number of allowable executions matching the number

of instances for the precondition. We define the parameterized notation

Copy(x) := x( x

to denote formulas associated with copy actions in LinGraph illustrations. We

should note that, copy actions are not explicitly added in the original problem

formula.

For the given example in Figure 5.5, we show the expansion of the LinGraph

in Figure 5.6 from the first level to the second level. Using copy actions a1 and

a2, we first copy s1 and s2 nodes from first level to the second level, creating two

new state nodes s3 and s4, with the same number of maximum usable instances.

After copying all state nodes to the new level, we consider all applicable action
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Figure 5.6: LinGraph expansion example illustrating second level nodes created
both through copying (s3 and s4) from the first level as well as the application of
a new instance of the MakeP action (s5 and s6).

FA ∈ Γ. An example action has the form

FA := ec11 ⊗ ...⊗ ecmm ( fd1
1 ⊗ ...⊗ fdnn

with atomic preconditions and effects. For each such action, LinGraph expansion

first attempts to match each precondition ei to a corresponding state node sei in

level k, such that lvl(sei) = k, frm(sei) = ei, and n(sei) ≥ ci. If nodes satisfying

these conditions are found for all preconditions, a new action node anew is created

with n(anew) =
m

min
i=1

(bn(sei)/cic)) and frm(anew) = FA. Subsequently, new state

nodes are created in level k+1 with fresh labels snew,j such that lvl(snew,j) = k+1,

lvl(snew,j) = fi and n(snew,j) = n(anew) ∗ dj with j = 1, ..., n.

In Figure 5.6, we create the action MakeP. Since the preconditions of this

action match nodes s1 and s2 in the first level, we create a new action node a3

and two state nodes s5 and s6 in the second level, each having two available

number of resources.

When we finish creating all new actions in the expansion step, the LinGraph

proceeds with the creation of dependency constraints for the effects of actions

with shared preconditions as described in Section 5.3.2.5.
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5.3.2.5 LinGraph Expansion: Sibling and Dependency Constraints

After creating new nodes in the LinGraph expansion step, we create two more

types of constraints in addition to the initial node constraints of Section 5.3.2.2

and the goal checking constraints of Section 5.3.2.3. We use sibling constraints to

ensure that the effects of a single action are used in accordance with their cardi-

nality in the action definition and dependency constraints to enforce limitations

arising from shared preconditions between actions within the same level.

We begin with describing sibling constraints. If a created action has two or

more different types of effects, then we create a sibling constraint for those effects.

Consider, for instance, an action

FA := ec11 ⊗ ...⊗ ecmm ( fd1
1 ⊗ ...⊗ fdnn

created during the expansion step from level k to level k + 1 with n > 1. Every

instance of this action used within the final plan will create d1 instances of the

resource f1, d2 instances of the resource f2 and so on, all of which must be

consumed by subsequent actions. Assuming that state nodes s1 through sn are

created in level k + 1 after the expansion step, corresponding to the effects f1

through fn for this action, this requires that

s1

d1

=
s2

d2

= ... =
sn
dn

.

Denoting the least common multiple of d1 through dn with lcm(d1, ..., dn), this

expands into n− 1 integer equality constraints

lcm(d1, ..., dn)

d1

s1 =
lcm(d1, ..., dn)

d2

s2

...
lcm(d1, ..., dn)

dn−1

sn−1 =
lcm(d1, ..., dn)

dn
sn

added to the current set of LinGraph constraints to be solved during the the goal

check. For the example in Figure 5.6, this results in the constraint

s5 = s6

being added to the set of existing constraints as shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Final state of the LinGraph for the planning problem of (5.10), show-
ing all constraints used for the last successful goal check step with all goals sat-
isfied.

In contrast, dependency constraints are introduced following the expansion

step from level k to level k + 1 between effects of actions and their common

preconditions in level k. Suppose that a state node scm with frm(scm) = ecm in

level k appears as a precondition with different cardinalities to multiple actions

(possibly including copy actions) a1, ..., aj, taking the form

frm(a1) = ...⊗ ec1cm ⊗ ...( f
d1,1

1,1 ⊗ ...⊗ f
d1,n1
1,n1

...

frm(aj) = ...⊗ ecjcm ⊗ ...( f
dj,1
j,1 ⊗ ...⊗ f

dj,nj
j,nj

The expansion step will then have created new state nodes sr,t in level k + 1

corresponding to the effects fr,t of these actions with r = 1, ..., j and t = 1, ..., nr.

However, there are only n(scm) instances available for the node scm, meaning that

only a certain subset of these actions can be used in the final proof. A constraint

must be introduced to ensure that these state nodes in level k + 1 are used no

more or less than what is allowed by the availability of the state node scm in

level k, and that usage counts for successive levels are consistent. Since sibling

constraints described above ensure consistency of sr,1 through sr,nr in level k+ 1,

it will be sufficient to impose the dependency constraint on a single effect node

for each action, which we choose to be their first effects, sr,1. Based on these
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observations, the dependency constraint for scm takes the form

j∑
r=1

cr
sr,1
dr,1

= scm

which can be transformed into an integer linear equality as

j∑
r=1

cr
lcm(d1,1, ..., dj,1)

dr,1
sr,1 = lcm(d1,1, ..., dj,1)scm

Satisfaction of this constraint ensures that the state node scm is used within its

allowable limits, and no more or less than necessary to support the application of

as many instances of the actions a1 through aj as necessary for a successful goal

check.

In the example of Figure 5.6, the state node s1 is shared by a1 and a3, and the

state node s2 is shared by a2 and a3. These dependencies result in the creation

of the constraints

s3 + s5 = s1,

s4 + s5 = s2 .

as shown in the final LinGraph of Figure 5.7.

Having created both the sibling and dependency constraints for newly created

state nodes in level k+ 1, our algorithm proceeds to perform another goal check.

To this end, new goal check constraints are created as

s5 = 2,

s4 + s6 = 2,

s3 = 0,

as shown in Figure 5.7, after which the constraint solver is invoked. In this case,

a valid solution is found as

s1 = 2, s2 = 2, s3 = 0, s4 = 0, s5 = 2, s6 = 2 , (5.11)

corresponding to a valid solution for the planning problem of (5.10). We can

extract the corresponding plan using this solution.
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5.3.2.6 LinGraph Expansion: Pruning Unnecessary Actions

One of the main sources of complexity in the LinGraph method is caused by the

expansion step while exploring all possible matches for the preconditions of an

action to state nodes in the last level. We use two strategies to prevent creating

actions that are either redundant, or guaranteed to be inapplicable. Since these

strategies decrease the size of the constructed LinGraph, they also increase the

performance of plan search.

Suppose that an action

FA := ec11 ⊗ ...⊗ ecmm ( fd1
1 ⊗ ...⊗ fdnn

is being considered for expansion and a particular set of matching nodes sei have

been identified in the level k of the current LinGraph. The first strategy seeks

to prevent redundant replication of actions in successive levels. If all precondi-

tions, sei , have been created as effects of copy actions in level k − 1, we prevent

the creation of a new action since all nodes sei have, by construction, identical

corresponding nodes in level k, which would have matched the preconditions of

FA, thereby creating its effects. Introducing another action node and its effects

would be fully redundant, adding no new plan alternatives.

In the second strategy, we locally check if simultaneous use of all preconditions

for a single application of an action is feasible under the current set of constraints.

However, such a single, isolated action application will naturally result in a partial

consumption of available resources. However, to preserve correspondence to the

semantics of linear logic, initial, sibling and dependency constraints enforce all

available resources to be entirely consumed, and hence do not allow such a partial

check.

Fortunately, we can use inequality constraints to check for partial resource

consumption. Thereby, we replace equality constraints of Section 5.3.2.2 with

inequalities, which is setting an upper bound on the number of initial resources

to be used. Similarly, we replace equality constraints of dependency constraints

into inequality constraints, which is setting a lower bound on resources to be used
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in level k, based on the needs of level k+1. Sibling constraints are kept as equality

conditions to ensure that limitations imposed on a node are properly reflected in

constraints which might be formulated as a function of its siblings. Finally, usage

counts for nodes in level k + 1 that are neither among the preconditions or for

the action under consideration nor among their siblings are forced to be zero for

efficiency.

Figure 5.8: LinGraph expansion step checking for feasibility of a new instance of
the MakeP action through action constraints.

We illustrate this strategy with the example problem

C2 (M (!(C ⊗M (M ⊗ P ) ( (P 2 ⊗M) , (5.12)

which only has one manipulator. In this example, we can find a plan at third

level. In Figure 5.8, we show the picture of LinGraph at the second level, having

only a single product available. Thereby, we need to expand the graph one level

and consider the MakeP action, yielding the updated action constraints for this

problem shown in Figure 5.8. In this case, the resulting set of equality and

inequality constraints are satisfiable, resulting in the successful instantiation of

the action node.

We should note that the absence of these two strategies for pruning the Lin-

Graph does not impair soundness. We use these strategies for increasing efficiency

of plan search.
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5.3.2.7 Plan Extraction

If the constraint solver finds a solution during the goal check step, then we finish

the LinGraph construction. For the previous example problem, we will extract

the final plan from the solution exemplified by (5.11). In Figure 5.9, we show the

final graph for the example of (5.12). In this figure, we also show the utilization

counts si for each node identified by the constraint solver.

Figure 5.9: Plan extraction using the solution obtained from the constraint solver.
Each state node shows the number of utilized resources in the lower right corner.
Unused state nodes are faded out for clarity.

During the plan extraction, the LinGraph algorithm generates a multiset of

actions to be executed (possibly in parallel) within each level. For the given

example, we show the extracted plan in Figure 5.10. This plan includes two

successive applications of the MakeP action.

After giving details of the LinGraph algorithm, we make two important obser-

vations. The first observation is that we do not include copy actions in the final

plan, since these type of actions only carry resources from previous level to the

next level. If we would include copy actions in the plan, then they would mean

Step 1: MakeP
Step 2: MakeP

Figure 5.10: Solution to the modified planning problem of (5.12)
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nothing in the planning problem. The second observation is that we can apply

multiple instances of an action node within a single level. Subsequent sections

will show examples for this feature.

5.3.2.8 Algorithmic Properties of LinGraph

The first component contributing to the complexity of LinGraph comes from the

space required to represent its graph structure. Given a LinGraph with i levels,

and Ni nodes in its last level, a actions, with a maximum of e postconditions and

a maximum of k different ways each action can be applied, the graph expansion

phase requires the creation of Ni+1 ≤ k∗a∗e∗Ni new nodes. In the worst case, this

means that the LinGraph size is exponential in the number of graph levels, with

space complexityO((kae)i) in a way that is compatible with the EXPSPACE-hard

complexity of multiset rewriting [62]. In particularly problematic cases with many

nodes having identical propositions, k may also be proportional to Ni, resulting

in doubly exponential complexity. In general, however, object symmetry will

reduce both e and k since identical propositions will be aggregated in the same

node and our constraint based pruning in Section 5.3.2.6 will prevent infeasible

actions from being considered.

An important detail to note is that the exponential space complexity of Lin-

Graph is in the number of graph levels. In our examples, we focused on how

performance scales with the number of functionally identical object instances,

which is the axis along which our algorithm outperforms existing approaches.

Naturally, as the number of graph levels (and hence plan length) increases, Lin-

Graph in its current form will become infeasible due to this space complexity. In

this direction, two aspects of LinGraph allow delaying the forbidding nature of its

exponential space complexity associated with multiset rewriting. First and fore-

most, LinGraph aggregates identical propositions within the postconditions of an

action into a single node, decreasing exponential buildup of space requirements

for representing multisets that include identical propositions. Second, domains

that encode physical planning problems, in general, include actions that trans-

form physical resources, which inherently disallow an exponential buildup in the
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number of generated objects and resources. In the long term, the exponential

space complexity of LinGraph can be improved on by combining multiple node

instances with the same proposition into a single node without, but this requires

a careful reconsideration of how node constraints are formulated to maintain se-

mantic validity. We leave this extension for future work.

The second computationally expensive component in LinGraph is the goal

check. In the worst case, with g goals, having maximum multiplicities n, each

matching a maximum of k, mutually independent nodes in the last level, Lin-

Graph will generate g constraints, each involving at most k variables with their

right hand side equal to m. Assuming an uninformed, brute force constraint

solver, this result in the consideration of Ng = (km)g combinatorial assignments

to constraint variables. Once goal constraints are satisfied, the dependency con-

straints easily follow since their left hand sides are fixed with initial node con-

straints determining the feasibility of a particular assignment. It is important to

note that the complexity of the goal check is complementary to the complexity

of graph construction in that, the worst case for graph size, with each node and

goal having a multiplicity of one, corresponds to the best case for the goal check.

In contrast, when node multiplicities increase, the graph size decreases but con-

straints have greater freedom with larger values of g and larger ranges for the

individual free variables si.

During the goal check, k may also be proportional to the number of nodes

in the last LinGraph level in the worst case, meaning that the goal check may

also require time exponential in the number of graph levels. Fortunately, most

planning problems have considerably more structure in their goals and dependen-

cies within the last level in the associated LinGraph, reducing this complexity in

practice through our use of a modern constraint solver and our pruning methods

in Section 5.3.2.6. Moreover, the ability of LinGraph to automatically aggregate

identical resources allows its average performance to be beyond other currently

available methods for domains wherein such functional equivalences are present.

The identification of such symmetries is, in general, a nontrivial problem for linear

logic and its theorem provers. Proper and automatic handling of these equiva-

lencies is among LinGraph’s novel properties. As such, LinGraph’s successful
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elimination of symmetries arising from functionally identical objects does not im-

mediately follow from its foundations in linear logic, but rather as a result of

our carefully constructed graph structure and aggregation of identical resources

through node multiplicities.

It is important to note that LinGraph does not yet use any heuristics. There-

fore, its average performance on sequential problems is expected to be far below

existing planners that perform better pruning of the search space. As a result,

we have limited the scope of this thesis to present the basic ideas behind Lin-

Graph and its ability to successfully and automatically recognize symmetries in a

domain, and left extensions to incorporate heuristics and better search methods

to improve its performance on sequential, longer plans for future work. These

extensions would require relaxing the layered structure of the graph, tighter in-

tegration with the constraint solver to reduce space requirements and work on

finding heuristics in the presence of concurrency.

In summary, if a planning problem has a solution, LinGraph will terminate but

may require time and space exponential in the number of concurrent plan steps.

As we show in our experimental results, the internal structure and symmetries

of the planning problem enable LinGraph to successfully identify valid plans,

improving on the performance of existing planners on specific domains. Finally,

despite the completeness of LinGraph with respect to the LGPL proof theory we

show in Section 5.5, in the absence of facilities to detect plan loops, LinGraph

may also not be able to successfully conclude the absence of a plan, but this is no

worse than the general undecidability of problems with intermediate creation of

objects (creation planning) wherein the number of ground symbols may not be

bounded.

5.3.3 A More Challenging Assembly Planning Example

We described the assembly planning domain in Section 5.2. In this section, we

now use the LinGraph planner on a more complex problem instance within this

planning domain. For this example, we show the object types and actions in
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Figure 5.11, wherein two types of components are first transformed into two

separate sub-products (through actions MakeS1 and MakeS2), and then they are

assembled in pairs into a single product (with the action MakeP). Finally, we

use the action MakeFP and then assemble four products into a final product to

finish the process.

Objects:
C1, C2 : Component 1 and Component 2 objects
S1, S2 : Sub-product 1 and Sub-product 2 objects
M : Manipulator object
P : Product object
FP : Final Product object

Actions:
MakeS1 : Manipulator processes a C1 and produces a S1.
MakeS2 : Manipulator processes a C2 and produces a S2.
MakeP : Manipulator processes a S1 and a S2, finally produces a P .
MakeFP : Manipulator processes 4 of P and produces a FP .

Figure 5.11: Objects and actions encoding of the real world planning example.

Even though the given example is structurally similar to our previous ex-

amples, in this example, we increase problem complexity by including multiple

intermediate products which requires more levels for the solution. In Figure 5.12,

we encode the linear logic formulae corresponding to the actions described in

Figure 5.11.

MakeS1 : (C1 ⊗M) ( (S1 ⊗M)
MakeS2 : (C2 ⊗M) ( (S2 ⊗M)
MakeP : (S1 ⊗ S2 ⊗M) ( (P ⊗M)
MakeFP : (P 4 ⊗M) ( (FP ⊗M)

Figure 5.12: Linear logical encodings of actions within the more complex assembly
planning problem domain.

Below, we give a challenging example problem. We initially have 32 compo-

nents of type C1, 32 components of type C2 and 48 manipulators M . We want

to produce 16 instances of product P and 4 instances of the product FP , using
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the initial components. We encode this example by the LinGraph goal formula

!MakeS1 ( !MakeS2 ( !MakeP ( !MakeFP ( (C32
1 ⊗C32

2 ⊗M48) ( (P 16⊗FP 4⊗M48)

(5.13)

Figure 5.13: Final LinGraph for the complex assembly planning example of (5.13).
Some actions and nodes for levels larger than 2 were omitted for visual clarity.
Nodes that are part of the final plan are shown in red.

We choose the initial number of available components and manipulators for the

purpose of both illustrating parallel execution of actions, as well as the extension

of the plan to several steps due to the relatively limited number of manipulators.

In Figure 5.13, we show the LinGraph generated for this example. We should

note that, for clarity we removed certain parts in levels higher than two. This

example is good to show that LinGraph can find a valid plan even for complex

examples including large numbers of components and manipulators. We show

the extracted plan from the constructed LinGraph in Figure 5.14, with multiple

instances of each action executed in parallel within each step.
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Step 1: MakeSP32
1 , MakeSP16

2

Step 2: MakeSP16
2 , MakeP16

Step 3: MakeP16, MakeFP4

Figure 5.14: Solution to the complex assembly planning problem defined by (5.13)

5.4 Experimental Results and the Performance

of Plan Search

In this section, we evaluate the performance of LinGraph on increasingly difficult,

concurrent planning problems and show that it outperforms modern, state-of-the-

art automated planners for problems in domains with substantial symmetry, large

numbers of functionally equivalent objects, as well as intermediate creation of ob-

jects throughout the plan. Currently, LinGraph performs blind search and does

not use any heuristics to guide plan search. As a result, its performance on struc-

turally simple, general planning problems, particularly sequential domains with

long action sequences, cannot challenge existing planners. Even though we be-

lieve that relaxing the layered structure of LinGraph to support heuristic search

and actions with non-unit durations will be possible to bring its performance on

general planning problems to match modern planners for temporal problems, we

have left these extensions for future work and focused the scope of the thesis to

provide a clear description of LinGraph’s novel representation of object equiv-

alence, its correspondence to linear logic and its performance on domains with

large numbers of functionally identical objects that might be created or destroyed

throughout the progression of the plan.

Our evaluation focuses on comparing LinGraph’s execution time to several ex-

isting planners from the literature for specific problems with the characteristics

described above. First, we consider Blackbox, one of the earlier yet successful

planners based on a combination of GraphPlan and SAT planning with sup-

port for concurrency and make-span optimality. Our comparisons also include

Symba-2 [85], which is one of the recent high performance planners for sequential

domains, having won the sequential optimal track for the 2014 IPC [86]. Next,
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we consider the Metis planner [87] since it implements symmetry reduction tech-

niques that are uniquely relevant to our approach and our example domains. Due

to their exclusive focus on sequential problems, these last two planners do not

generate concurrent plans and hence can be considered to operate on easier in-

stances of our domains. Finally, we include the Temporal Fast Downward (TFD)

planner [88], which is among the best modern planners for temporal problems

with explicit support for concurrency and make-span optimality, as well as nu-

merical fluents which we consider to offer the best expressivity for encodings that

are closest to LinGraph’s approach. We have not considered YAHSP3-MT, the

winner of the temporal track for IPC 2014, for comparison in this last category

since it was not able to construct concurrent plans.

In considering the execution times in subsequent sections, it should be noted

that our prototype LinGraph planner was implemented in SML, without any

explicit optimizations for execution efficiency. In contrast, the latest, optimized

implementations were used for Blackbox, Symba-2, Metis and TFD. In all cases,

experiments were performed on a 2.93GHz Intel Pentium Dual-Core CPU E6500

Processor and 2 GB of RAM.

All planning examples we describe in this section were fed to our LinGraph

planner in the form of LGPL goal formulas. In contrast, Blackbox, Symba-2,

Metis and TFD implementations were given problem inputs encoded in PDDL.

Additional PDDL features we relied on for encoding example problems included

type specifications for objects and durative actions for temporal planners, as well

as numerical fluents to explicitly encode object multiplicity. It is also important to

remember that plans generated by the Symba-2 and Metis planners are sequential

and fail to capture concurrency features of any domain.
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5.4.1 Domain-1: Assembly Planning with Two Types of

Components

We first start with an instance of the assembly planning domain described in

Section 5.2. This domain has two distinct types of components, C1 and C2, first

transformed into two different types of sub-products S1 and S2, which are then

combined to make a product. In Figure 5.15, we show encoding of three actions

in LGPL.

MakeS1 : (C1 ⊗M) ( (S1 ⊗M)
MakeS2 : (C2 ⊗M) ( (S2 ⊗M)
MakeP : (S1 ⊗ S2 ⊗M) ( (P ⊗M)

Figure 5.15: Encodings of actions for Domain-1 in LGPL.

We need to give a bit more effort to encode the same problem in PDDL. In

PDDL, we need to divide these encodings into two files, one for encoding the

domain and its actions (the domain file), and one for describing the problem

instance (the problem file) with the initial and goal states. In Figure 5.16 we

show the domain file for the example in this section.

(define (domain assembly-domain1) (:requirements :strips :equality :typing)

(:types COM1 COM2 SUB1 SUB2 MAN PRO)

(:predicates (comp1 ?c1) (comp2 ?c2) (subprod1 ?s1) (subprod2 ?s2) (manip ?m) (prod ?p))

(:action MakeSP1

:parameters (?c1 - COM1 ?m - MAN ?s1 - SUB1)

:precondition (and (comp1 ?c1) (manip ?m) )

:effect (and (subprod1 ?s1) (not (comp1 ?c1)) (not (manip ?m)) (manip ?m) ))

(:action MakeSP2

:parameters (?c2 - COM2 ?m - MAN ?s2 - SUB2)

:precondition (and (comp2 ?c2) (manip ?m) )

:effect (and (subprod2 ?s2) (not (comp2 ?c2)) (not (manip ?m)) (manip ?m)))

(:action MakeP

:parameters (?s1 - SUB1 ?s2 - SUB2 ?m - MAN ?p - PRO)

:precondition (and (subprod1 ?s1) (subprod2 ?s2) (manip ?m))

:effect (and (prod ?p) (not (subprod1 ?s1)) (not (subprod2 ?s2))

(not (manip ?m)) (manip ?m))))

Figure 5.16: PDDL domain file encoding Domain-1, an assembly planning exam-
ple with two types of components.
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In the first part of the domain file defines object types and available predicates

as well as required PDDL features. The rest of the domain file has action defi-

nitions. In the PDDL encoding, the predicate (manip ?m) is a precondition to

each action similar to the LGPL encoding of Figure 5.16. However, the effects of

each action includes both (manip ?m) and (not(manip ?m)), which might seem

unintuitive at first. However, we need such an encoding to ensure that the same

manipulator instance is not used simultaneously by two actions within the same

level by the planner by enforcing the creation of associated mutexes. The need

for such tricks in STRIPS encodings of planning problems are a byproduct of the

informal semantics associated with PDDL encodings, wherein implementation

details for a particular planner may result in different semantics for the domain.

We do not need such implementation specific details in LinGraph for encoding

planning problems, due to its semantic correspondence to LGPL formulas.

We can describe a problem instance for this domain by specifying initial and

goal states. For example, if we initially have four instances of each component

and we want to produce four final products, then we can give an LGPL encoding

of this problem by the goal formula

!MakeS1 ( !MakeS2 ( !MakeP ( (C4
1 ⊗ C4

2 ⊗M4) ( (P 4 ⊗M4) . (5.14)

(define (problem domain1-four-components)

(:domain assembly-domain1)

(:objects c11 - COM1 c12 - COM1 c13 - COM1 c14 - COM1

c21 - COM2 c22 - COM2 c23 - COM2 c24 - COM2

m1 - MAN m2 - MAN m3 - MAN m4 - MAN

s11 - SUB1 s12 - SUB1 s13 - SUB1 s14 - SUB1

s21 - SUB2 s22 - SUB2 s23 - SUB2 s24 - SUB2

p1 - PRO p2 - PRO p3 - PRO p4 - PRO)

(:goal (and (prod p1) (prod p2) (prod p3) (prod p4)

(manip m1) (manip m2) (manip m3) (manip m4)))

(:init (comp1 c11) (comp1 c12) (comp1 c13) (comp1 c14)

(comp2 c21) (comp2 c22) (comp2 c23) (comp2 c24)

(manip m1) (manip m2) (manip m3) (manip m4) ))

Figure 5.17: Encoding the problem with four components for Domain-1 in PDDL.

In Figure 5.17, we give the problem file which is showing the PDDL encoding of

the same example. For the PDDL problem definition as encoded in the example,
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we need to define all objects that may be needed throughout the plan, including

any number of intermediate objects. This is not an appropriate way, since it is

often difficult to know these beforehand, highlighting another advantage of the

LGPL encoding that generates objects as resources whenever they are created.

(:durative-action MakeS1

:parameters (?c1 - COM1 ?m - MAN ?s1 - SUB1)

:duration (= ?duration 1)

:condition (and (at start (comp1 ?c1))

(at start (manip ?m)) )

:effect (and (at end (subprod1 ?s1))

(at start (not (comp1 ?c1)))

(at start (not (manip ?m)))

(at end (manip ?m)) ))

Figure 5.18: PDDL encoding of the durative version of the MakeS1 action for
Domain-1

The PDDL encodings of Figures 5.16 and 5.17 are appropriate for sequen-

tial planners. Temporal planners, including TFD, require support for durative

actions. For instance, the durative version of the MakeS1 action is shown in

Figure 5.18. The problem file for TFD is similar to Figure 5.17, except a new

directive to request minimization of the plan’s make-span.

In addition to these two, we have also used a third PDDL encoding to support

a more concise and efficient representation with numerical fluents and the PDDL

feature fluents. This feature is supported by the TFD planner, allowing us provide

a fair comparison with a modern planner and an encoding that is similar in

spirit to LinGraph’s aggregation of functionally identical resources. Figure 5.19

illustrates the main structure of this encoding, focusing on the MakeS1 action.

In this definition, several numerical functions are defined to keep track of

the available instances for the components, subcomponents and manipulators,

as well as a special function num to allow the planner to explore using dif-

ferent multiplicities from each object. The definition for the MakeS1 action

checks the availability of manipulators as a precondition, picks the number
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(define (domain assembly-domain1-fluent)

(:requirements :strips :equality :typing

:durative-actions :fluents)

(:functions (cnt-c1) (cnt-c2) (cnt-m) (cnt-s1)

(cnt-s2) (cnt-p) (num ?n))

(:durative-action MakeS1

:parameters (?u) :duration (= ?duration 1)

:condition (and (at start (>= (cnt-c1) (num ?u)))

(at start (>= (cnt-m) (num ?u))))

:effect (and (at start (decrease (cnt-c1) (num ?u)))

(at start (decrease (cnt-m) (num ?u)))

(at end (increase (cnt-s1) (num ?u)))

(at end (increase (cnt-m) (num ?u)))))

Figure 5.19: PDDL encoding of Domain-1 using numerical fluents to capture
object multiplicity. This figure only shows the definition of the MakeS1 action

of manipulators to use through (num ?u) and adjusts the postconditions ac-

cordingly. It is assumed that the problem file will define the predicate (num

?u) for as many positive integers as there are manipulators. Figure 5.20

shows an example problem file with six manipulators and three of each com-

ponent to produce 3 final products. In all of our experimental results, we use

TFD-NF to refer to this type of PDDL encoding with numerical fluents used

with the TFD planner.

(define (problem prob-three-comp-six-manip)

(:domain assembly-domain1-fluent)

(:objects n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6)

(:init (= (num n1) 1) (= (num n2) 2) (= (num n3) 3)

(= (num n4) 4) (= (num n5) 5) (= (num n6) 6)

(= (cnt-c1) 3) (= (cnt-c2) 3)

(= (cnt-s1) 0) (= (cnt-s2) 0)

(= (cnt-m) 6) (= (cnt-p) 0) )

(:goal (and (= (cnt-p) 3)))

(:metric minimize (total-time)) )

Figure 5.20: An example PDDL problem definition for Domain-1 using numerical
fluents, featuring six manipulators to produce a total of three products

We now compare the performance of LinGraph with the performance of other

planners on increasingly difficult problem instances. We first start with a problem

type in Domain-1, where there are enough manipulators available to transform
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n BB S-2 M T T-N LG

1 0.004 0.292 0.144 0.022 0.096 0.056
2 0.008 0.672 0.204 7.788 0.112 0.055
3 0.021 1.104 0.604 Error 0.220 0.058
4 3.136 1.544 1.756 - 0.896 0.059
8 Error 11.88 166.2 - 257.7 0.059
32 - Error Error - Error 0.055

1000 - - - - - 0.061

Table 5.1: Execution times (in seconds) for Domain-1 with twice the number of
initially available manipulators as the number of initial components n. LinGraph
solutions have 4 levels

all components to sub-components in the first level. In this type of problem,

LinGraph finds a solution in three levels. We give the general form of the LGPL

encoding for this problem as

!MakeS1 ( !MakeS2 ( !MakeP ( (Cn
1 ⊗ Cn

2 ⊗M2n) ( (P n ⊗M2n) . (5.15)

We show resulting execution times for all planners for different values of n in

Table 5.1. As we expected, optimized implementations for Blackbox, Symba-2,

Metis, TFD and TFD-NF outperform LinGraph for small values of n. On the

other hand, these planners have combinatorial choices for different instances of

components of the same type, which quickly increase the search space, resulting in

termination with a (possibly out-of-memory) errors for Blackbox, Symba-2, Metis,

TFD and TFD-NF. However, LinGraph can solve arbitrarily large instances of

the same problem, which is a result of aggregation of identical components. An

important additional observation is that TFD-NF, despite its use of numerical

fluents, fails to find valid plans after a certain problem size, whereas LinGraph

performance stays constant independent of problem size.

We now describe another problem type in Domain-1, which involves a smaller

number of manipulators in the initial state, requiring LinGraph plans to extend to

level 4, with two new levels to produce all subproducts and a final level of actions

to produce the final products. We encode the general form for this problem in

LGPL as

!MakeS1 ( !MakeS2 ( !MakeP ( (Cn
1 ⊗ Cn

2 ⊗Mn) ( (P n ⊗Mn) . (5.16)
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n BB S-2 M T T-N LG

1 0.004 0.284 0.124 0.076 0.080 0.198
2 0.008 0.688 0.146 0.218 0.092 0.678
3 0.556 1.098 0.348 99m 0.156 0.775
4 43m 1.348 1.016 Error 0.520 0.788
5 > 1d 1.964 2.616 - 2.716 0.752

1000 - Error Error - Error 0.794
10000 - - - - - 2.497

Table 5.2: Execution times (in seconds) for Domain-1 with the same number n
of initially available components and manipulators. LinGraph solutions have 4
levels

We show resulting execution times for all planners for different values of n in

Table 5.2.

From these results of two comparisons, we can conclude that LinGraph can

successfully handle problem instances with large numbers of functionally identical

objects without increasing the search space. Sequential planners, Symba-2 and

Metis, perform better in this second problem instance than the first since the

smaller number of manipulators decrease the available number of actions in each

step. TFD experiences similar performance gains since its underlying search relies

on intermediate parallelization of sequential plans. In contrast, LinGraph and

Blackbox natively support concurrency, exhibiting degraded performance due to

the longer make-span required for the optimal solution.

n/m BB S-2 M T T-N LG

2/3 0.012 0.696 0.192 1.936 0.120 0.774
3/5 1.580 1.148 0.548 7.248 0.240 0.739
4/6 47 m 1.512 1.348 13.855 2.016 0.783
5/8 Error 2.112 3.912 46.272 9.300 0.777

32/48 - Error Error Error Error 0.742
1000/1500 - - - - - 0.781

Table 5.3: Execution times (in seconds) for Domain-1 with the number m of
initially available manipulators a non-integer multiple of the number n of initially
available components. LinGraph solutions have 4 levels

We now extend the simple problem instance above, with the initial number
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of manipulators chosen to be a non-integer multiple of initially available compo-

nents. This eliminates the easily parallelizable nature of the previous two problem

instances. We show execution times for this problem in Table 5.3. We give the

general form of the LGPL encoding for this problem as

!MakeS1 ( !MakeS2 ( !MakeP ( (Cn
1 ⊗ Cn

2 ⊗Mm) ( (P n ⊗Mm) , (5.17)

which is also successfully solved by LinGraph for large values of m and n.

n m Levels (Last Level/All) Nodes Pruned Dependency Sibling

1 1 4 15/36 70 21 6
2 2 4 87/116 136 29 42
3 3 4 185/216 60 31 91
4 4 4 221/252 24 31 109
5 5 4 223/254 22 31 110

1000 1000 4 223/254 22 31 110
32 48 4 223/254 22 31 110
32 64 3 21/31 4 10 9

Table 5.4: LinGraph level, node and constraint statistics for different instances
of the planning problem in (5.17).

In Table 5.4, we show node and constraint statistics for LinGraph solutions of

Domain-1 problems, which are using the problem definition of (5.17). We should

also note that, even when problem sizes are increased dramatically for Domain-1

problem instances, the execution times for LinGraph remain the same in Tables

5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. This is a result of a fixed number of possible combinations for

different types of objects and actions in the problem.

Level Nodes Pruned Dependency Sibling

1 3 0 0 0
2 7 0 3 2
3 21 4 7 7
4 223 18 21 101

Table 5.5: Node and constraint statistics for each level of the LinGraph solution
for a Domain-1 problem instance with n = 10000 and m = 10000.

In Table 5.5, we also show node and constraint statistics for the expansion

of each intermediate level as we create the LinGraph for the Domain-1 problem

instance with n = 10000 and m = 10000. When the LinGraph reaches level 4,
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the number of created nodes increase more then the previous levels, since many

new combinations becoming available for how actions can be applied to nodes in

level 3. However, all problem domains do not entail such exponential increase in

the number of nodes, as we will show in subsequent sections.

One of the reasons for LinGraph’s difficulty handling larger limits for plan size

is that its encoding of this problem instance includes manipulator objects both

as preconditions and effects of actions. Consequently, the pruning check during

action creation cannot immediately detect repeated uses of the same manipulator

on copied node instances from previous levels, resulting in the inability of the

planner to detect redundant applications of the same action on copied instances

of resources. We can use an additional heuristic identifying recreated instances of

reusable resources such as manipulators to eliminate this complexity, but this is

left for future work. Nevertheless, despite decreased performance for these worst

case examples in the absence of this added heuristic, the ability of LinGraph to

quickly identify solutions for different scenarios justifies its use as an alternative

planner.

5.4.2 Domain-2: Assembly Domain Without Trivial Par-

allelism

In this section, we introduce a new domain. In addition to those actions listed

in Figure 5.15 for Domain-1, MakeS1, MakeS2 and MakeP, we add a new action

MakeFP to this domain, enforcing that multiple Product instances are assembled

in a final step into a so called Final Product. We define the new action as

MakeFP : P ⊗ P ⊗ P ⊗ P ⊗M ( FP ⊗M .

We also add this action to the PDDL domain definition file. We show the addi-

tional action definition in Figure 5.21. We should note that, the PDDL encoding

of the problem, similar to the handling of preconditions for manipulators, requires

the trick of including the negation of product instances to prevent the planner

from using the same object and its predicate to satisfy all four preconditions.
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On the other hand, we do not need such an additional countermeasure for Lin-

Graph encoding of Domain-2, since preconditions in LinGraph are considered to

be single-use resources.

(:action MakeFP

:parameters (?p1 - PRO ?p2 - PRO ?p3 - PRO ?p4 - PRO ?m - MAN ?fp - FPRO)

:precondition (and (prod ?p1) (prod ?p2) (prod ?p3) (prod ?p4) (manip ?m))

:effect (and (finalprod ?fp) (not (prod ?p1)) (not (prod ?p2))

(not (prod ?p3)) (not (prod ?p4)) (not (manip ?m)) (manip ?m)))

Figure 5.21: New action definition in the PDDL domain file encoding of Domain-
2.

One of instances of this domain is where we convert all products into final

products. Another instance of this domain is where there are leftover products

that are insufficient in number to be converted into final products. We start with

encoding the first problem instance by the LGPL goal formula

!MakeS1 ( !MakeS2 ( !MakeP ( !MakeFP ( (C4n
1 ⊗C4n

2 ⊗M8n) ( (FP n⊗M8n) ,

(5.18)

wherein we convert all initial 4n instances of components into 4n products, and

then we assemble them into n final products. We show execution times for all

planners solving this problem instance in Table 5.6.

n BB S-2 M T T-N LG

1 101.484 1.94 2.544 1.416 1.572 1.907
2 Error 78.696 27 min > 1 d Error 1.902
4 - Error Error - - 1.968

250 - - - - - 2.151
2500 - - - - - 8.087

Table 5.6: Execution times (in seconds) for the problem of (5.18). LinGraph
plans have 4 levels

We encode the second problem instance in this domain by the LGPL formula

!MakeS1 ( !MakeS2 ( !MakeP ( !MakeFP

( (Cn
1 ⊗ Cn

2 ⊗M2n) ( (Pm ⊗ FP r ⊗M2n) , (5.19)

where from the initial n available components, and the resulting n products, not

all are converted into final products, resulting in m leftover products P such that
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n/m/r BB S-2 M T T-N LG

5/1/1 Error 3.908 8.884 Error 13.69 1.847
6/2/1 - 8.676 49.84 - 203.1 1.910
9/1/2 - 243.7 > 1d - Error 1.997
19/3/4 - Error - - - 2.054

1200/400/200 - - - - - 4.804

Table 5.7: Execution times (in seconds) for the problem of (5.19). LinGraph
plans have 4 levels

4r +m = n. We show execution times for all planners solving increasing sizes of

this problem instance in Table 5.7.

We can conclude that when the problem domain does not allow trivial paral-

lelization for multiple object instances of the same type, LinGraph is still capable

of generating feasible plans whereas the computational complexity of planners

that consider different instances of such objects as distinct individuals quickly

becomes impractical.

5.4.3 RHex hexapod robot domain

In our previous work [89], we introduced a novel logic language and theorem

prover, Linear Planning Logic (LPL), for robotic task planning and we presented

a real world planning domain with the RHex hexapod robot. The example do-

main consists of a mobile robot, the RHex hexapod in this case, navigating in

an environment populated with uniquely identifiable colored landmarks. Paths

between each pair of landmarks can have surfaces with different traversability

properties appropriate for different locomotory gaits of the robot. Moreover, the

robot is assumed to have the capability of tagging landmarks, corresponding to

a particular action carried out at that location. We capture this aspect of the

domain with a persistent binary state, tagged or untagged, associated with each

landmark. Even though LinGraph has a more restricted language than LPL,

we can still express the presented domain with LinGraph. Generating a long

sequence of actions (14 total) for this example takes 60 seconds in LPL while it

takes 2 seconds in LinGraph.
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Levels Actions Created Nodes Pruned Nodes Dependency Constraints Sibling Constraints
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Seek b1

Walk b1

Seek b0

Walk b0

Seek b3

Walk b3

Tag b3

Seek b4

Run b4

Seek b2

Run b2

Seek b5

Run b5

Tag b5

24
1
4
2
5
3
6
6
6
6
6
5
4
6
3

0
0
1
17
19
42
45
84
126
189
270
351
449
549
726

0
24
25
29
31
36
39
45
51
57
63
69
74
78
84

0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

Table 5.8: Created nodes and constraints at each level for the Rhex example in
LinGraph.

5.4.4 Domain-3: Cooperative Multi-Robot Assembly

In this section, we introduce a new domain for assembling bicycles. This domain

includes the coordination of multiple functionally identical robots for the trans-

portation and assembly of a different types of bicycle parts. We transport wheel

and body parts into a central station, and then assemble them into bicycles. In

this example, there are three stations, two supply stations l1 and l2 containing

wheel and body parts respectively, and a third base station l0 for hosting trans-

portation robots and performing bicycle assembly. We show an illustration of the

initial state for this domain in Figure 5.22.

l1 l2l0

wheel bodywheel

2n wheels n bodiesr robots

body

... ......
robot robot

Figure 5.22: The cooperative multi-robot domain consisting of two supply sta-
tions, l1 and l2 and a base station l0. This figure also illustrates the initial state
for our examples, wherein 2n wheels, n body parts and r robots are available
in their corresponding stations. Arrows indicate connections between locations
traversable by robots.

In this domain, robots can move between different locations connected with
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traversable paths. Robots can move objects between locations by picking up and

then carrying objects. We begin the LGPL encoding for this domain with defining

propositional atoms encoding components of the problem state, and individual

actions for transforming state. We summarize these components in Figure 5.23,

together with LGPL definitions and descriptions for all actions.

Objects:
wheelatx : There is a wheel in location lx
bodyatx : There is a body in location lx
bicycleatx : There is a bicycle in location lx
rbtatx : There is a robot in location lx
wheelteamatx : A two robot team holding a wheel are in location lx
bodyteamatx : A three robot team holding a body are in location lx

Actions:
Movexy : rbtatx ( rbtaty

(Robot moves from lx to ly)
HoldWheelx : (rbtatx)2 ⊗ wheelatx ( (wheelteamatx)

(Two robots pick up a wheel in location lx)
HoldBodyx : (rbtatx)3 ⊗ bodyatx ( (bodyteamatx)

(Three robots pick up a body in location lx)
ReleaseWheelx : wheelteamatx ( (rbtatx)2 ⊗ wheelatx

(Two robots release a wheel in location lx)
ReleaseBodyx : bodyteamatx ( (rbtatx)3 ⊗ bodyatx

(Three robots release a body in location lx)
CarryWheelxy : wheelteamatx ( wheelteamaty

(Two robots carry a wheel from location lx to location ly)
CarryBodyxy : bodyteamatx ( bodyteamaty

(Three robots carry a body from location lx to location ly)
AssembleBicyclex : bodyatx ⊗ wheelat2x ( bicycleatx

(A bicycle is assembled in location lx)

Figure 5.23: LGPL encoding of the example for cooperative multi-robot assembly
of bicycles. Propositions encoding components of the state, together with LGPL
action definitions and their descriptions are given.

We illustrate the final state for our example in Figure 5.24, wherein the base

station contains n fully assembled bicycles and r robots. Below, we give the

general form of the LGPL goal formula encoding this example problem by

!Movexy ( !HoldWheelx ( !HoldBodyx ( !ReleaseWheelx (

!ReleaseBodyx ( !CarryWheelxy ( !CarryBodyxy ( !AssembleBicyclex (

(rbtat0
r ⊗ wheelat12n ⊗ bodyat2n) ( (rbtat0

r ⊗ bicycleat0n) . (5.20)
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l1 l2l0

n bicycles

Figure 5.24: The desired final state for the example multi-robot cooperative
assembly domain. n fully assembled bicycles and r robots should be located
in the base station l0.

Since LGPL currently lacks quantifiers, we must explicitly instantiate actions

defined in Figure 5.23 for each location or location pair in the goal statement. We

particularly instantiate Movexy actions only for pairs of locations connected by

traversable paths. For clarity, we have kept the quantified versions of the action

labels in the goal formula above.

Step 1: Move4
01, Move3

02

Step 2: HoldWheel21, HoldBody2

Step 3: CarryWheel210, CarryBody20

Step 4: ReleaseWheel20, ReleaseBody0

Step 5: AssembleBicycle0

Figure 5.25: Solution to the multi-robot example encoded by (5.20) with n = 1
and r = 7, generated by the LinGraph planner.

When we assign n = 1 and r = 7, LinGraph finds the solution as we show in

Figure 5.25. Even though this is the simplest instance of the problem with only

a small number of functionally identical objects, only BlackBox and sequential

planners Symba-2 and Metis were capable of finding feasible solutions, with TFD

failing with errors. As we show in Table 5.9, beyond n = 3 and r = 21, only

LinGraph continues to find solutions as a result of its aggregation of functionally

identical objects.

We now extend the plan length to 9 steps from 5 steps by decreasing the

number of available robots. All temporal planners fail, whereas the sequantial

planners Symba-2 and Metis can only find solutions for the simplest case, with

execution times substantially larger than those of LinGraph. In Table 5.10, the

execution times are detailed. In summary, these examples show that LinGraph
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n/r BB S-2 M T T-N LG

1/7 38 min 50 min 445.6 Error Error 0.130
2/14 Error Error Error - - 0.130
3/21 - - - - - 0.131
4/28 - - - - - 0.130

128/896 - - - - - 0.130

Table 5.9: Execution times (in seconds) for different planners in solving increas-
ingly large instances of the planning problem encoded by (5.20). LinGraph ex-
tends to level 6 in all cases, corresponding to 5 steps. Other planners are unable
to solve any of the problem instances

is much more capable than existing automated planners in exploiting symmetries

in concurrent planning problems with large numbers of functionally identical ob-

jects in ways that are not possible with current methods for symmetry reduction

including the use of numerical fluents.

n/r BB S-2 M T T-N LG

1/5 > 1 d 30.986 41.15 Error Error 1.524
2/10 - > 1 day Error - - 3.846
4/20 - - - - - 3.846

128/640 - - - - - 4.350

Table 5.10: Execution times (in seconds) for different planners on the planning
problem of (5.20) with fewer manipulators. LinGraph extends to level 10 in all
cases (9 steps). Other planners abort with errors beyond a certain problem size

5.5 LinGraph, Multiset Rewriting and Linear

Logic

In this section, we present a formalization of the connection between LinGraph

and multiset rewriting, enabling us to prove soundness and completeness with

respect to the LGPL fragment of linear logic. In doing so, we also establish

LinGraph as a theorem prover for its underlying fragment of intuitionistic linear

logic. In earlier sections, our focus has been the use of LinGraph as an auto-

mated, model-based, domain-independent planner. However, LinGraph is also

closely connected to theorem proving in the multiplicative exponential fragment
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of propositional, intuitionistic linear logic defined by the grammar in Section 5.1.

In this section, we show that LinGraph construction provides a sound and com-

plete method for proof construction in this logic by first interpreting LinGraph as

a multiset rewriting system, then using the well-known correspondence between

such systems and theorem proving in linear logic [62, 90, 91]. In this context, it

is important to note that LinGraph does not simply encode a simple multiset

rewriting process. A partially constructed LinGraph in fact captures all possible

multiset rewriting sequences associated with the problem in its graph structure.

This ensures completeness, allowing LinGraph to find all valid plans for a problem

by exploring different solutions to its cumulative constraints. The main benefit

provided by LinGraph is the reduction in the complexity of plan (and proof)

search through the aggregation of functionally identical resources in individual

nodes.

We begin by adapting and reviewing key definitions on multiset rewriting

systems from [90]. Given a set of propositions P , a finite multiset over P is

a function M : P → N such that M(p) gives the multiplicity of the proposition

p in the multiset. We write p ∈ M if M(p) 6= 0. As noted in [92], a multiset

[p1, ..., pk] over P can also be associated with the product expression (p1⊗...⊗pk).
As such, multiplicative conjunction of two product expressions corresponds to the

additive multiset union of two multisets M1 and M2 over P , which is the multiset

defined by (M1 ]M2)(p) := M1(p) +M2(p).

A multiset rewriting rule R is an ordered pair of multisets, R = (M1,M2) over

the set of propositions P , where M1 and M2 are called the preset and the postset,

respectively. A rule R = (M1,M2) is said to be applicable on a multiset M if

∀p ∈ P,M1(p) ≤ M(p) encoding the requirement that the preset M1 of R is a

submultiset of M . In such cases, the application of the rule R on the multiset

M generates a new multiset Mnew = (M \M1) ]M2 where \ denotes multiset

difference. Based on this definition, a multiset rewriting system (MRS) is simply

a set of rewriting rules, R = {R1, ..., RN} which, in the context of problems in

task planning, can be used to represent possible actions in a domain to transform

system state.
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Definition 3 (Multiset of a LinGraph Node) Given a LinGraph L with r nodes,

and a particular solution vector [s1, ..., sr] satisfying all of its cumulative con-

straints, each node ni having the type encoded by the propositional atom Pi

uniquely defines an associated multiset Mnd(ni) := {Pi, ..., Pi} consisting of si

copies of the proposition Pi.

Definition 4 (Multiset of a LinGraph level) Given a LinGraph L with r nodes,

l levels and a particular solution vector [s1, ..., sr] satisfying all of its cumula-

tive constraints, every level j ≤ l in L uniquely defines an associated multiset

Mlvl(j) := Mnd(ni1) ] ... ] Mnd(nim), where i1 through im denote indices of all

LinGraph nodes that belong to level j.

Note, also, that since every action formula Fa = p1⊗ ...⊗pk ( q1⊗ ...⊗ qt can

be associated with a corresponding multiset rewriting rule RFa = ({p1, ..., pk},
{q1, ..., qt}), every LinGraph instance also defines a corresponding MRS, con-

sisting of rewriting rules associated with all of its actions, together with rules

corresponding to trivial “copy” actions p ( p for all propositions p. We will

denote this MRS with RL. The following theorem is a key step in establishing

that every LinGraph, when considered together with a particular solution with

its constraints, encodes a valid sequence of rewriting rule applications starting

from its initial level, ending with its last level.

Theorem 8 (LinGraph Expansion) Given a LinGraph L with r nodes, two suc-

cessive levels i and i + 1 and a particular solution vector [s1, ..., sr] satisfying all

of its cumulative constraints, there exists a (not necessarily unique) sequence of

rewriting rules, [R1, ..., Ru] with ∀j ≤ u,Rj ∈ RL, with an associated sequence

of intermediate multisets [M0, ...,Mu] such that M0 = Mlvl(i), ∀j ≤ u,Mj is

generated by Rj from Mj−1 and Mu = Mlvl(i+ 1).

Proof 8 The proof proceeds by iteration through the set of action nodes connect-

ing level i to level i + 1 in the LinGraph L. Consider a particular ordering of

these actions, A = [FA1 , ..., FAk ]. First of all, as a result of sibling constraints
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defined in Section 5.3.2.5 and the structure and construction of the LinGraph, all

resources in the final multiset Mlvl(i+ 1) can be associated with their correspond-

ing generating actions, including copy actions. Consequently, if a proposition

p ∈ Mlvl(i + 1), then the corresponding node count satisfies sp > 0 and by con-

struction, there exists an action FA ∈ A has p in its postconditions. Moreover, as

a result of the sibling constrains being satisfied, Mlvl(i + 1) is also guaranteed to

have a consistent number of propositions corresponding to all the postconditions

of this action. This ensures that Mlvl(i+ 1) ⊆Mu.

On the other hand, dependency constraints between the node multiplicities en-

sure that exactly the number of available resources in level i are consumed by the

collective application of all actions connecting level i to level i+ 1. Consequently,

the multiset Mlvl(i) is entirely replaced by the postconditions of all the actions

in A. This ensures that only nodes in level i + 1 can be in the corresponding

multiset, meaning that Mu ⊆ Mlvl(i + 1). This proves that Mu = Mlvl(i + 1).

All the intermediate multisets M1 through Mu−1 are then generated by successive

application of multiset rewriting rules associated with the actions in A.

In order to establish the soundness of LinGraph with respect to LGPL seman-

tics, we first review standard proof theoretic semantics for the LGPL language,

adapted from [81]. We use a sequent calculus formulation, with the corresponding

sequent definition

Γ; ∆⇒ FG , (5.21)

where ∆ is a multiset of atomic resources and Γ is a multiset of action formulae.

This sequent states that the goal formula FG can be proven using the single-use

resources in ∆ and unlimited use propositions in Γ. Sequent calculus is gener-

ally used to formalize proof construction for logical languages, wherein “left” and

“right” inference rules capture how occurrences of connectives as assumptions or

goals, respectively, can be refined to recursively construct a valid proof. Sequent

calculus rules for LGPL are detailed in Figure 5.26, where we also follow the

conventions of [81]. We provide these standard sequent rules for the LGPL frag-

ment of linear logic to provide a basis for LinGraph’s soundness properties and

will omit detailed descriptions for space considerations. Interested readers may
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refer to the literature on proof theoretic semantics for intuitionistic linear logic

for further details.

Γ; p⇒ p init
(Γ,FA); (∆,FA)⇒ FG

(Γ,FA); ∆⇒ FG
copy

(Γ,FA); ∆⇒ FG
Γ; (∆, !FA)⇒ FG !L

Γ; ∆1 ⇒ p Γ; ∆2 ⇒ FR
Γ; ∆1,∆2 ⇒ p⊗FR ⊗R

Γ; ∆, p,FR ⇒ FG
Γ; ∆, p⊗FR ⇒ FG ⊗L

Γ; ∆,FP ⇒ FG
Γ; ∆⇒ FP ( FG ( R

Γ; ∆1 ⇒ FR1 Γ; ∆2,FR2 ⇒ FG
Γ; ∆1,∆2,FR1 ( FR2 ⇒ FG ( L

Figure 5.26: Sequent calculus proof rules for LGPL

All together, these inference rules enforce the requirement that all resources

appearing in ∆ on the left hand side of a sequent must be used exactly once in the

associated proof, thereby allowing their interpretation as consumable resources

[54]. This property, combined with our choice of an intuitionistic fragment of

linear logic make it possible to associate each proof for LGPL goal formulae with

a valid plan.

Theorem 9 (Soundness of LinGraph) Given a goal formula FG in LGPL, the

corresponding completed LinGraph L with r nodes, its last level l matching the

decomposed goal from Section 5.3.2.2 and a valid solution vector [s1, ..., sr] sat-

isfying all of its cumulative constraints, there exists a corresponding proof in the

sequent calculus system of Figure 5.26 for FG.

Proof 9 LGPL formulae have the form shown in (5.2). Proving the validity of

this formula corresponds to proving the sequent (FA1 , ..., FAa); (FR1 , ..., FRb)⇒ FRg

in the system of Figure 5.26, following straightforward elimination of implications

and exponentials using the rules ( L, ⊗L and !L. In the LinGraph initialization

phase, all resource formulae in the linear context, FR1 through FRb are converted
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into nodes, forming the first layer of the graph. Together with associated initial

constraints described in Section 5.3.2.2, these ensure that the multiset Mlvl(1)

exactly corresponds to the linear context in this sequent. Similarly, the goal for-

mula FRg is converted into a set of goal nodes which, through the use of goal

check constraints satisfied in the last stage of LinGraph construction ensure that

the multiset Mlvl(l) associated with the last level of L exactly corresponds to the

desired goal formula FRg . Iterative application of Theorem 8, shows that there

is a finite sequence of multiset rewriting rule applications connecting the initial

multiset to the final multiset associated with the goal formula. Finally, this se-

quence of rule applications can be transformed into a proof in the multiplicative

Horn fragment of linear logic, establishing the soundness of LinGraph construc-

tion [90].

Soundness is of course a necessary property for any automated planner.

Equally important, however, is completeness with respect to the underlying logic.

To prove completeness, we rely on the ability of LinGraph to capture all possible

sequences of multiset rewriting rule applications through different solutions to its

set of constraints.

Theorem 10 (Completeness of LinGraph) Given a goal formula FG in LGPL,

provable in the system of Figure 5.26, the algorithm described in Section 5.3.2 is

guaranteed to terminate and produce a valid LinGraph for FG.

Proof 10 Without loss of generality, the proof of the formula FG, having the

form in(5.2), can be assumed to start with the elimination of implications and

exponentials through the associated invertible rules, thereby having a subproof for

the sequent

(FA1 , ..., FAa); (FR1 , ..., FRb)⇒ FRg , (5.22)

Since this sequent is free of exponentials, the corresponding proof will be in the

multiplicative Horn fragment of linear logic, and hence can be transformed into a

sequence S = [R1, ..., Ru] of multiset rewriting rule applications corresponding to

left rules for actions, (FA1 , ..., FAa), starting from the initial multiset associated
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with the initial context I = (FR1 , ..., FRb) [90]. By construction, action nodes

in a particular LinGraph level capture all possible applications of available mul-

tiset rewrite rules, each of which corresponding to a particular solution for the

cumulative set of constraints associated with the LinGraph.

Even though the multiset rewriting rules defined above are applied sequentially,

they naturally encode concurrency through the independence of their preset and

postsets [91, 93]. Consequently, the sequence S defined above can be permuted to

collect all mutually independent applications related to the initial multiset I to the

beginning of the sequence. By construction, each such rule applied to the initial

multiset, will then have a corresponding action node in the LinGraph, with the

subsequent level having nodes associated with the elements in the postset of the

rule. Once all rules applicable to the initial set are exhausted, the second level of

the LinGraph will be formed, and the construction will proceed recursively until all

the rules in S are covered. Finally, since the last level in the LinGraph constructed

in this fashion will have nodes corresponding to all components of FRg , the goal

check is guaranteed to succeed, ensuring termination of LinGraph construction,

with a valid solution for all initial, dependency and goal check constraints in the

LinGraph.

From a planning perspective, LinGraph semantics are hence sound and com-

plete based on existing work in planning and linear logic [82, 94]. From a theorem

proving perspective, LinGraph allows efficient proof construction in the corre-

sponding fragment of linear logic when there are considerable object symmetries.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we introduce two different languages and associated theorem

provers for domain independent task planning using linear logic. The first lan-

guage that we introduce is Linear Planning Logic (LPL), a fragment of linear logic

sufficiently expressive and suitable for representing task planning problems. We

presented the LPL grammar, sequent definitions and the associated backchaining

proof theory through informative examples. One of the primary novel contribu-

tions of our work is the design and implementation of a backchaining theorem

prover in the presence of program formulae with non-atomic conclusions that are

necessary for efficient representations of planning problems. Subsequently, we

have demonstrated both the expressivity and feasibility of the LPL language and

our associated theorem prover on an application domain that involves a mobile

robot visually navigating through an environment populated with colored land-

marks. We have presented both a formal encoding of this domain in LPL, as

well as an example scenario and associated experiments with the RHex hexapod

platform. Possible future directions for this work include more efficient imple-

mentations of the LPL theorem prover, extensions to incorporate nondetermistic

actions in the domain through disjunctive and additive connectives as well as inte-

gration with continuous constraint expressions to enable more accurate modeling

of physical properties of robotic behaviors and reactive components and provide

support for dynamic environments.
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Our second introduced language is Linear Logic Graph Planner (LinGraph), a

new, model-based, domain-independent automated planner based on encodings of

planning problems within a fragment of propositional intuitionistic Linear Logic

(LGPL), and a graph-based strategy for plan generation. Our planner benefits

from the non-monotonicity of linear logic in addressing the frame problem, with

linear assumptions interpreted as resources to allow simple and effective encod-

ing of dynamic state. In this context, our novel graph-based method, inspired

from GraphPlan, implements forward proof-search within the LGPL fragment of

linear logic, providing an effective means of automated plan construction. The in-

tuitionistic nature of LGPL preserves strict correspondence between valid proofs

and plans, admitting the use of this system as an automated planner. Finally,

the effectiveness of linear logic in capturing and representing concurrency allows

LinGraph to perform well for concurrent planning problems with multiple agents.

A distinguishing feature of LinGraph is its ability to eliminate irrelevant com-

binatorial nondeterminism in plan search when there are multiple, functionally

identical objects within a problem. Our graph-based search strategy aggregates

multiple instances of such indistinguishable components of the state, admitting

efficient plan search for problems that are otherwise intractable. We illustrate

both the basic operation of the planner, as well as its performance on increas-

ingly complex instances of a simple assembly planning domain incorporating mul-

tiple identical instances of different types of components and manipulators. In

this context, we provide a comparison of execution times for LinGraph with four

planners: Blackbox, Symba-2, Metis and the Temporal Fast Downward (TFD)

system, using the TFD system first with a simple encoding treating objects as

unique, and a second using numerical fluents to more efficiently encode equivalent

object multiplicity. We show that even though our unoptimized implementation

of LinGraph, with its current blind search strategy, does not necessarily outper-

form existing planners for small concurrent problems or long sequential problems,

it is much more scalable and maintains its ability to identify feasible plans for

increased problem sizes, particularly in the presence of larger numbers of func-

tionally identical objects. We also investigated the performance of LinGraph in

the context of a multi-robot domain that involves coordinated manipulation and
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transportation of objects and show that it can handle much larger problems than

other planners.

In addition to a presentation of LinGraph and these experimental results,

we provided a brief analysis of algorithmic properties of LinGraph, followed by

theoretical results establishing the soundness and completeness of LinGraph’s

plan construction with respect to a standard proof theory for the LGPL fragment

of intuitionistic linear logic. This was accomplished by interpreting LinGraph

instances as multiset rewriting systems, which are known to correspond to Petri

Nets and also proofs in Horn fragments of propositional linear logic. These results

provide a formal connection between LinGraph generated plans and the semantics

of goal formulae in the LGPL fragment of linear logic.

Possible extensions to our work can be categorized in three directions. First,

different sources of complexity in LinGraph construction can be addressed. In

particular, defining a concept of state node equivalence, and introducing the

ability to combine equivalent nodes during graph expansion might substantially

reduce LinGraph size and allow longer plans to be generated. This could be ex-

tended with the detection of loops wherein the effects of an action are completely

reversed by a subsequent action. Further expansion of such looping states could

be suppressed, resulting in further reductions in graph size. Methods in exist-

ing planning literature focusing on state equivalence and loop detection could

be applicable to LinGraph to address these issues. The second category of im-

provements involve the action creation and goal check stages. Currently, Lin-

Graph expands the graph in a strict layered structure, performing blind, breadth-

first search. Incorporating effective heuristics to properly guide graph generation

would substantially improve performance on sequential problems, wherein Lin-

Graph is far from being practical. This is one of the very first extensions that

should be considered for LinGraph to be applicable to general planning problems.

Similarly, the current LinGraph implementation uses an uninformed constraint

solver to identify a feasible assignment of usage counts for all state nodes during

the goal check, and partial usage counts for action creation. A new instance of

the constraint solver is invoked for every check, discarding previous work that

might have helped eliminate assignments that are altogether infeasible. A tighter
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integration with graph generation and an incremental constraint solver could im-

prove the performance of both graph generation and the goal check, allowing,

once again, handling of larger planning problems. The third and final direction

for future work involves extensions to the expressivity of the language underlying

the semantics of LinGraph. The LGPL language only allows discrete actions with

no explicit support for conditional statements or nondeterminism. On the other

hand, linear logic introduces additive connectives an other components that could

potentially provide richer expressivity for encoding planning problems. Such more

expressive uses of linear logic for planning problems has not been sufficiently ex-

plored in previous literature, but could allow more uniform modeling of more

advanced planning structures such as hierarchical plans, dynamic management of

available actions and nondeterminism. In addition to the semantic formulation

of the connection between these logical connectives and the planning domain,

both the structure and the construction of LinGraph would need to be extended

to correctly handle proof construction in the presence of new connectives. Other

possible extensions include the incorporation of continuous constraint expressions

into linear logic as was proposed in [95], allowing native modeling of hybrid sys-

tems.
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Appendix A

Formal Representation of

LinGraph

In this section, we introduce the formal representation of LinGraph. We also give

details of each element used in LinGraph. We recall the grammar of the LGPL

language in Section 5.1,

Resource formulas: FR ::= p | (p⊗FR)

Action formulas: FA ::= (FR ( FR)

Program formulas: FP ::= !FA | FR
Goal formulas: FG ::= FR | (FP ( FG) ,

where p denotes atomic resources, FR denotes linear formulae that can be used as

resources, FA denotes implicative formulae that represent actions, FP captures

program formulae that can appear as assumptions and FG denotes goal formulae.

Using these definitions, we introduce LN ,LA,LG which are sets of labels such that

LN ∩ LA = ∅
LN ∩ LG = ∅
LA ∩ LG = ∅
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where LN stands for Node Labels, LA stands for Action Labels and LG stands for

Goal Labels. Next, we present the formal definition of each LinGraph element.

Definition 5 A node element, N , is defined as

N ∈ LN × (p ∪ FA)× N× N× N.

Given a node N = (ln, p, l, ca, cu), ln denotes the node label, p is proposition of

the node, the level is l ≥ 1, ca is total number of available resources, cu is total

number of used resources.

Definition 6 A goal element, G, is defined as

G ∈ LG × p× N.

Given a goal g = (lg, p, c), lg is the goal label, p is the goal proposition and c is

the goal count. We denote g = (lg, p, c) with (lg : (p, c)).

Definition 7 An implication action element, AI , is defined as

AI ∈ LA ×FA × N× P(LN × N).

Given an implication action ai = (la, pi, c, dl), la is the action label, pi is

proposition of the action, c is number of applicable actions and dl holds labels and

counts for used resources for the precondition of the action where we denote each

dl element as (ld, cd). We must also note that, P(LN × N) denotes power set of

LN × N, which is 2LN×N.

Definition 8 A copy action element, AC, is defined as

AC ∈ LA × (p ∪ FA)× N× P(LN × N).

Given a copy action ac = (la, p, c, dl), la is the action label, p is proposition of

the action, c is number of applicable actions and dl holds labels and counts for

used resources for the precondition of the action where we denote each dl element

as (ld, cd).
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Definition 9 An action element, A, is defined as

A ∈ (AI ∪ AC).

Definition 10 A node to action link element, LNA, holds a link from node to

action defined as

LNA ∈ N ×A,

where N is set of node elements and A is set of action elements.

Definition 11 An action to node link element, LAN , holds a link from action to

node defined as

LAN ∈ A×N .

Definition 12 A node to goal link element, LNG, holds a link from node to goal

defined as

LNG ∈ N × G,

where G is set of goal elements.

Definition 13 A projection notation, πx(E), returns the value of x in the given

element E.

Definition 14 Given a LinGraph L, the initial level nodes of L, NI(L), are

defined as

NI(L) := {N ∈ N | πl(N) = 1},

where N is set of node elements of L.

Definition 15 Given a LinGraph L, the last level nodes of L, NL(L), are de-

fined as

NL(L) := {N ∈ N | ∀N2 ∈ N , (πl(N) ≥ πl(N2))},

where N is set of node elements of L.
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Definition 16 Given a LinGraph L, an initial constraint element ci of L is

defined as

ci ∈ NI(L)× N.

Given an initial constraint ci = (N, β), the constraint formula is

πln(N) = β,

where πln(N) denotes the label of the given initial node and the value β equals to

the available number of the node N , πca(N).

Definition 17 A sibling constraint element, cs, with the arity(cs) = n, is defined

as

cs ∈ (N)n.

Given a sibling constraint cs = (N1, N2, ..., Nn), the constraint formula is

πln(N1) = πln(N2) = ... = πln(Nn).

Definition 18 A dependency constraint element, cd, with the arity(cd) = n, is

defined as

cd ∈ N × (N)n.

Given a dependency constraint cd = (N, (N1, N2, ..., Nn)), the constraint formula

is

πln(N) = πln(N1) + πln(N2) + ...+ πln(Nn).

Definition 19 A goal constraint element, cg, with the arity(cg) = n, is defined

as

cg ∈ (N)n × N.

Given a goal constraint cg = ((N1, N2, ..., Nn), β), the constraint formula is

πln(N1) + πln(N2) + ...+ πln(Nn) = β.
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Definition 20 Given that Ci is a set of initial constraints, Cs is a set of sibling

constraints, Cd is a set of dependency constraints, Cg is a set of goal constraints,

a set of constraints for checking goals, Ccg, is defined as

Ccg ∈ (Ci ∪ Cs ∪ Cd ∪ Cg).

Definition 21 A partial initial constraint element for precondition check, cpi is

defined as

cpi ∈ N × N.

Given a partial initial constraint for precondition check cpi = (N, β), the con-

straint formula is

πln(N) ≤ β.

Definition 22 A partial dependency constraint element for precondition check,

cpd, with the arity(cpd) = n, is defined as

cpd ∈ (N)n ×N.

Given a partial dependency constraint for precondition check cpd = ((N1, N2, ..., Nn), N),

the constraint formula is

πln(N1) + πln(N2) + ...+ πln(Nn) ≤ πln(N).

Definition 23 An action requirement constraint element for precondition check,

car, is defined as

car ∈ N × N.

Given an action requirement constraint car = (N, β), the constraint formula is

πln(N) ≥ β.

Definition 24 An unused constraint element for precondition check, cu, is de-

fined as

cu ∈ N.

Given an action requirement constraint cu = N , the constraint formula is

πln(N) = 0.
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Definition 25 Given that Cpi is a set of partial initial constraints, Cs is a set

of sibling constraints, Cpd is a set of partial dependency constraints, Car is a

set of action requirement constraints, Cu is a set of unused constraints, a set of

constraints for precondition of action check, Ccp, is defined as

Ccp ∈ (Cpi ∪ Cs ∪ Cpd ∪ Car ∪ Cu).

Definition 26 Given that LN is a set of node labels, LA is a set of action labels,

LG is a set of goal labels, FG is a set of proposition languages, N is a set of Nodes,

G is a set of Goals, A is a set of implication actions and copy actions, LNA is a

set of links between nodes and actions, LAN is a set of links between actions and

nodes, LNG is a set of links between nodes and goals, Ccg is a set of constraints

for checking goals and Ccp is a set of constraints for checking preconditions, a

planning graph for linear logic is formally represented as

LinGraph := [LN ,LA,LG,FG,N ,G,A,LNA,LAN ,LNG, Ccg, Ccp],

where LNA ⊆ N × A, LNA ⊆ N × A and LNG ⊆ N × G, such that having

properties:

1. All levels of L are greater than or equal to 1,

∀N ∈ N , πl(N) ≥ 1.

2. Each node can have only one incoming action link, denoted as

∀N ∈ N ,∃A ∈ A,∀A′ ∈ A s.t. ((A,N) ∈ LAN , [(A 6= A′)→

(A′, N) /∈ LAN ], (πl(N) ≥ 2)).

3. An action’s all predecessor nodes must be at the same level, denoted as

∀A ∈ A, ∀N,N ′ ∈ N , ((N,A) ∈ LNA ∧ (N ′, A) ∈ LNA → πl(N) = πl(N
′))

4. An action’s all successor nodes must be at the same level, denoted as

∀A ∈ A,∀N,N ′ ∈ N , ((A,N) ∈ LAN ∧ (A,N ′) ∈ LAN → πl(N) = πl(N
′))
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Definition 27 Given a LinGraph L, a path from n1 ∈ N to nk ∈ N for L,

P(n1,nk), is a sequence of nodes and actions ending with a node, denoted as

P(n1,nk) = 〈n1, a1, n2, a2..., nk〉,

s.t. ∀i ≤ k, ni ∈ N , ai ∈ A.

Definition 28 Given a LinGraph L, a path from n1 ∈ N to nk ∈ N for L is

valid, denoted with V (P(n1,nk)), if

1. There exists a node to action link connecting each node to the next action

and there exists an action to node link connecting each action to the next

node, such as

∀i < k, (ni, ai) ∈ LNA, (ai, ni+1) ∈ LAN ,

2. Level of sequential nodes increases one by one, denoted as

∀i < k, πl(ni+1) = πl(ni) + 1,

where LNA is the set of links from actions to nodes and LAN is the set of links

from nodes to actions.

Definition 29 Given a LinGraph L, the predecessor for the node N ∈ N de-

noted with pred(N), is defined as

pred(N) := {A ∈ A | (A,N) ∈ LAN},

where N is the set of node elements and A is the set of action elements for L.

Definition 30 Given a LinGraph L, the set of predecessors for the action A ∈ A
denoted with pred(A), is defined as

pred(A) := {N ∈ N | (N,A) ∈ LNA},

where N is the set of node elements and A is the set of action elements for L.
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Definition 31 Given a LinGraph L, the set of successors for the node N ∈ N
denoted with succ(N), is defined as

succ(N) := {A ∈ A | (N,A) ∈ LNA},

where N is the set of node elements and A is the set of action elements for L.

Definition 32 Given a LinGraph L, the set of successors for the action A ∈ A
denoted with succ(A), is defined as

succ(A) := {N ∈ N | (A,N) ∈ LAN}.

Definition 33 Given a LinGraph

L := [LN ,LA,LG,FG,N ,G,A,LNA,LAN ,LNG, Ccg, Ccp],

as given in Def. 26, L is an empty LinGraph if

L := [LN ,LA,LG,FG, ∅, ∅, ∅,LNA,LAN ,LNG, Ccg, Ccp].

Definition 34 Given a LinGraph L, cardinality of outgoing links for the last

level node N ∈ NL(L), OL(N), is defined as,

OL(N) := |{G s.t. (N,G) ∈ LNG}|.

Definition 35 Given a LinGraph L, cardinality of incoming links for the goal

node G ∈ G, IL(G), is defined as,

IL(G) := |{G s.t. (N,G) ∈ LNG}|.

Definition 36 Given a multiset M , multiplicity of an element m ∈ M ,

Mul(M,m), is defined as,

Mul(M,m) := m ∈n M,

where multiplicity n is a nonnegative integer. If M = {} or m /∈M , then n = 0.
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Definition 37 Given a resource formula FR, we decompose the given formula

and return a multiset of all atomic propositions using the function DecRes(FR),

defined as

DecRes(FR) :=

{
{a} if FR = a

{a} ∪DecRes(FR2) if FR = a⊗ FR2 ,
where union operation is a multiset operation and a is an atomic proposition.

Definition 38 Given a goal formula G, we extract goals and return a multiset

of all goals using the function ExtGoal(G), defined as

ExtGoal(G) :=

{
DecRes(FR) if G = FR

ExtGoal(G2) if G = FP ( G2,
where union operation is a multiset operation, a is an atomic proposition and FP

is a program formula.

Definition 39 Given a goal formula G, we decompose the given formula and re-

turn a multiset of all resources using the function ExtRes(G), defined as

ExtRes(G) :=


{} if G = FR

{a} ∪ ExtRes(G2) if G = a( G2

{a} ∪DecRes(FR) ∪ ExtRes(G2) if G = (a⊗ FR) ( G2

{(FR1 ( FR2)} ∪ ExtRes(G2) if G =!(FR1 ( FR2) ( G2,
where union operation is a multiset operation and a is an atomic proposition.

Definition 40 Given a multiset M and a proposition p, if p is an atomic propo-

sition, Cnt(M, p) returns the number of p in the given multiset M , otherwise 1,

defined as

Cnt(M, p) :=

{
1 if p = FR1 ( FR2

Mul(M, p) if p = a,
where a is an atomic proposition.

Definition 41 Given a formula F and its LinGraph L as given in Def. 26, Def.

14 and Def. 15, L is a valid LinGraph iff:

1. Number of resources for the initial level nodes are equal to the corresponding
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decomposed propositions, defined as

∀N ∈ NI(L), (πp(N) 6= (FR1 ( FR2), πp(N) ∈k ExtRes(F ))→ πca(N) = k.

2. Number of action resources for the initial level nodes are equal to infinite,

defined as

∀N ∈ NI(L), (πp(N) = (FR1 ( FR2))→ πca(N) =∞.

3. Each goal node (lg, p, c) in G corresponds to aggregating the same type of

decomposed goals together from the initial formula F , denoted as

∀G ∈ G,∀G′ ∈ G s.t. (πp(G) ∈k ExtGoal(F ), πp(G) = πp(G
′))→

(k = c,G = G′).

4. Number of incoming links to each goal node (lg, p, c) equals to the count of

the goal node, defined as

∀G ∈ G, IL(G) = πc(G).

5. Count used (cu) values are zero for any nodes except last level nodes, denoted

as

∀N ∈ N s.t. (N /∈ NL(L)→ (πcu(N) = 0).

6. There exists at least one valid path from each first level node to last level

nodes, defined as

(a) ∀NI ∈ NI(L),∃NL ∈ NL(L) s.t. P(NI ,NL) is a valid path,

(b) ∀NL ∈ NL(L),∃NI ∈ NI(L) s.t. P(NI ,NL) is a valid path.

7. All initial constraints are satisfied,

∀ci ∈ Ci, πln(πN(ci)) = πβ(ci).

8. All sibling constraints are satisfied,

∀cs ∈ Cs, πln(N1) = πln(N2) = ... = πln(Narity(cs))
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9. All dependency constraints of checking goals are satisfied,

∀cd ∈ Cd, πln(πN(cd)) =

arity(cd)∑
i=1

(πln(πNi(cd))).

10. All goal constraints are satisfied,

∀cg ∈ Cg,
arity(cg)∑
i=1

(πln(πNi(cg))) = πβ(cg)

11. All goals are satisfied,

(a) Number of links going to each goal node must be equal to the goal node’s

goal count.

∀G ∈ G, πc(G) = IL(G)

(b) Number of outgoing links from each last level node must be equal to the

number of used resources, denoted as

∀N ∈ NL(L), πcu(N) = OL(N)

12. Each node created by a copy action has the same available number of re-

sources with the predecessor node, denoted as

∀N ∈ N ,∀Succ(N) ∈ AC, (N /∈ NL(L)→ πca(Succ(Succ(N))) = πca(N).

13. Available number of resources for created nodes of an action equals to a
proportion including count of decomposed formulas, defined as

∀A ∈ AI , ∀N ∈ succ(A) if πpi (A) = FR ( FR2
then πca (N) = πc(A) · Cnt(DecRes(FR2

), πp(N)).
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